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Abstract
An important goal in studying the relations between unitary VOAs and con-
formal nets is to prove the equivalence of their ribbon categories. In this article, we
prove this conjecture for many familiar examples. Our main idea is to construct
new structures associated to conformal nets: the categorical extensions.
Let V be a strongly-local unitary regular VOA of CFT type, and assume that
all V -modules are unitarizable. Then V is associated with a conformal net AV
by [CKLW18]. Let RepupV q and RepsspAV q be the braided tensor categories of
unitary V -modules and semisimple AV -modules respectively. We show that if
one can find enough intertwining operators of V satisfying the strong intertwining
property and the strong braiding property, then any unitary V -module Wi can be
integrated to an AV -module Hi, and the functor F : RepupV q Ñ RepsspAV q,Wi ÞÑ
Hi induces an equivalence of the ribbon categories RepupV q »ÝÑ FpRepupV qq. This,
in particular, shows that FpRepupV qq is a modular tensor category.
We apply the above result to all unitary c ă 1 Virasoro VOAs (minimal mod-
els), many unitary affine VOAs (WZW models), and all even lattice VOAs. In the
case of Virasoro VOAs and affine VOAs, one further knows that FpRepupV qq “
RepsspAV q. So we’ve proved the equivalence of the unitary modular tensor cate-
gories RepupV q » RepsspAV q. In the case of lattice VOAs, besides the equivalence
of RepupV q and FpRepupV qq, we also prove the strong locality of V and the strong
integrability of all (unitary) V -modules. This solves a conjecture in [CKLW18].
1 Introduction
Backgrounds
A systematic study of the relations between vertex operator algebras (VOAs) and
conformal nets, two major mathematical formulations of chiral conformal field theo-
ries, was initiated by [CKLW18]. A main point in [CKLW18] is that, given a unitary
CFT-type VOA V satifying certain nice analytic properties (energy-bounds condition
and strong locality), one defines AV pIq to be the von Neumann algebra generated by
all smeared vertex operators localized in the open interval I Ă S1. Then the collection
of all these AV pIq form a conformal net AV . The energy-bounds condition is needed
to show the preclosedness of smeared vertex operators and the weak commutativ-
ity (Wightmann-locality) of casually disjoint smeared vertex operators. To show that
AV satisfies the locality axiom of a conformal net, one requires that causally disjoint
smeared operators also commute strongly, in the sense that the von Neumann algebras
generated by them commute. This is the meaning of strong locality. Energy bounds
condition and strong locality are natural requirements on VOAs, which can be veri-
fied for many important examples. Indeed, it is believed that all unitary VOAs satisfy
these two properties.
After building a bridge between VOAs and conformal nets, the next natural step is
to understand the relations between their representations. Let V be a unitary (energy-
bounded and) strongly local CFT-type VOA, and assume that all irreducible V -
modules are unitarizable.1 Since our main interest is in rational CFTs, we assume that
1The unitarizability of all V -modules is known to be true for many well known rational CFT models.
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V is regular [DLM95], so that there exists a modular tensor categorical structure on the
category RepupV q of unitary V -modules [Hua08b]. We also have a braided C˚-tensor
categorical structure on the representation2 category ReppAV q of AV by Doplicher-
Haag-Roberts (DHR) superselection theory [DHR71, DHR74, FRS89, FRS92]. Now the
whole project of relating the representation theories of “rational” VOAs and conformal
nets can be described by answering the following questions:
1. Can we define a “natural” fully faithful ˚-functor F : RepupV q Ñ ReppAV q?
2. Is F essentially surjective?
3. Does F preserve the braided tensor categorical structures?
Once these problems are solved, we can conclude that the category RepsspAV q of
semisimple AV -modules is a braided tensor subcategory of ReppAV q admitting a rib-
bon fusion categorical structure, the modular tensor category RepupV q admits a uni-
tary (i.e, C˚-) structure, and F : RepupV q Ñ RepsspAV q is an equivalence of unitary
modular tensor categories. As an important application, the Reshetikhin-Turaev 3d
topological quantum field theory (cf. [RT91, Tur94]) constructed from RepupV q and
from RepsspAV q are the same.
Problem 1 is the main subject of [CWX]. That paper shows that for many nice exam-
ples of V , any unitary V -module pWi, Yiq is energy bounded, and can be “integrated”
to an AV -module pHi, piiq, in the sense that piipY pv, fqq “ Yipv, fq for any smeared ver-
tex operators Y pv, fq and Yipv, fq. This condition is called strong integrability. One can
thus define FpWiq “ Hi. By semisimpleness, any morphism F of unitary V -modules
is bounded. Thus FpF q can be defined to be the closure of F . Then [CWX] shows that
F is fully faithful. (See also [Gui17b] chapter 4 for relevant results.)3 A detailed study
of problem 2 can be found in [CW]. In the case of unitary affine VOAs, problem 2 was
completely solved by [Hen19]. For c ă 1 unitary Virasoro VOAs, problem 2 can be
solved by combining the results of [Xu00a] and [KL04] (see section 5.1).
So far, the studies of problem 3 have been focusing mainly on comparing fusion
rules. The following results are known: If V is a type A unitary affine VOA, or a
c ă 1 unitary Virasoro VOA, then RepupV q and RepsspAV q have the same fusion rules
[Was98, Loke94]. When V is of affine type D, the tensor subcategory C of unitary V -
modules corresponding to the single-valued representations of SOp2nq has the same
fusion rules as FpCq [TL04]. On the other hand, the equivalence of the braided tensor
categories is unknown except when V is affine sl2, in which case the braided tensor cat-
egorical structures are determined by the fusion rules and the twist operators accord-
ing to [FK93] proposition 8.2.6.4 Even for general affine sln, proving the equivalence
of the braided tensor categories has long been an open problem.
For some other examples, this problem is related to constructing a C˚-tensor structure on RepupV q. We
will discuss this topic in future work.
2In this article, we assume that all conformal net modules are seperable and (hence) locally normal.
3Besides using smeared vertex operators, one can also use Segal CFTs and a geometric interpolation
procedure to construct conformal nets from unitary VOAs, and to define the ˚-functor F. See [Ten16,
Ten18] for more details.
4This argument is due to Marcel Bischoff. See [Hen17] the paragraphs after conjecture 3.
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Categorical extensions of conformal nets
One of the main goals in this paper is to give a systematic treatment of problem
3. We shall not only show the equivalence of fusion rules for more examples, but also
provide a new perspective on conformal nets and VOAs from which the equivalence
of the braided tensor categorical structures becomes quite natural: we shall define a
new structure associated to conformal nets, called categorical extensions.
An ordinary extension of a conformal net A is just a conformal net B containing
A as a (finite-index) subnet. It is a fermionic extension when B is a super-conformal
net, but it can also be anyonic in general. Full CFT and boundary CFT can also be
regarded as extensions of conformal nets. A categorical extension E of A, on the other
hand, is a universal, free, categorical, and anyonic extension of A.5 By “universal”, we
mean that E contains any sort of extensions of A as sub-systems. Roughly speaking,
E is defined to be the ˚-extension generated “freely” by the intertwining operators of
A (or its corresponding VOA). E is free of relations, but any extension of A, which
is a sub-system of E , is described by a set of relations, i.e, by a Frobenius algebra. As
intertwining operators do not form an algebra in general (except when the braidings
are abelian [DL93]), there seems to be no single Hilbert space H on which all inter-
twining operators could act freely. Therefore, we consider tensor categories of Hilbert
spaces instead of single Hilbert spaces. As extensions of A are in general anyonic, E is
anyonic.
Let us outline some key features of categorical extensions. Note that for a con-
formal net A, given an open interval I , we have state-field correspondence between
an operator x P ApIq and a vector xΩ. Vectors in H0pIq “ ApIqΩ are called I-
bounded vectors. Then the actions of ApIq on H0 can be regarded as multiplications
H0pIq b H0 Ñ H0. With over simplification, we regard the vacuum module H0 as
both a vector space and an algebra. Now for general A-modules Hi,Hj , their multi-
plications are in neither Hi nor Hj , but in a tensor (fusion) product Hi  Hj . More
precisely, for any open interval I , we denote by Ic the complement of its closure in S1,
and set HipIq to be the subspace of all ξ P Hi satisfying that the linear map defined
by xΩ P ApIcqΩ ÞÑ xξ P Hi is bounded. We call such ξ an I-bounded vector. We then
have a multiplication HipIq bHj Ñ Hi Hj, ξ b η ÞÑ ξ ¨ η. Let Lpξ, Iq denote this left
action of ξ on Hj . Then we require that Lpξ, Iq is a bounded operator intertwining the
actions of ApIcq, i.e., Lpξ, Iq P HomAV pIcqpHj,Hi Hjq.
The above formulation is reminiscent of Connes fusion products (Connes relative
tensor products) [Con80]. Indeed, Connes fusion is a major way to construct categor-
ical extensions, in which case the tensor product Hi  Hj is just the Connes fusion
product Hi b Hj , and the multiplication is the natural one. On the other hand, the
standard Connes fusion theory for bimodules tells us nothing about how the fusion
products over different intervals could be related. If we want to consider a net of left
actions tLp¨, Iqu, we need to take into account the monodromy behaviors of them. So
Lpξ, Iq should depend not only on I , but also on a preferred branch of I in the universal
covering space of S1. Equivalently, we should equip I with a (continuous) argument
function argI on I , set rI “ pI, argIq, and write Lpξ, Iq as Lpξ, rIq instead. Similarly,
5Indeed, both “universal extensions” and “anyonic conformal nets” were candidates for the name of
this new structure.
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for any arg-valued interval rJ “ pJ, argJq and η P HjpJq, we also have a right action
Rpη, rJq P HomApJcqpHi,Hi Hjq.
Locality is the most important axiom of categorical extensions, which we now state.
Suppose that I and J are disjoint, and the arg function argI of I is chosen to be anti-
clockwise to argJ , in the sense that argJpζq ă argIpzq ă argJpζq`2pi for any z P I, ζ P J .
In this case we say that rI “ pI, argIq is anticlockwise to rJ “ pJ, argJq. Now the locality
axiom says that for any A-modules Hi,Hj,Hk, any arg-valued intervals rI, rJ with rI
anticlockwise to rJ , and any ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq, the diagram
Hk Rpη,
rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk Hj
Lpξ,rIq§§đ Lpξ,rIq§§đ
Hi Hk Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi Hk Hj
commutes adjointly, in the sense that the following diagram also commutes.
Hk Rpη,
rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk Hj
Lpξ,rIq˚İ§§ Lpξ,rIq˚İ§§
Hi Hk Rpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi Hk Hj
Due to locality, the C˚-tensor categorical structure defined by  is remembered by
the categorical extension, and is naturally equivalent to the one defined by Connes
fusionb. Moreover, if the left and right actions are related by a braiding ß, in the sense
that there always exists a functorial isomorphism ßi,j : Hi Hj Ñ Hj Hi such that
Rpξ, rIqη “ ßi,jLpξ, rIqη for any arg-valued I , ξ P HipIq, and η P Hj (the braiding axiom),
then the braid structure is also remembered. Therefore, once we have shown that the
braided tensor category RepupV q is unitary (i.e., a braided C˚-tensor category),6 and
construct a categorical extension E of AV using the intertwining operators of V (the
vertex categorical extension), then RepupV qwill be automatically equivalent to a braided
tensor subcategory of ReppAV q under the ˚-functor F.
The strong intertwining and braiding properties
To construct a vertex categorical extension, locality is also the most difficult to ver-
ify.7 Our previous works [Gui17a, Gui17b] show that the unitarity of the braided ten-
sor category RepupV q follows from the strong locality of V and the strong intertwining
property for the intertwining operators of V (see remark 4.20).8 The strong intertwining
6Though solving problem 3 will prove the unitarity of RepupV q, in our theory we have to first prove
the unitarity in order to construct vertex categorical extensions and show the equivalence of the braided
tensor categories. This is one of our main motivations for studying the unitarity of RepupV q in [Gui17a,
Gui17b].
7Our situation is similar to that of [CKLW18].
8In [Gui17b] chapter 4 we (essentially) showed that the strong integrability of V follows also from
these two properties, hence providing an answer to problem 1 alternative to the work of [CWX]. See
also theorem 4.11.
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property says that if Yα is a type
`
k
i j
˘ “ ` Wk
WiWj
˘
intertwining operator, then for any ho-
mogeneous v P V,wpiq P Wi, disjoint intervals I, J with I arg-valued, and smooth func-
tions rf, g supported in rI, J respectively, the smeared intertwining operator Yαpwpiq, rfq
commutes strongly with the smeared vertex operator Yj‘kpv, gq.9 (See definition 4.10
for more details.) Unfortunately, these two properties are not enough to verify the
locality axiom of categorical extensions. One also requires that there exist enough 10
intertwining operators satisfying the strong braiding property, whose meaning is ex-
plained below.
Choose unitary V -modulesWi,Wj . For anyWk P RepupV q, we have a distinguished
intertwining operator Li of type
`
ik
i j
˘ “ `WibWk
Wi Wk
˘
, such that any intertwining operator
of type
`
l
i j
˘
(where Wl P RepupV q) factors through Li. Li may act on different Wk to
denote intertwining operators of different types. The type
`
jk
j k
˘
intertwining operator
Lj is defined in a similar way. Now we define a type
`
kj
j k
˘
intertwining operator Rj
acting on each k to be Rj “ ßj,kLj , where ß denotes the braiding of V -modules. As-
sume thatLi andRi are energy-bounded. Then one can show (see theorem 4.8) that for
any homogeneous wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj , arg-valued rI (disjoint and) anticlockwise to rJ ,
and smooth functions rf, rg supported in rI, rJ respectively, the following two diagrams
commute in the sense of braiding of smeared intertwining operators.
H8k
Rjpwpjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8kj
Lipwpiq, rfq§§đ Lipwpiq, rfq§§đ
H8ik
Rjpwpjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8ikj
H8k
Rjpwpjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8kj
Lipwpiq, rfq:İ§§ Lipwpiq, rfq:İ§§
H8ik
Rjpwpjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8ikj
(Here, for example, Hik “ FpWikq is the AV -module integrated from Wik “ Wi bWk,
and H8ik is its subspace of smooth vectors.) One can roughly say that the preclosed
operators Lipwpiq, rfq and Ripwpjq, rgq commute adjointly. Now, we say that the actions
wpiq, wpjq ñ RepupV q satisfies the strong braiding property, if for any Wk P RepupV q andrI, rJ, rf, rg as above, the preclosed operatorsLipwpiq, rfq andRipwpjq, rgq commute strongly,
in the sense that the von Neumann algebras generated by (the closures of) them com-
mute.
Thus strong braiding is the crucial condition for RepupV q and FpRepupV qq to have
the same braided C˚-tensor categorical structure, just as strong locality is crucial for
constructing conformal nets from VOAs, and the strong intertwining property is re-
quired to construct conformal net modules from VOA modules, and to show the uni-
tarity of RepupV q. Indeed, these three properties should be treated as a whole: together
they guarantee the existence of vertex categorical extensions. We strongly believe that
constructing vertex categorical extensions is a more fundamental question than prov-
ing the equivalence of the modular tensor categories, as the latter only reflect the topo-
logical data of CFTs, while categorical extensions contain both analytic and topological
data. We summarize our philosophy: categorical extensions of conformal nets are analytic
enrichments of braided C˚-tensor categories.
9The strong intertwining property for intertwining operators is parallel to the notion of localized
intertwining operators in [Ten18].
10The meaning of “enough” will be given in theorem 4.13.
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Analytic properties for VOA extensions
Another motivation for studying categorical extensions is to understand the rela-
tions between various types of “rational” VOA extensions and conformal net exten-
sions (including full and boundary CFTs), as well as the relations between their tensor
categories. A general theory on this topic will be left to future works. In this paper,
we use even lattice VOAs as examples to demonstrate that categorical extensions are
powerful tools for studying functional analytic properties of VOA extensions.
We first explain why strong locality is not easy to prove for lattice VOAs (and for
many other VOAs). The starting point of proving the strong locality of an energy-
bounded unitary VOA V is the 1-st energy bounds (linear energy bounds) condition. If
f and g are supported in disjoint open intervals, and one of Y pu, xq and Y pv, xq satisfies
1-order energy bounds, then using results from [TL99] (see also lemma 4.15), we know
that Y pu, fq and Y pv, gq commute strongly. Unfortunately (or fortunately?), 1-st order
energy bounds are not necessary conditions for strong commutativity. [CKLW18] the-
orem 8.1 tells us that if V is generated (in the vertex-algebraic sense) by a set of quasi-
primary vectors, among which the strong commutativity of causally disjoint smeared
vertex operators holds, then V is strong local. So for instance, if V is a unitary affine
VOA, then V is generated by quasi-primary vertex operators satisfying 1-st order en-
ergy bounds. Therefore V is strongly local. But we can easily choose u, v P V whose
vertex operators do not satisfy 1-st order energy bounds.
The above example suggests a useful way to prove the strong locality of a VOA
V which is not necessarily generated by vertex operators satisfying 1-st order energy
bounds. Suppose that we can embed V into a larger unitary VOA V (conformal em-
bedding is not necessarily required), and if V is generated by quasi-primary vertex
operators satisfying 1-st order energy bounds, then V is strongly local. This proves the
strong locality of V . Indeed, all examples in [CKLW18] (see chapter 8) were proved in
this way.
Now the issue for a lattice VOA V is the lack of such a larger VOA V containing V .
Nor is the situation much better if we allow V to be a super VOA. In order to contain
V , V has to be a highly anyonic vertex algebra, say, a generalized vertex algebra in the
sense of [DL93]. However, the problem with this approach is the difficulty of gener-
alization to non-abelian intertwining operators. Therefore, to take general cases into
consideration, one has to study categorical vertex algebras, whose corresponding cat-
egorical conformal nets are the categorical extensions of ordinary (bosonic) conformal
nets.
Let us explain the idea of the proof in more details. Let U be a conformal unitary
sub-VOA of V .11 Then the categorical vertex algebra V for U -intertwining operators
contains V . Similar to [CKLW18] theorem 8.1, one can show that if V is generated by
U -intertwining operators satisfying 1-st order energy bounds (and hence satisfying the
strong braiding property), then all fields of V, including those of V , satisfy the strong
braiding property. (See theorems 3.17 and 4.19.) This proves the strong locality of V .
In the case that V is an even lattice VOA, this method works by choosing U to be the
corresponding Heisenberg sub-VOA.
11In principle U is required to be regular, but we also allow U to be a Heisenberg VOA.
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Outline of the paper
In chapter 2 we present a new approach to Connes fusions of conformal net mod-
ules. The idea of using Connes fusion products to construct (braided) C˚-tensor cat-
egories for conformal nets is not new (see [Was98, BDH15, BDH17]). Our approach
differs from [Was98] by emphasizing the global aspects of Connes fusions. On the
other hand, unlike rBDH15, BDH17s, many of our results do not require conformal
covariance. Thus they can be easily applied to Mo¨bius covariant nets. We also avoid
the technical assumption of strong additivity.
In section 2.1 we review some of the basic facts about conformal nets and their
representations. In section 2.2 we define the notion path continuations, which plays a
centrally important role in our theory. As we will see, the braid operator is a special
path continuation. In section 2.3 we use path continuations to define the action of a
conformal net A on the Connes fusion HibHj of A-modules Hi and Hj . In section 2.4
we describe the conformal structure of HibHj in terms of those of Hi and Hj . Connes
fusions of three (or more) representations are discussed in section 2.5. In section 2.6,
we define the C˚-tensor categorical structure on ReppAq using our theory of Connes
fusions. We will also define braiding in this section, which will be shown (proposition
2.19) to be the same as the one defined in [Was98] section 33. However, a direct ver-
ification of the Hexagon axioms could be very complicated. We prove the Hexagon
axioms in chapter 3 after categorical extensions are introduced.
Categorical extensions of conformal nets are defined in section 3.1. In section 3.2,
we use Connes fusions to construct categorical extensions (called Connes categorical
extensions). Then, in section 3.3, we use this machinery to prove the Hexagon axioms
for ReppAq. The next two sections are devoted to the uniqueness of categorical exten-
sions. In section 3.4, we show that if E is a categorical extension of A over a braided
C˚-tensor category C , where C is also a full subcategory of ReppAq, then C is equiv-
alent to the corresponding braided C˚-tensor category defined by Connes fusions. In
section 3.5, we show that E can be extended to a unique maximal categorical extension
E defined also over C . This maximal categorical extension E is naturally equivalent to
a Connes categorical extension. We say that E is the closure of E . The relation between
E and E is similar to that between a von Neumann algebra M and a subset E Ă M
which densely spans M. However, in applications one quite often starts with a subset
E which ˚-algebraically (but not just linearly) generates a dense subspace of M. The
situation is similar in the construction of vertex categorical extensions (as we will see
in chapter 4): if a categorical extension E over C is regarded as a C -C bimodule CCC ,
then, more often, one begins with an F-F bimodule FCF , where F is a set of objects
in C which tensor-generates C . Then one can use FCF to generate CCC . Such FCF
is called a categorical local extension. In section 3.6 we show that a categorical local
extension E loc generates a categorical extension E . Moreover, we show that if A (resp.
B) commutes with the right (resp. left) action of F on C , (In this case A (resp. B) is
called a left (resp. right) operator of E loc.) then A and B commute adjointly (see theo-
rem 3.17). This theorem is crucial for proving the strong braiding property of certain
intertwining operators not satisfying 1-st order energy bounds.
The goal of chapter 4 is to construct vertex categorical extensions using smeared
intertwining operators. Most of the material in sections 4.1 and 4.3-4.5 is not new. In
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section 4.1 we review Huang-Lepowsky’s construction of ribbon categories for VOA-
modules. Unitary structures on these tensor categories, which were introduced in
[Gui17a, Gui17b], are reviewed in section 4.3. In section 4.4 we review the energy
bounds conditions and smeared intertwining operators. Constructions of conformal
nets and their representations from VOAs their modules are discussed in section 4.5.
What’s new in this chapter is the construction of the intertwining operators Li,Ri (for
any VOA moduleWi), which are closely related to the left and right actions L,R in cat-
egorical extensions. The adjoint commutativity of L and R (in the sense of braiding) is
proved in sections 4.2 and 4.3. These braid relations are crucial for verifying the local-
ity axiom of categorical extensions. In section 4.4 we prove the adjoint commutativity
of the smeared L and R. Finally, in section 4.6 we use these smeared intertwining
operators to construct vertex categorical extensions.
Applications to various examples are given in chapter 5. In section 5.1, we show
that if V is a c ă 1 unitary Virasoro VOA, or a unitary affine VOA of typeA,C,G2, then
problem 3 is completely solved: RepsspAV q is equivalent to RepupV q as unitary modu-
lar tensor categories. If V is an affine VOA of type B or D, then a partial result exists:
Let C be the monoidal subcategory of RepupV q tensor-generated by the smallest non-
vacuum irreducible V -module. Then C is equivalent to FpCq as unitary ribbon fusion
categories. (The braided tensor categorical structure on FpCq is defined using Connes
fusions.) In section 5.2, we prove the equivalence of the ribbon fusion categories
RepupV q and FpRepupV qq when V is a unitary Heisenberg VOA. (In this case RepupV q
is defined to be the tensor category of semisimple unitary V -modules.) More impor-
tantly, we prove the strong intertwining and braiding properties for all intertwining
operators of unitary Heisenberg VOAs. This result is used in section 5.3 to prove the
strong intertwining and braiding properties for all intertwining operators of an even
lattice VOA V . The strong localilty of V , the strong integrability of all V -modules, and
the equivalence of the unitary modular tensor categories RepupV q » FpRepupV qq thus
follow.
In the literature of conformal nets, the braided tensor categories are more often
defined using DHR superselection theory. It is well known (at least when the confor-
mal nets are strongly additive) that Connes fusions and DHR theory define the same
monoidal structures. However, it is not clear why these two theories give the same
braidings. In chapter 6, we clarify the relation between these two theories, and show
that the braided C˚-tensor categories defined by them are equivalent.
Note. When V is a unitary affine VOA of type A, the equivalence of RepupV q and
RepsspAV q was also proved in a recent work [CCP] using completely different meth-
ods. For affine VOAs and lattice VOAs, [CCP] proved the unitarity of RepupV q using
methods different from those in [Gui17a, Gui17b].
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2 Connes fusion products
2.1 Conformal nets and their representations
We first recall some basic facts about Diff`pS1q, the group of orientation-preserving
diffeomorphisms of S1. Convergence in Diff`pS1q means uniform convergence of all
derivatives. Diff`pS1q contains the subgroup PSUp1, 1q of Mo¨bius transformations of
S1. For any Hilbert space H, we let UpHq be the group of unitary operators on H,
equipped with the strong operator topology. We let PUpHq be the projective group of
UpHq. Then a projective representation of Diff`pS1q on H is a continuous homomor-
phism U : Diff`pS1q Ñ PUpHq.
Let J be the set of open intervals in S1, i.e., the set of non-empty non-dense con-
nected open subset of S1. If I P J , we let Ic be the interior of the complement of I in
S1, which is again an open interval. For any I , we let DiffIpS1q be the subgroup of all
g P Diff`pS1qwhich fixes points in the closure of Ic.
Let VecpS1q “ C8pS1,Rq be the Lie algebra of real vector fields on S1, where, for
any X, Y P VecpS1q, rX, Y s is the negative of the usual bracket for vector fields. Then
VecpS1q is the Lie algebra of Diff`pS1q. We let VecCpS1q be the complexification of
VecpS1q. For each n P Z, we the ln be the complex vector field on S1 defined by
lnpeiθq “ ´ieinθ d
dθ
.
Then these Ln form the Witt algebra W , which is a dense Lie subalgebra of VecCpS1q.
We define a ˚ structure on W by setting Ln˚ “ L´n. A finite sum X “
ř
n anLn is self-
adjoint (i.e., fixed by ˚), if and only if an “ a´n for all a, if and only if iX P VecpS1q. For
such X , we can therefore consider the one parameter group expiX : t P R ÞÑ exppitXq
in Diff`pS1q. In particular, expiL0 is the rotation subgroup. In general, for any X P
VecpS1q, we let expX be the one parameter subgroup of Diff`pS1q generated by X .
It will be convenient to consider another type of localized diffeomorphism
groups. We let Diff0IpS1q be the subgroup of Diff`pS1q (algebraically) generated by
exppVecIpS1qq. Then by the proof of [Loke94] proposition V.2.1, Diff0IpS1q contains
DiffJpS1q for any J ĂĂ J (i.e., J P J , and J Ă I). So Diff0IpS1q is large enough.
A conformal net A associates to each I P J a von Neumann algebra ApIq acting
on a fixed separable Hilbert space H0, such that the following conditions hold:
(a) (Isotony) If I1 Ă I2 P J , then ApI1q is a von Neumann subalgebra of ApI2q.
(b) (Locality) If I1, I2 P J are disjoint, then ApI1q and ApI2q commute.
(c) (Conformal covariance) We have a strongly continuous projective unitary represen-
tation U of Diff`pS1q on H0, such that for any g P Diff`pS1q, I P J , and any represent-
ing element V P UpH0q of Upgq,
VApIqV ˚ “ ApgIq.
Moreover, if g P DiffIpS1q and x P ApIcq, then
V xV ˚ “ x.
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(d) (Positivity of energy) The generator of the restriction of U to S1 is positive.
(e) There exists a unique (up to scalar) unit vector Ω P H0 (the vacuum vector), such
that UpgqΩ P CΩ for any g P PSUp1, 1q. Moreover, Ω is cyclic under the action ofŽ
IPJ MpIq (the von Neumann algebra generated by all MpIq).
Note that by the up to phase invariance of Ω under the projective action of
PSUp1, 1q, one may fix an actual representation of PSUp1, 1q onH0 such that gΩ “ Ω for
any g P PSUp1, 1q. It is also well known that a conformal net A satisfies the following
properties (cf. for example, [GL96] and the reference therein):
(1) (Additivity) ApIq “ŽαApIαq if tIαu is a set of open intervals whose union is I .
(2) (Haag duality) ApIq1 “ ApIcq. As a consequence, any representation element V of
Upgq is in ApIq if g P DiffIpS1q.
(3) (Reeh-Schlieder theorem) ApIqΩ is dense in H0 for any I P J
(4) For each I P J , ApIq is a type III1 factor.
Let Hi be a separable Hilbert space. We say that pHi, piiq (or simply Hi) is a
represention of the A (or a A-module), if for any I P J , we have a normal unital
*-representation pii,I : ApIq Ñ BpHiq, such that for any I1, I2 P J satisfying I1 Ă I2,
and any x P ApI1q, we have pii,I1pxq “ pii,I2pxq, which will be written as piipxq when no
confusion arises. Given a vector ξpiq P Hi, we often write piipxqξpiq as xξpiq. Note that
H0 itself is an A-module, called the vacuum module.
Next we discuss conformal structures onA-modules. Let G “ ČDiff`pS1q be the sim-
ply connected covering group of Diff`pS1q, and consider the projective representation
G ñ H0 lifted from U : Diff`pS1qñ H0. This projective representation is also denoted
by U . We are interested in A-modules with conformal symmetries whose projective
cocycles are cohomologous to the one of G ñ H0. This corresponds to the fact that for
a VOA V with central charge c, we only consider its representations whose restrictions
to the Virasoro subalgebras also have central charge c. For this purpose we define a
new group
GA “ tpg, V q P G ˆ UpH0q|V is a representing element of Upgqu,
called the central extension of G associated to A. Then we have a representation U of
GA on H0 defined by Upg, V q “ V . We have exact sequence
1 Ñ Up1q Ñ GA Ñ G Ñ 1
where Up1q “ tp1, V q P G ˆ UpH0q|V is a representing element of Up1qu. Clearly Up1q
is acting as scalars on H0.
IfH is a Hilbert space, then a (unitary) representation of GA onH is, by definition, a
homomorphism GA Ñ H which restricts to a continuous homomorphism G Ñ PUpHq
(i.e., a projective representation of G ). A representation GA ñ H is said to have the
same central charge as GA ñ H0 if Up1q is acting as scalars on H, and if Up1q ñ H
and Up1qñ H0 are unitarily equivalent. (The second condition is equivalent to saying
that Up1q ñ H and Up1q ñ H0 have the same scalars.) It is clear that a projective
representation of G on H can be lifted to a unitary representation of GA ñ H with the
same central charge as GA ñ H0, if and only if there is a projective representation of G
on H0 ‘H whose restriction to H0 equals U : G ñ H0.
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It is important to consider local diffeomorphism subgroups of G and GA. For each
X P VecpS1q, we define ĄexpX : R Ñ G to be the one parameter subgroup of G lifted
from expX . We then set ĄexppXq “ĄexpXp1q. Now we define G pIq to be the subgroup of
G algebraically generated by ĄexppVecIpS1qq. We also let GApIq be the pre-image of G pIq
in GA. Then the projection of G pIq (and hence GApIq) in Diff`pS1q contains DiffJpS1q
for any J ĂĂ I .
Note that by conformal covariance of A, Upgq P ApIq for any g P GApIq.
Theorem 2.1 ([Hen19] Thm. 11). Any representation Hi of A is conformal (covariant) in
the sense that there is a unitary representation Ui of GA on Hi satisfying
Uipgq “ piipUpgqq p@I P J , g P GApIqq. (2.1)
Notice that Up1q is inside GApIq for any I . Thus by applying (2.1) to elements in
Up1q, we see that GA ñ Hi and GA ñ H0 have the same central charge.
Conformal structures are uniquely determined by (2.1), as indicated by the follow-
ing property.
Proposition 2.2 ([Hen19] Lemma 17-(ii)). G is (algebraically) generated by tG pIq : I P J u.
Therefore GA is also (algebraically) generated by tGApIq : I P J u.
Proof. By a result of Epstein, Herman and Thurston [Eps70, Her71, Thu74], Diff`pS1q
is (algebraically) simple. So Diff`pS1q is generated by tDiffIpS1q : I P J u, and hence
tDiff0IpS1q : I P J u. Let G 1 be the subgroup of G generated by tG pIq : I P J u. Note
that the fundamental group pi1pDiff`pS1qq » Z, and a generator of pi1pDiff`pS1qq can
be represented by the 2pi anticlockwise rotation. Therefore, to prove that G 1 “ G , it
suffices to show Ąexpp2ipiL0q P G 1.
Choose I, J P J such that S1 Ă I Y J . Choose K ĂĂ I such that the closure of
Kc is also inside J . Choose O P J such that I Ă O. Then there exists θN “ 2pi{N
with N P Zą0 large enough, such that exppiθL0qK ĂĂ I and exppiθL0qI ĂĂ O for any
θ P r´θN , θN s.
It is easy to construct g P DiffIpS1q, such that gz “ eiθN z for any z P K. We choose
a slightly larger I1 P J containing I , such that exppiθL0qI1 ĂĂ O for any θ P r´θN , θN s.
Then, as DiffIpS1q Ă Diff0I1pS1q, we can choose rg P G pI1q whose projection in Diff`pS1q
is g. Since rg is a product of exponentials of vector fields localized in I1, we can find a
path λ in G from 1 to rg, such that for any z P I1, the map λz : t P r0, 1s ÞÑ λptqz, which
is a path in S1, is always inside I1. Therefore, we can also construct another path µ in
G from 1 to Ąexpp´iθNL0q ¨ rg, such that for any z P I1, the path µz : t P r0, 1s ÞÑ µptqz is
inside O.
Now we let h “ expp´iθNL0q ¨ g. Then h P DiffKcpS1q Ă Diff0JpS1q. Choose rh P G pJq
whose projection in Diff`pS1q is h. Then there clearly exists a path ν in G from 1 to rh´1,
such that for any z P J c, the path νz : t P r0, 1s ÞÑ νptqz is the constant z. Therefore we
can use µ and ν to find a new path κ in G from 1 to Ąexpp´iθNL0q ¨ rgrh´1, such that for
any z P J c, the path κz : t ÞÑ κptqz in S1 is always inside O. Therefore κz is homotopic
to the constant path z. On the other hand, the projection of Ąexpp´iθNL0q ¨ rgrh´1 in
Diff`pS1q is 1. So there exists M P Z such that Ąexpp´iθNL0q ¨ rgrh´1 “ Ąexpp2ipiML0q.
As G is simply connected, the path t P r0, 1s ÞÑ Ąexpp2ipiMtL0q in G is homotopic
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to κ. Therefore, for any z P J c, the path t P r0, 1s ÞÑ expp2ipiMtL0qz “ e2ipiMtz is
also homotopic to κz. This forces M to be 0. We conclude ĄexppiθNL0q “ rgrh´1 P G 1.
Therefore Ąexpp2ipiL0q “ĄexppiNθNL0q is also in G 1.
Corollary 2.3. For any g P GA, Uipgq PŽIPJ piipApIqq, and
UipgqpiipxqUipgq˚ “ piipUpgqxUpgq˚q (2.2)
for any J P J , x P ApIq.
Proof. These properties follow directly from (2.1) when g P GApIq and I P J is small
enough such that I and J can be covered by an open interval in S1. But since all such
g generate GA, the same properties hold for any g P GA.
Note that G restricts to the universal covering space ĆPSUp1, 1q of PSUp1, 1q, which
is generated by ĄexppiXqwhere X “ a1L1 ` a0L0 ` a´1L´1 is a self adjoint . By [Bar54],
if we restrict the projective representation of G on Hi to a projective representation ofĆPSUp1, 1q, then the latter can be lifted uniquely to a (continuous) unitary representa-
tion of ĆPSUp1, 1q, also denoted by Ui. This shows that any conformal A-module Hi is
Mo¨bius covariant, in the sense that there exists a (continuous) unitary representation
of ĆPSUp1, 1q on Hi such that (2.2) holds for any g PĆPSUp1, 1q.
2.2 Connes fusion HipIqbHjpJq
Starting from this section, we use Connes fusion to study the tensor category of the
representations of conformal nets. Except in section 2.4, most of the discussions in this
and the following chapters do not rely on the conformal structures of conformal net
modules. Thus the results are also true for Mo¨bius covariant nets and their (normal)
representations.
For any A-modules Hi, Hj , we let HomApHi,Hjq be the vector space of bounded
linear operators T : Hi Ñ Hj , such that Tpiipxq “ pijpxqT for any I P J and x P ApIq.
Similarly, given I P J , we let HomApIqpHi,Hjq be the vector space of bounded linear
operators Hi Ñ Hj intertwining only the actions of ApIq. Since ApIq is a type III
factor,Hi andHj are equivalent asApIq-modules if they are both non-trivial. Therefore
HomApIqpHi,Hjq has unitary operators.
Definition 2.4. Let Hi be an A-module. Given I P J , we say that a vector ξ P Hi is
I-bounded, if there exists A P HomApIcqpH0,Hiq, such that AΩ “ ξ.
Since ApIcqΩ is dense in H0 by Reeh-Schlieder theorem, such A, if exists, must be
unique, and we will denote this operator by Zpξ, Iq. Let HipIq be the set of I-bounded
vectors in Hi. In other words HipIq “ HomApIcqpH0,HiqΩ. Then clearly H0pIq “ ApIqΩ
by Haag duality. In particular H0pIq is dense. Since there exist unitary operators in
HomApIcqpH0,Hiq, HipIq is also dense in Hi.12
12One can indeed prove the density without appeal to the type III property. See [Tak02] chapter IX
lemma 3.3 (iii).
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We now define the Connes fusion product(s) of two A-modules Hi,Hj . Choose
disjoint I, J P J . We define a positive sesquilinear form x¨|¨y (antilinear on the second
variable) on HipIq bHjpJq by setting, for any ξ1, ξ2 P HipIq, η1, η2 P HjpJq,
xξ1 b η1|ξ2 b η2y “ xZpη2, Jq˚Zpη1, JqZpξ2, Iq˚Zpξ1, IqΩ|Ωy. (2.3)
The positivity of x¨|¨y is easy to show (see for example [Tak02] proposition IX.3.15).
Since Zpξ2, Iq˚Zpξ1, Iq P HomApIcqpH0,H0q “ ApIcq1 “ ApIq and, similarly,
Zpη2, Jq˚Zpη1, Jq P ApJq, we also have
xξ1 b η1|ξ2 b η2y “ xZpξ2, Iq˚Zpξ1, IqZpη2, Jq˚Zpη1, JqΩ|Ωy. (2.4)
Definition 2.5. Define a Hilbert space HipIq bHjpJq to be the completion of HipIq b
HjpJq under x¨|¨y. This Hilbert space is called the Connes fusion (product) of Hi,Hj
over the intervals I, J .
Note that the order of Connes fusion doesn’t matter: we can identify HipIqbHjpJq
with HjpJqbHipIq by the canonical map HipIqbHjpJq Q ξ b η ÞÑ η b ξ.
We now relate Connes fusions over different intervals. Note that by the intertwin-
ing properties of these Z’s, we clearly have
xξ1 b η1|ξ2 b η2y “ xpijpZpξ2, Iq˚Zpξ1, Iqqη1|η2y “ xpiipZpη2, Jq˚Zpη1, Jqqξ1|ξ2y. (2.5)
Here Zpξ2, Iq˚Zpξ1, Iq and Zpη2, Jq˚Zpη1, Jq are regarded respectively as elements in
ApIq and ApJq. From these relations, one easily sees that H b K is dense in HipIq b
HjpJq under the inner product x¨|¨y if H and K are dense subspaces of HipIq,HjpJq
respectively. In particular, if I1 Ă I , J1 Ă J are open intervals, then, as HipI1q is dense
in Hi (and therefore in HipIq) and HjpJ1q is dense in HjpJq, HipI1qbHjpJ1q is the same
as HipIqbHjpJq.
Definition 2.6. Let I1 Ă I and J1 Ă J be open intervals. By canonical equivalence
(or canonical map) HipI1q b HjpJ1q »Ñ HipIq b HjpJq we mean the unitary map de-
fined by ξ b η ÞÑ ξ b η, where ξ P HipI1q, η P HjpJ1q. Its inverse map is called the
canonical equivalence HipIqbHjpJq »Ñ HipI1qbHjpJ1q.
Next we shall relate HipI1q bHjpJ1q and HipI2q bHjpJ2q when I1, I2 and I1, I2 are
in general positions. In this case the equivalence maps will depend on the homotopy
classes of paths relating these two pairs of intervals. This is where braid groups enter
our story. To this end, we first define, for any distinct points z, ζ P S1, the Connes
fusion of Hi,Hj over z, ζ , to be a Hilbert space
HipzqbHjpζq “ limÝÑpI,JqQpz,ζq
HipIqbHjpJq “
˜ ž
pI,JqQpz,ζq
HipIqbHjpJq
¸O
»,
where the subscript open intervals I, J P J are disjoint, and the equivalence relation
is given by the canonical equivalence.13 Then for any fixed disjoint open intervals
I, J P J containing z, ζ respectively, we have an obvious canonical map
HipIqbHjpJq »Ñ HipzqbHjpζq
13It will be interesting to compare our definition with the P pzq-tensor products in [HL95a].
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as well as its inverse map.
Now let Conf2pS1q “ tpz, ζ P S1q : z ‰ ζu. Let γptq “ pαptq, βptqq (0 ď t ď 1) be
a path in Conf2pS1q with initial point pz1, ζ1q “ γp0q and end point pz2, ζ2q “ γp1q. We
shall use this path to define a unitary map Hipz1qbHjpζ1qÑHipz2qbHjpζ2q. First, we
say that γ is small if there exist disjoint open intervals I, J P J such that the image of
γ is included in I ˆ J . Then the map γ‚ : Hipz1q bHjpζ1qÑHipz2q bHjpζ2q is defined
using the canonical equivalences
Hipz1qbHjpζ1q »Ñ HipIqbHjpJq »Ñ Hipz2qbHjpζ2q.
For a general path γ, we choose 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă t2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “ 1, such that γ|rtk´1,tks is
small for any k “ 1, 2, . . . , n. This is called a partition of γ. Let γk be a reparametriza-
tion of γ|rtk´1,tks such that the variable t is again defined on r0, 1s. We then define a
unitary map
γ‚ : Hipz1qbHjpζ1qÑHipz2qbHjpζ2q,
γ‚ “ γ‚nγ‚n´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ γ‚1 .
Obviously, finer partitions give the same result. Therefore the map γ‚ is independent
of the partitions. We call it the path continuation Hipz1q b Hjpζ1q »Ñ Hipz2q b Hjpζ2q
induced by γ.
Now we return to the Connes fusions over open intervals. Suppose we have two
pairs of mutually disjoint open intervals I1, J1 and I2, J2 in S1. Choose a path γ in
Conf2pS1q such that γp0q P I1 ˆ J1, γp1q P I2 ˆ J2. Let pz1, ζ1q “ γp0q and pz2, ζ2q “ γp1q.
We then define the path continuation HipI1q bHjpJ1q »Ñ HipI2q bHjpJ2q induced by
γ to be the map γ‚ defined by
HipI1qbHjpJ1q »Ñ Hipz1qbHjpζ1q γ
‚Ñ Hipz2qbHjpζ2q »Ñ HipI2qbHjpJ2q.
The following obvious lemma provides a practical way of calculating γ‚.
Lemma 2.7. Choose disjoint I1, J1 P J , and I2, J2 P J . Let γ be a path in Conf2pS1q from
I1 ˆ J1 to I2 ˆ J2. If γpr0, 1sq Ă I1 ˆ J1 or γpr0, 1sq Ă I2 ˆ J2, and I1 X I2, J1 X J2 P J (see
figure 2.1), then γ‚ : HipI1qbHjpJ1q Ñ HipI2qbHjpJ2q equals the map
HipI1qbHjpJ1q »Ñ HipI1 X I2qbHjpJ1 X J2q »Ñ HipI2qbHjpJ2q.
We now show that homotopic paths induce the same map.
Proposition 2.8. Let γ, rγ be two paths in Conf2pS1qwith γp0q, rγp0q P I1ˆJ1 and γp1q, rγp1q P
I2 ˆ J2. Suppose that there exists a homotopy map Γ : r0, 1s ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Conf2pS1q con-
necting the two paths γ “ Γp¨, 0q and rγ “ Γp¨, 1q. Assume moreover that Γp0, r0, 1sq Ă
I1 ˆ J1,Γp1, r0, 1sq Ă I2 ˆ J2. Then γ‚ “ rγ‚.
Proof. Choose 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tm “ 1, 0 “ s0 ă s1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă sn “ 1 such that for any
a “ 0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m, b “ 0, 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, there exists a pair of disjoint open intervals Ia,b, Ja,b in
S1 satisfying the following conditions:
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Figure 2.1
(1) Γprta´1, tas ˆ rsb´1, sbsq Ă Ia,b ˆ Ja,b when a, b ą 0.
(2) I0,b “ I1, J0,b “ J1, Im,b “ I2, Jm,b “ J2.
(3) When a ą 0, Ia´1,b X Ia,b and Ja´1,b X Ja,b are open intervals in S1.
Then for any b, the map Γp¨, sbq‚ : HipI1q b HjpJ1qÑHipI2q b HjpJ2q induced by the
path Γp¨, sbq is, by lemma 2.7, equal to the map Rb defined by
HipI1qbHjpJ1q “ HipI0,bqbHjpJ0,bq »Ñ HipI0,b X I1,bqbHjpJ0,b X J1,bq
»ÑHipI1,bqbHjpJ1,bq »Ñ HipI1,b X I2,bqbHjpJ1,b X J2,bq »Ñ HipI2,bqbHjpJ2,bq
»Ñ¨ ¨ ¨ »Ñ HipIm,bqbHjpJm,bq “ HipI2qbHjpJ2q.
Similarly Γp¨, sbq‚ also equals Rb`1. Therefore
γ‚ “ Γp¨, s0q‚ “ R1 “ Γp¨, s1q‚ “ R2 “ Γp¨, s2q‚ “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ Γp¨, snq‚ “ rγ‚.
We close this section with a brief discussion of Connes fusions defined on a single
interval. For any I P J we define the Hilbert space HipIq b Hj to be the closure of
HipIq bHj under the positive sesquilinear form x¨|¨y defined by
xξ1 b η1|ξ2 b η2y “ xpijpZpξ2, Iq˚Zpξ1, Iqqη1|η2y (2.6)
for any ξ1, ξ2 P HipIq, η1, η2 P Hj . Then clearly H b K is dense in HipIq b Hj when
H is dense in HipIq and K is dense in Hj . In particular we can take H “ HipIq and
K “ HjpJq where J P J is disjoint from I . Therefore, by (2.5), we have a canonical
equivalenceHipIqbHjpJq »Ñ HipIqbHj defined by ξbη ÞÑ ξbη (ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq).
Its inverse is also called the canonical equivalence HipIqbHj »Ñ HipIqbHjpJq.
Now for any z P S1, one can define Hipzq b Hj , in a similar to way, to be
limÝÑIQzHipIqbHj . One therefore has a canonical equivalence between HipzqbHj andHipIq b Hj for any I P J containing z. If α is a path in S1 from z1 to z2, one can de-
fine the path continuation α‚ : Hipz1q b HjÑHipz2q b Hj induced by α in a similar
way. One can furthermore use this map to define, for any path α in S1 from I1 P J to
I2 P J , a map α‚ : HipI1q bHjÑHipI2q bHj , also called the equivalence induced by
α. Homotopic paths induce the same map.
Path continuations of Connes fusions over single intervals can be related to those
over two intervals by the following proposition.
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Proposition 2.9. Let γ “ pα, βq be a path in Conf2pS1q from I1 ˆ J1 to I2 ˆ J2, where the
open intervals I1, J1 are disjoint, and I2, J2 are disjoint. Then the equivalence α‚ : HipI1q b
HjÑHipI2qbHj equals the map
HipI1qbHj »Ñ HipI1qbHjpJ1q γ
‚Ñ HipI2qbHjpJ2q »Ñ HipI2qbHj. (2.7)
Proof. Let R denote the unitary map described by (2.7). We first assume that γ is small
enough, such that αpr0, 1sq Ă I1, βpr0, 1sq Ă J1, and I1X I2, J1XJ2 P J . Then by lemma
2.7 (and its variant for single interval fusions), α‚ and R coincide when acting on the
dense subspace HipI1 X I2q bHjpJ1 X J2q of HipIqbHj . Therefore α‚ “ R.
For a general γ, we consider a partition 0 “ t0 ă t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tn “ 1, such that for
each a “ 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, there exists a pair of disjoint open intervals I 1a, J 1a in S1 satisfying
the following conditions:
(1) γprta´1, tasq Ă I 1a when a ą 0.
(2) I 10 “ I1, J 10 “ J1, I 1n “ I1, J 1n “ J1.
(3) When a ą 0, I 1a´1 X I 1a and J 1a´1 X J 1a are open intervals in S1.
For each a ą 0, choose a path γa “ pαa, βaq defined on r0, 1s to be a reparametrization of
γ|rta´1,tas. Then γa is small and, from the last paragraph, the map α‚a : HipI 1a´1qbHj Ñ
HipI 1aqbHj equals the map Ra defined by
HipI 1a´1qbHj »Ñ HipI 1a´1qbHjpJ 1a´1q γ
‚
aÑ HipI 1aqbHjpJ 1aq »Ñ HipI 1aqbHj. (2.8)
Now α‚ “ R follows from the fact that α‚ “ α‚nα‚n´1 ¨ ¨ ¨α‚1 and R “ RnRn´1 ¨ ¨ ¨R1.
Similar properties also hold for Hi bHjpJq.
2.3 Actions of conformal nets
Assume as usual that I, J P J are disjoint. In this section, we equip HipIqbHjpJq
with an A-module structure, and show that the action of A commutes with path
continuations. First, note that we have natural representations of ApIq and ApJq on
HipIqbHjpJq defined by
xpξ b ηq “ xξ b η, ypξ b ηq “ ξ b yη
for any ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq, x P ApIq, y P ApJq. If K Ă I (resp. K Ă J) then the above
representation of ApIq (resp. ApJq) restricts to one of ApKq. We would like to define a
natural action of ApKq on HipIq bHjpJq even when K is not contained inside I or J .
The following proposition gives us a clue on how to define it.
Proposition 2.10. Let γ be a path in Conf2pS1q from I ˆ J to J ˆ I . Then for the path
continuation γ‚ : HipIqbHjpJq Ñ HipJqbHjpIq, we have
x “ pγ‚q´1xγ‚ (2.9)
for any x P ApIq. A similar result holds for any y P ApJq.
Note that the x on the left hand side of (2.9) is acting on vectors in Hi, whereas on
the right hand side, x is acting on vectors in Hj . To prove this proposition we first
need a lemma.
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Lemma 2.11. Choose disjoint I1, J1 P J , and I2, J2 P J . If I1 X I2, J1 X J2 P J , then the
map
HipI1qbHjpJ1q »Ñ HipI1 X I2qbHjpJ1 X J2q »Ñ HipI2qbHjpJ2q.
intertwines the actions of ApI1 X I2q.
Proof. Denote the above map by R. Choose an arbitrary x P ApI1 X I2q. Then for any
ξ P HipI1 X I2q and η P HjpJ1 X J2q, xRpξ b ηq clearly equals Rxpξ b ηq, which must be
xξ b η P HipI2qbHjpJ2q. Therefore, by density, xR “ Rx.
Proof of proposition 2.10. Since by additivity we have ApIq “ ŽKĂĂI ApKq (K ĂĂ I
means K P J and I contains the closure of K), it suffices to verify x “ pγ‚q´1xγ‚ for
any fixed K ĂĂ I and x P ApKq. Another way to achieve this is to replace, by density,
J by a smaller J1 ĂĂ J , and let J c1 , J1, I be the new I, J,K.
Let γ “ pα, βq. We first assume that γ is small enough, such that αpr0, 1sq and
βpr0, 1sq can both be covered by open intervals in S1. For example, γ can be a clockwise
or anticlockwise rotation not exceeding 2pi. We now choose a pair of disjoint open
intervals I1, J1 in S1 satisfying
(a) I1 X I, I1 X J, J1 X I, J1 X J P J ,
(b) K Ă J1,
(c) γ is homotopic (in the sense of proposition 2.8) to a path rγ “ prα, rβq from I ˆ J to
J ˆ I , such that rαpr0, 1sq is covered by I Y I1 Y J and rβpr0, 1sq is covered by I Y J1 Y J .
(See figure 2.2.) Now consider two unitary maps
Figure 2.2
R : HipIqbHjpJq »Ñ HipI X I1qbHjpJ X J1q »Ñ HipI1qbHjpJ1q,
S : HipI1qbHjpJ1q »Ñ HipI1 X JqbHjpJ1 X Iq »Ñ HipJqbHjpIq.
Then from lemma 2.7 it is easy to see that γ‚ “ SR. According to lemma 2.11, Sx “ xS.
Therefore it suffices to show x “ R˚xR.
Choose any ξ P HipI X I1q, η P HjpJ X J1q. Then such ξ b η span a dense subspace
of HipIq b HjpJq. Clearly Rpξ b ηq “ ξ b η P HipI1q b HjpJ1q. Now since x P ApKq
and K Ă J1, we have xRpξ b ηq “ ξ b xη P HipI1q b HjpJ1q. Choose arbitrary ξ1 P
HipI X I1q, η1 P HjpJ X J1q. We also have Rpξ1 b η1q “ ξ1 b η1. Therefore
xR˚xRpξ b ηq|ξ1 b η1y “ xxRpξ b ηq|Rpξ1 b η1qy “ xξ b xη|ξ1 b η1y
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“xpijpZpξ1, I1q˚Zpξ, I1qqxη|η1y “ xpijpZpξ1, I1q˚Zpξ, I1qxqη|η1y. (2.10)
Since ξ, ξ1 P HipIX I1q, we actually have Zpξ, I1q “ Zpξ, IX I1q “ Zpξ, Iq and, similarly,
Zpξ1, I1q “ Zpξ1, Iq. Note also that x P ApKq andK Ă I . SoZpξ, Iqx P HomApIcqpH0,Hiq.
As K is disjoint from I X I1, by locality, Zpξ, IqxΩ “ xZpξ, IqΩ “ xξ. Therefore
Zpξ, Iqx “ Zpxξ, Iq. So (2.10) equals
xpijpZpξ1, Iq˚Zpξ, Iqxqη|η1y “ xpijpZpξ1, Iq˚Zpxξ, Iqqη|η1y
“xxξ b η|ξ1 b η1y “ xxpξ b ηq|ξ1 b η1y.
This proves R˚xR “ x, and hence x “ pγ‚q´1xγ‚.
We now prove (2.9) for more general γ. Let γ1 be small path (in the same sense as
above) from I ˆ J to J ˆ I , and γ2 another small path from J ˆ I to I ˆ J , such that
γ2 ˚ γ1 is homotopic to an anticlockwise rotation by 2pi. Then there exists n P Z such
that γ is homotopic to γ1 ˚ pγ2 ˚ γ1qp˚nq. So γ‚ “ γ‚1pγ‚2γ‚1qn. From what we’ve shown,
both γ‚1 and γ‚2 intertwines x. Therefore γ‚x “ xγ‚.
Theorem-Definition 2.12. Let Hi,Hj be A-modules, and choose disjoint I, J P J .
(a) There exists a (unique) representation piLibj of A on HipIqbHjpJq satisfying the following
condition: If K,L P J are disjoint, γ is a path in Conf2pS1q from I ˆ J Ñ K ˆ L, and
x P ApKq, then
piLibjpxq “ pγ‚q´1xγ‚, (2.11)
where γ‚ : HipIqbHjpJq Ñ HipKqbHjpLq is the equivalence induced by γ.
(b) There exists a (unique) representation piRibj of A on HipIqbHjpJq satisfying the following
condition: If K,L P J are disjoint, ς is a path in Conf2pS1q from I ˆ J Ñ L ˆ K, and
x P ApKq, then
piRibjpxq “ pς‚q´1xς‚, (2.12)
where ς‚ : HipIqbHjpJq Ñ HipLqbHjpKq is the equivalence induced by ς .
(c) piLibj and piRibj are equal. Therefore piibj :“ piLibj “ piRibj gives A a natural representation on
HipIqbHjpJq.
(d) The unitary maps induced by inclusions of intervals, restrictions of intervals, and path
continuations are equivalences of A-modules, i.e., they intertwine the actions of A.
Proof. Choose disjoint K,L P J , and choose γ, ς as in (a) and (b). Then ς ˚ γ´1 is a path
from K ˆ L to L ˆ K. Apply proposition 2.10 to ς ˚ γ´1 which induces ς‚pγ‚q´1, we
obtain
pγ‚q´1xγ‚ “ pς‚q´1xς‚ (2.13)
for any x P ApKq. Now we define piLibj using relation (2.11). We need to show that this
definition is independent of γ. If rγ is another path in Conf2pS1q from I ˆ J Ñ K ˆ L,
then by (2.13), pγ‚q´1xγ‚ “ pς‚q´1xς‚ “ prγ‚q´1xrγ‚. This proves the well-definedness of
piLibj . Thus (a) is proved. (b) can be proved in a similar way. (c) follows directly from
(2.13). (d) is obvious.
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Definition 2.13. Let Hi,Hi1 ,Hj,Hj1 be A-modules, I, J P J are disjoint, F P
HomApHi,Hi1q, G P HomApHj,Hj1q. We define a (clearly bounded) map F b G :
HipIqbHjpJq Ñ Hi1pIqbHj1pJq such that for any ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq,
pF bGqpξ b ηq “ Fξ bGη. (2.14)
The following properties are easy to show.
Proposition 2.14. F b G commutes with the canonical equivalences induced by inclusions
and restrictions of intervals, and hence commutes with path continuations. Moreover, F b G
is an A-module homomorphism, i.e., F bG P HomApHipIqbHjpJq,Hi1pIqbHj1pJqq.
Proof. The first statement is easy. The second one follows from the first one and the
easy fact that F bG intertwines the actions of ApIq or ApJq.
Actions of A on single interval fusions can be defined in a similar way. Let
I P J . If K P J is a sub-interval of I , we let ApKq act on HipIq b Hj by setting
xpξ b ηq “ xξ b η for any x P ApKq, ξ P HipIq, η P Hj . For general K, we choose a path
α in S1 from I to K, and let ApKq act on HipIq b Hj by setting piibjpxq “ pα‚q´1xα‚
for any x P ApKq. This action is independent of the path chosen, and hence makes
HipIq b Hj a natural A-module. Hi b HjpJq can be treated in a similar way. Alter-
natively, one can use the action of A on HipIq b HjpJq, together with the canonical
equivalence HipIq b HjÑHipIq b HjpJq, to define the action of A on HipIq b Hj .
These two ways give the same definitions. In particular, xpξ b ηq “ ξ b xη for any
ξ P HipIq, η P Hj, x P ApIcq. Tensor products of homomorphisms can also be defined
using (2.14).
We now show that a given A-module Hi can be identified with its fusion with the
vacuum moduleH0. Define a linear map 6i : HipIqbH0 Ñ Hi satisfying 6ipξbyΩq “ yξ
for any ξ P HipIq, y P ApIcq. It is easy to check that 6i is an isometry with dense range.
Therefore 6i extends to a unitary map 6i : HipIq b H0 Ñ Hi. Clearly 6i preserves the
canonical equivalences induced by restrictions and inclusions of intervals, and hence
preserves path continuations. 6i also commutes with the action of ApIq. Therefore 6i
intertwines the actions of A. We thus conclude:
Theorem 2.15. There exists a (unique) unitaryA-module isomorphism 6i : HipIqbH0 Ñ Hi
satisfying
6ipξ b yΩq “ yξ
for any ξ P HipIq, y P ApIcq. Moreover 6i preserves path continuations, i.e., 6iα‚ “ 6i for any
path α : r0, 1s Ñ S1 from I to another open interval in S1.
Similar results hold for HipIqbH0pJq.
2.4 Conformal structures
Let Hi,Hj be A-modules, and choose I P J . Then we know that Hi,Hj,HipIqbHj
are all conformalA-modules. In this section we describe the action of GA onHipIqbHj
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in terms of those on Hi and Hj . This result will be used in the next chapter to study
the conformal structures of categorical extensions. (See theorems 3.5 and 3.13.)
Choose g P GA, and choose a path λ in GA from 1 to g. We require that λ : r0, 1s Ñ GA
is continuous, in the sense that the projection of λ in G is continuous. So λp0q “ 1 and
λp1q “ g. Consider the action of GA on S1 lifted from G (and hence from Diff`pS1q).
Choose arbitrary z P I . Then the map λz defined by
λz : r0, 1s Ñ S1, t ÞÑ λptqz
is a path from I to gI , with initial point z and end point gz. We now let g act on
HipIqbHj by setting
gpξ b ηq “ pλ‚zq´1
`
gZpξ, Iqg´1Ωb gη˘ (2.15)
for any ξ P HipIq, η P Hj . (Here the actions of g are simply written as g.) Note that
since Zpξ, Iq intertwines the actions of ApIcq, gZpξ, Iqg´1 intertwines the actions of
gApIcqg´1 “ ApgIcq. So gZpξ, Iqg´1 P HomApgIcqpH0,Hiq. This is compatible with the
fact that pλ‚zq´1 is the path continuation induced by the path λ´1z : gI Ñ I . Set
gξg´1 “ gZpξ, Iqg´1Ω, (2.16)
which is a vector in HipgIq. Equivalently,
Zpgξg´1, gIq “ gZpξ, Iqg´1. (2.17)
Then (2.15) can be simplified as
gpξ b ηq “ pλ‚zq´1
`
gξg´1 b gη˘. (2.18)
Note that although (2.18) only gives a linear map g : HipIq b Hj Ñ HipIq b Hj ,
where HipIq b Hj (or more precisely, the quotient of HipIq b Hj over its subspace
annihilated by x¨|¨y) is regarded as a dense subspace of HipIq bHj , one computes, for
any ξ1 P HipIq, η1 P Hj , that
xgpξ b ηq|gpξ1 b η1qy “ xgξg´1 b gη|gξ1g´1 b gη1y “ xZpgξ1g´1, gIq˚Zpgξg´1, gIqgη|gη1y
“xgZpξ1, Iq˚Zpξ, Iqg´1 ¨ gη|gη1y “ xZpξ1, Iq˚Zpξ, Iqη|η1y “ xξ b η|ξ1 b η1y.
Therefore g is an isometry. As the image of λ‚zg is clearly HipgIq bHj , which is dense
in HipgIqbHj , g extends to a unitary map on HipIqbHj .
Since, by proposition 2.8, this action of g depends only on the homotopic class of
λ (or more precisely, the homotopic class of the projection of λ in G ), and since G is
simply-connected, this action of g is path-independent.
We now show that (2.15) gives a unitary representation of GA. We first show that
this action respects the group multiplication. Then we check the continuity.
Lemma 2.16. If h is small in the sense that:
(a) I X hI P J .
(b) There exists a path µ in GA from 1 to h, and a point z P I , such that µptqz P I for any
t P r0, 1s.
Then for any ξ P HipIq, η P Hj, g P GA,
gphpξ b ηqq “ pghqpξ b ηq. (2.19)
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Proof. Since hz “ µp1qz P I X hI , the interval I0 :“ h´1pI X hIq “ h´1I X I contains z.
It suffices to verify (2.19) when ξ P HipI0q.
Choose a path λ in GA from 1 to g. For any ξ P HipI0q, η P Hj , it is clear that ξ b η,
as a vector of HipIqbHj , is mapped by h to hpξb ηq “ hξh´1b hη P HipIqbHj due to
the smallness of h and lemma 2.7. Then
gphpξ b ηqq “ pλ‚zq´1pghξh´1g´1 b ghηq,
where ghξh´1g´1 b ghη is viewed as a vector in HipgIqbHj .
Consider the path λh : t ÞÑ λptqh, which goes from h to gh. Then, as paths from
I to gI , λz is homotopic to pλhqhz in the sense of proposition 2.8. (One can choose a
homotopy map Γ to be Γpt, sq “ λptqµpsqz.) So one has
gphpξ b ηqq “ ppλhq‚hzq´1pghξh´1g´1 b ghηq. (2.20)
Since ghI0 “ gIXghI , one can treat the ghξh´1g´1bghη in (2.20) as a vector in HipgIX
ghIq b Hj . If one regards the gphpξ b ηqq in (2.20) as a vector in HipIq b Hj , then the
path continuation pλhq‚hz in (2.20) should be regarded as
pλhq‚hz : HipIqbHj Ñ HipghX ghIqbHj, (2.21)
which clearly equals
HipIqbHj »ÝÑ HipI X hIqbHj pλhq
‚
hzÝÝÝÝÑ HipghX ghIqbHj. (2.22)
Now, since µzpr0, 1sq P I , the first equivalence in (2.22) equals µ‚z : HipIq b Hj Ñ
HipI X hIqbHj . Therefore (2.21) equals
HipIqbHj µ
‚
zÝÑ HipI X hIqbHj pλhq
‚
hzÝÝÝÝÑ HipghX ghIqbHj. (2.23)
One the other hand, we note that pλhq ˚ µ is a path from 1 to gh, and it is clear that
ppλhq ˚ µqz “ pλhqhz ˚ µz. So
pghqpξ b ηq “
´`pλhqhz ˚ µz˘‚¯´1pghξh´1g´1 b ghηq. (2.24)
If we treat the ghξh´1g´1 b ghη as a vector in HipgI X ghIq bHj and pghqpξ b ηq as in
HipIqbHj , then the
`pλhqhz ˚ µz˘‚ in (2.24) should be regarded as`pλhqhz ˚ µz˘‚ : HipIqbHj Ñ HipghX ghIqbHj, (2.25)
which clearly equals (2.23). So the left hand sides of (2.20) and (2.24) are equal.
Since small elements generate (algebraically) the group GA, relation (2.19) holds for
any g, h P GA. To finish proving that (2.18) defines a representation of GA onHipIqbHj ,
we still need to check the continuity. Choose an arbitrary sequence tgnu in GA which
converges to 1. By discarding the first several terms of tgnu, we assume there exists
I0 P J such that gnI0 Ă I for any n. Then as operators on Hi,Hj , the sequence gn (or
more precisely, Uipgnq and Ujpgnq) converges to 1 in PUpHiq and PUpHjq respectively.
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As Hi,Hj are separable, for any n we can choose cn P S1 P C such that cngn converges
strongly to 1 when acting both on Hi and on Hj . Therefore, for any ξ P HipI0q and
η P HjpJq,
pcngnqZpξ, Iqpcngnq´1Ωb cngnη “ cngnξg´1n b gnη (2.26)
converges to ξ b η. It is also clear that gnpξ b ηq “ gnξg´1n b gnη. Thus cngnpξ b ηq
converges to ξ b η, which shows that gn converges to 1 in PUpHipIqbHjq.
We’ve defined a unitary representation of GA on HipIq b Hj . Let us denote this
representation by Uibj . To show that Uibj defines the conformal structure of the A-
module HipIq bHj , it remains to check (2.1) for Uibj , i.e., to check that for any K P J
and g P GApKq,
Uibjpgq “ piibjpUpgqq (2.27)
when acting on HipIqbHj .
Note first of all that the actions of GA on Connes fusions commute with the canon-
ical maps induced by restrictions and inclusions of intervals. So they also commute
with path continuations. Therefore, it suffices to prove (2.27) whenK Ă Ic. In this case
g P GApIcq, which implies that g commutes with Zpξ, Iq, and the path λz considered in
(2.18) is a constant. Hence, for any ξ P HipIq, η P Hj ,
Uibjpgqpξ b ηq “ ξ b gη. (2.28)
One the other hand, from the canonical equivalence HipIq b Hj »ÝÑ HipIq b HjpIcq
and the way we define the action of ApKq on HipIq b HjpIcq, one easily sees that
piibjpUpgqqpξ b ηq also equals ξ b gη. Hence (2.27) is proved.
We summarize the main result of this section as follows.
Theorem 2.17. Let Hi,Hj be A-modules. Then for any I P J , the unitary representation
Uibj of GA defining the conformal structure of HipIqbHj can be described as follows. For any
g P GA, we choose a path λ : r0, 1s Ñ GA from 1 to g. Choose any z P I , and let λz be the path
t P r0, 1s ÞÑ λptqz in S1. Then for any ξ P HipIq, η P Hj ,
gpξ b ηq “ pλ‚zq´1
`
gξg´1 b gη˘ (2.29)
where gξg´1 “ gZpξ, Iqg´1Ω, and λ‚z : HipIqbHj Ñ HipgIqbHj is the path continuation
induced by λz.
Using (2.29), one can easily describe the Mo¨bius structure on HipIq bHj . For any
A-module Hk and a self-adjoint vector field X “ řs“1,0,´1 asLs, we let the operator eiX
denote the action of ĄexppiXq P ĆPSUp1, 1q on Hk. Now define the path λX : r0, 1s ÑĆPSUp1, 1q to be λXptq “ ĄexppitXq. For an arbitrary z P I , let λX,z “ pλXqz be the path
t P r0, 1s ÞÑ λXptqz. Then for any ξ P HipIq, η P Hj , we have the formula
eiXpξ b ηq “ pλ‚X,zq´1peiXξ b eiXηq. (2.30)
Here we use the fact that eiXξ “ eiXξe´iX since Ω is fixed by PSUp1, 1q.
Note that the action of GA on Hi bHjpJq can be described in a similar way.
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2.5 Associativity
In this section we study Connes fusion of more than twoA-modules. For simplicity,
our discussion is restricted to the case of 3 modules. The general cases can be treated
in a similar way.
We first discuss Connes fusions over three disjoint intervals. There are two equiv-
alent ways to define them. Let Hi,Hj,Hk be A-modules, and I, J,K be disjoint open
intervals in S1. Let x¨|¨y be a positive sesquilinear form on HipIq b HjpJq b HjpKq
satisfying
xξ1 b η1 b χ1|ξ2 b η2 b χ2y
“xZpξ2, Iq˚Zpξ1, IqZpη2, Jq˚Zpη1, JqZpχ2, Kq˚Zpχ1, KqΩ|Ωy (2.31)
for any ξ1, ξ2 P HipIq, η1, η2 P HjpJq, χ1, χ2 P HjpKq. The Connes fusion HipIq b
HjpJqbHkpKq is defined to be the Hilbert space completion of HipIqbHjpJqbHkpKq
under x¨|¨y. Canonical equivalences induced by restrictions and inclusions of open
intervals, and path continuations can be defined in a similar way. We have natural
actions of ApIq,ApJq,ApKq on HipIqbHjpJqbHkpKq. These actions can be extended
to a representation of A using path continuations.
One can also defined fusions of three modules as iterated fusions of two modules.
For example, consider HipIq b pHjpJq bHkpKqq. This expression is a combination of
a fusion over two intervals with a fusion over one interval: we first take a fusion of
Hj,Hk over J,K, and treat this fusion as a singleA-moduleH1 “ HjpJqbHkpKq; then
we take HipIq b H1 as a fusion over I . It is easy to check that the right hand side of
(2.31) also gives the formula for the positive sesquilinear form of the iterated Connes
fusion. Therefore we have a unitary map
HipIqb pHjpJqbHkpKqq Ñ HipIqbHjpJqbHkpKq,
ξ b pη b χq ÞÑ ξ b η b χ pξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq, η P HkpKqq. (2.32)
Similarly one can define pHipIqbHjpJqqbHk, and an equivalence pHipIqbHjpJqqb
HkpKq »ÝÑ HipIqbHjpJqbHkpKqmapping pξbηqbχ to ξbηbχ. Therefore we have a
natural unitary associativity map pHipIqbHjpJqqbHkpKq »ÝÑ HipIqbpHjpJqbHkpKqq.
For Connes fusions of three modules over two intervals, one also has similar iso-
morphisms between HipIq b Hj b HkpKq, pHipIq b Hjq b HkpKq, and HipIq b pHj b
HkpKqq. Here, the second and the third fusions are iterations of two fusions over single
intervals.
We now show that associativity maps are A-module isomorphisms. We only prove
this for fusions over two intervals. The three-interval cases can be proved in a similar
way. To show this, note that the above isomorphisms clearly commute with the actions
of ApIq. Hence it suffices to prove that they also commute with path continuations, as
indicated by the following proposition.
Proposition 2.18. Let Hi,Hj,Hk be A-modules. Choose two pairs of disjoint intervals I, J P
J , I 1, J 1 P J . Let γ “ pα, βq : r0, 1s ÞÑ Conf2pS1q be a path from I ˆ J to I 1, J 1. Then the
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following diagrams commute.
pHipIqbHkqbHjpJq β
‚pα‚bidjqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHipI 1qbHkqbHjpJ 1q
»
§§đ »§§đ
HipIqbHk bHjpJq γ
‚ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HipI 1qbHk bHjpJ 1q
»
§§đ »§§đ
HipIqb pHk bHjpJqq α
‚pidibβ‚qÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HipI 1qb pHk bHjpJ 1qq
(2.33)
We remark that β‚ commutes with α‚ b idj and α‚ commutes with idi b β‚ by the
functoriality of path continuations (see proposition 2.14).
Proof. We only prove the commutativity of the first diagram, as the second one can
be proved similarly. Let us first assume that γ “ pα, βq is small in the sense that
γpr0, 1sq Ă I 1 ˆ J 1, and I X I 1, J X J 1 P J . Then it is easy to verify the commutativity of
the first diagram by considering the actions of these maps on any pξ b χq b η, where
ξ P HipI X I 1q, χ P Hk, η P HjpJ X J 1q.
In the general case, we can divide γ “ pα, βq into small paths in Conf2pS1q:
γ “ γn ˚ γn´1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ γ1, and choose pairs of disjoint open intervals I0, J0 P J , I1, J1 P
J , ¨ ¨ ¨ , In, Jn P J , such that I0 “ I, J0 “ J, In “ I 1, Jn “ J 1, and that for any
s “ 1, 2, . . . , n, we have Is´1 X Is, Js´1 X Js P J , and γspr0, 1sq Ă Is ˆ Js. Write
γs “ pαs, βsq. Then by the first paragraph, for each s the diagram
pHipIs´1qbHkqbHjpJs´1q β
‚
s pα‚sbidjqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHipIsqbHkqbHjpJsq
»
§§đ »§§đ
HipIs´1qbHk bHjpJs´1q γ
‚
sÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HipIsqbHk bHjpJsq
commutes. Since β‚t commutes with α‚s b idj for any 1 ď s, t ď n, and since α‚ “
α‚n ¨ ¨ ¨α‚1, β‚ “ β‚n ¨ ¨ ¨ β‚1 , γ‚ “ γ‚n ¨ ¨ ¨ γ‚1 , the commutativity of the first diagram of (2.33)
follows.
2.6 C˚-tensor categories
Let ReppAq be the C˚-category of A-modules. In this section, we equip ReppAq
with a unitary monoidal structure. More precisely, we want to define a tensor (fusion)
˚-bifunctorb : ReppAqˆReppAq Ñ ReppAq, define unitary associativity isomorphisms
which are functorial with respect to the tensor bifunctor, define a unit object, identify
(unitarily) a module with the tensor (fusion) product of this module with the unit, and
verify the triangle and pentagon axioms. (See [Tur94, BK01, EGNO] for the general
theory of tensor categories.)
Let S1` “ tz P S1 : Imz ą 0u, S1´ “ tz P S1 : Imz ă 0u. For any Hi,Hj P ReppAq, we
define their tensor productHibHj to beHipS1`qbHjpS1´q. We also identifyHibHj with
HipS1`qbHj and HibHjpS1´q through the canonical equivalences. Let us simplify our
notations by writing S1` and S1´ as ` and ´ in Connes fusions. Then by our definition,
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Hi bHj :“ Hip`qbHjp´q “ Hip`qbHj “ Hi bHjp´q. (2.34)
Since this definition of tensor bifunctor relies on two fixed open intervals, we do not
have a natural identification of Hi b Hj and Hj b Hi. If F P HomApHi,Hjq, G P
HompHi1 ,Hj1q, then the tensor product F b G : Hi b Hj Ñ Hi1 b Hj1 is defined us-
ing (2.14). That pF b Gq˚ “ F ˚ b G˚ is easy to verify, which shows that the bifunctor
b preserves the ˚-structures.
For Hi,Hj,Hk P ReppAq,14 we define the associativity isomorphism pHi b Hjq b
Hk »ÝÑ Hi b pHj bHkq to be the one for
pHip`qbHjqbHkp´q »ÝÑ Hip`qb pHj bHkp´qq, (2.35)
which is clearly functorial. The pentagon axiom (see figure 2.3) holds , since it can
easily be verified for all ξpiq b ξpjq b ξpkq b ξplq, where ξpiq P HipS1`q, ξpjq P HjpS1`q, ξpkq P
HkpS1´q, ξplq P HlpS1´q. (Note that ξpiq b ξpjq P pHibHjqpS1`q, ξpkq b ξplq P pHk bHlqpS1´q.)
(cf. [Loke94] lemma VI.5.5.1.) One can thus remove all the brackets in an iterated
Figure 2.3
fusion. For example, all the iterated fusions in figure 2.3 can be identified as HibHjb
Hk bHl.
Let H0 be the unit object. By theorem 2.15, we have unitary isomorphisms
7i : Hi bH0 “ HipS1`qbH0 6iÝÑ Hi,
5j : H0 bHj “ H0 bHjpS1´q “ HjpS1´qbH0 6jÝÑ Hj.
14Although ReppAq is not a set, we still write Hi P ReppAq to mean that Hi is an object in ReppAq. We
will use similar notations for other categories.
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The triangle axiom says that
7i b idj “ idi b 5j, (2.36)
where idi (resp. idj) is the identity operator on Hi (resp. Hj). To see this, note that both
sides of (2.36) act on HibH0bHj “ Hip`qbH0bHjp´q. Let us choose I ĂĂ S1`, J ĂĂ
S1´, and K P J disjoint from I, J . Then for any ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq, x P ApKq, one
computes that
p7i b idjqpξ b xΩb ηq “ xξ b η P Hi bHjp´q,
pidi b 5jqpξ b xΩb ηq “ ξ b xη P Hip`qbHj.
One can easily construct path continuations to show that both xξ b η and ξ b xη equal
xpξ b ηq. Therefore (2.36) holds. A construction of C˚-tensor categorical structure on
ReppAq is now finished.
We close this section with a brief discussion of braiding in ReppAq. Let % be a path
of 1800 clockwise rotation from S1` to S1´, e.g.,
% : r0, 1s Ñ S1, t ÞÑ eipip 12´tq. (2.37)
The braid operator Bi,j : Hi bHj Ñ Hj bHi is defined to be
Bi,j : Hi bHj “ HipS1`qbHj %
‚ÝÑ HipS1´qbHj “ HjpS1`qbHipS1´q “ Hj bHi, (2.38)
or written more simply, B “ %‚. This unitary map is clearly functorial. So ReppAq
becomes a braided C˚-tensor category once we’ve proved the hexagon axioms for Bi,j .
The proof of hexagon axioms will be much easier after we introduce categorical exten-
sions. So we leave the proof to the next chapter (see section 3.3).
Note that our description of the C˚-tensor category ReppAq and the braiding B
(as well as the Hexagon axioms to be proved in the next chapter) do not rely on the
conformal structures of A and A-modules. Thus the above results hold when A is
only a Mo¨bius covariant net. In [Was98] section 33, A.Wassermann defines braiding in
a different way (see equation (2.41)), which relies on the conformal structures. In the
following we show that our definition of B agrees with that of Wassermann. Although
this result is interesting in its own right, we will not use it in the rest of this paper. The
following discussion can be skipped safely.
Choose Hi,Hj P ReppAq. Consider a path λ in ĆPSUp1, 1q defined by t P r0, 1s ÞÑĄexpp´ipitL0q. Set z “ i, and λz : t P r0, 1s ÞÑ λptqz P S1. Then λz “ % where % is defined
by (2.37). By (2.30), for any ξ P HipS1`q, η P HjpS1´q,
pλ‚zq´1pη b ξq “ e´ipiL0peipiL0η b eipiL0ξq (2.39)
where we regard ηbξ P HjpS1´qbHipS1`q and eipiL0ηbeipiL0ξ P HjpS1`qbHipS1´q. Under
the identificationHjpS1´qbHipS1`q “ HipS1`qbHjpS1´q “ HibHj andHjpS1`qbHipS1´q “
Hj bHi, (2.39) becomes
pλ‚zq´1pξ b ηq “ e´ipiL0peipiL0η b eipiL0ξq (2.40)
where we regard ξb η P HibHj, eipiL0ηb eipiL0ξ P Hj bHi. As λz “ %, we have B “ λ‚z.
We thus conclude:
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Proposition 2.19. If Hi,Hj are conformal A-modules, then the inverse of Bj,i : Hj bHi Ñ
Hi bHj can be described by
B´1j,i pξ b ηq “ e´ipiL0peipiL0η b eipiL0ξq p@ξ P HipS1`q, η P HjpS1´qq. (2.41)
3 Connes fusions and categorical extensions
3.1 Categorical extensions
Let A be a conformal net as usual. Let C be a full abelian (C˚-)subcategory of
ReppAq containing H0. In other words, C is a class of A-modules which, up to unitary
equivalences, is closed under taking A-submodules and finite direct sums.15 Equip C
with a tensor bifunctor  (not necessarily the Connes fusion bifunctor b), functorial
unitary associativity isomorphisms pHi  Hjq  Hk »ÝÑ Hi  pHj  Hkq, and unitary
isomorphisms Hi H0 »ÝÑ Hi,H0 Hi »ÝÑ Hi, so that C becomes a C˚-tensor category
with unitH0. We identify pHiHjqHk, Hi pHjHkq as HiHjHk, and HiH0,
H0 Hi as Hi.
An arg function defined on I P J is a continuous function argI : I Ñ R such that
z “ elog |z|`i argIpzq for any z P I . We say that an open interval I P J is arg-valued, if I is
equipped with an arg function argI . An arg-valued I is often denoted by rI or pI, argIq.
Two identical open intervals are regarded as different arg-valued intervals if they have
different arg functions. We let rJ be the set of all arg-valued open intervals in S1. IfrI “ pI, argIq, rJ “ pJ, argJq P rJ , we say that rI is an (arg-valued) open subinterval
of rJ if I Ă J and argJ |I “ argI . In this case we write rI Ă rJ . Given rJ P rJ , we sayrI ĂĂ rJ if rI P rJ , rI Ă rJ , and I ĂĂ J . We say that rI and rJ are disjoint if I and J are
disjoint. We say rI is anticlockwise to rJ (or rJ is clockwise to rI), if rI and rJ are disjoint,
and argJpζq ă argIpzq ă argJpζq ` 2pi for any z P I, ζ P J .
The group G acts on rJ in a natural way: If g P G , rI “ pI, argIq P rJ , we choose
a path λ in G from 1 to g. Then for any z P I , we have a path λz in S1 defined by
λzptq : t P r0, 1s ÞÑ λptqz. Let us now extend argIpzq continuously to an argument of gz
along the path λz. More precisely, we define a continuous function argλz : r0, 1s Ñ R,
such that for any t P r0, 1s, argλzptq is an argument of λzptq “ λptqz. Then we take
argλzp1q to be the argument of gz. Now we let arggI be the arg function on gI satisfying
arggIpgzq “ argλzp1q. We define grI “ pgI, arggIq. It is easy to check that this definition
is well defined, and that the action of G ñ rJ is a group action. We can easily lift this
action to GA ñ rJ .
If P ,Q,R,S are Hilbert spaces, and we have bounded linear operators A : P Ñ
R, B : QÑ S, C : P Ñ Q, D : RÑ S, we say that the diagram
P CÝÝÝÑ Q
A
§§đ B§§đ
R DÝÝÝÑ S
(3.1)
15Indeed it is not necessary to require C to be a full subcategory. We add this condition only to
simplify discussions.
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commutes adjointly, if both this diagram and the diagram
P CÝÝÝÑ Q
A˚
İ§§ B˚İ§§
R DÝÝÝÑ S
(3.2)
commute. Note that (3.2) commutes if and only if the following diagram (3.3) com-
mutes.
P C˚ÐÝÝÝ Q
A
§§đ B§§đ
R D˚ÐÝÝÝ S
(3.3)
Note also that if either A,B or C,D are unitary, then the commutativity implies the
adjoint commutativity of (3.1).
Definition 3.1. Let H assign, to each rI P rJ and Hi P C , a set HiprIq such that HiprI1q Ă
HiprI2q whenever rI1 Ă rI2. A categorical extension E “ pA,C ,,Hq of A associates, to
any Hi,Hk P C , rI P rJ , a P HiprIq, bounded linear operators
Lpa, rIq P HomApIcqpHk,Hi Hkq,
Rpa, rIq P HomApIcqpHk,Hk Hiq,
such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) (Isotony) If rI1 Ă rI2 P rJ , and a P HiprI1q, then Lpa, rI1q “ Lpa, rI2q, Rpa, rI1q “ Rpa, rI2q
when acting on any Hk P C .
(b) (Functoriality) If Hi,Hk,Hk1 P C , F P HomApHk,Hk1q, the following diagrams com-
mute for any rI P rJ , a P HiprIq.
Hk FÝÝÝÑ Hk1
Lpa,rIq§§đ Lpa,rIq§§đ
Hi Hk idibFÝÝÝÑ Hi Hk1
Hk Rpa,
rIqÝÝÝÑ Hk Hi
F
§§đ Fbidi§§đ
Hk1 Rpa,
rIqÝÝÝÑ Hk1 Hi
. (3.4)
(c) (Neutrality) For any Hi P C , under the identifications Hi “ HiH0 “ H0Hi, the
relation
Lpa, rIqΩ “ Rpa, rIqΩ (3.5)
holds for any rI P rJ , a P HiprIq.
(d) (Reeh-Schlieder property) If Hi P C , rI P rJ , then under the identification Hi “
Hi H0, the set LpHiprIq, rIqΩ spans a dense subspace of Hi.
(e) (Density of fusion products) If Hi,Hk P C , rI P rJ , then the set LpHiprIq, rIqHk spans a
dense subset of Hi Hk, and RpHiprIq, rIqHk spans a dense subset of Hk Hi.
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(f) (Locality) For any Hk P C , disjoint rI, rJ P rJ with rI anticlockwise to rJ , and any
a P HiprIq, b P Hjp rJq, the following diagram (3.6) commutes adjointly.
Hk Rpb,
rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk Hj
Lpa,rIq§§đ Lpa,rIq§§đ
Hi Hk Rpb, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi Hk Hj
(3.6)
(g) (Braiding) There is a unitary linear map ßi,j : HiHj Ñ HjHi for anyHi,Hj P C ,
such that
ßi,jLpa, rIqη “ Rpa, rIqη (3.7)
whenever rI P rJ , a P HiprIq, η P Hj .
Definition 3.2. A categorical extension E is called conformal (covariant), if for any
g P GA, rI P rJ ,Hi P C , a P HiprIq, there exits an element gag´1 P HipgrIq, such that
Lpgag´1, grIq “ gLpa, rIqg´1 (3.8)
when acting on any Hj P C .
Note that (3.8) is equivalent to
Rpgag´1, grIq “ gRpa, rIqg´1 (3.9)
by relation (3.7) and corollary 2.3.
We now derive some immediate consequences from the definition of a categorical
extension E . The first thing to notice is that for any Hi P C , rI P rJ , and a P HiprIq,
the operator Lpa, rIq (acting on all possible A-modules in C ) is uniquely determined
by the vector Lpa, rIqΩ. To see this, we choose an arbitrary Hj P C , and choose rJ P rJ
clockwise to rI . Then by locality, Lpa, rIqRpb, rJqΩ “ Rpb, rJqLpa, rIqΩ for any b P Hjp rJq.
So the action of Lpa, rIq on RpHjp rJq, rJqΩ is determined by Lpa, rIqΩ. By Reeh-Schlieder
property,RpHjp rJq, rJqΩ “ LpHjp rJq, rJqΩ spans a dense subspace ofHi. Therefore Lpa, rIq
is uniquely determined by Lpa, rIqΩ. Note also that Lpa, rIqΩ P HipIq. Hence we may
relabel E to satisfy the following condition:
Definition 3.3. A categorical extension E “ pA,C ,,Hq is called vector-labeled, if for
anyHi P C , rI P rJ , the setHiprIq is a subset ofHipIq, and for any a P HiprIq, the following
creation property (state-field correspondence) holds:
Lpa, rIqΩ “ a. (3.10)
If E is vector-labeled, x P ApIq, and xΩ P H0prIq, then for any Hk P C , LpxΩ, rIq “
pikpxq “ RpxΩ, rIq when acting on Hk. Indeed, we choose an arbitrary rJ P rJ clock-
wise to rI , and b P Hkp rJq. Then by locality, LpxΩ, rIqRpb, rJqΩ “ Rpb, rJqLpxΩ, rIqΩ “
Rpb, rJqxΩ “ pikpxqRpb, rJqΩ. Now LpxΩ, rIq “ pikpxq follows immediately from the
Reeh-Schlieder property. Similar argument shows that pikpxq “ RpxΩ, rIq.
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3.2 Connes categorical extensions
The main goal in this section is to use Connes fusions to construct a conformal
categorical extension EC “ pA,ReppAq,b,Hq ofA. For anyHi P ReppAq, rI “ pI, argIq PrJ , we set HiprIq “ HipIq, which plays the role of HiprIq in the definition of categorical
extensions. Fix z` “ i, z´ “ ´i, and let % : r0, 1s Ñ S1 be an 1800 clockwise rotation
from z` to z´ defined for instance by (2.37). Choose a path αrI : r0, 1s Ñ S1 from (a
point in) I to z`, such that the arg value argIpαrIp0qq of αrIp0q changes continuously
along this path to the arg value pi
2
of z` “ i. (For example, if ´1 P I , and rI “ pI, argIq is
defined in such a way that argIp´1q “ 5pi, then we can choose αrI to be a p5 ´ 12q ¨ 1800
clockwise rotation from´1 to i.) Then we know that argIpαrIp0qq changes continuously
along the path % ˚ λrI to the arg value ´pi2 of z´ “ ´i.
Now for any ξ P HipIq and any Hk P ReppAq, we let Zpξ, Iq (which is originally a
linear map H0 Ñ Hi) also be a bounded linear operator from Hk to HipIqbHk:
Zpξ, Iq : Hk Ñ HipIqbHk, χ ÞÑ ξ b χ.
Clearly Zpξ, Iq P HomApIcqpHk,HipIqbHkq. Now we define Lpξ, rIq : Hk Ñ Hi bHk to
be
Lpξ, rIq : Hk Zpξ,IqÝÝÝÑ HipIqbHk α‚rIÝÑ HipS1`qbHk “ Hi bHk. (3.11)
Since path continuations commute with the actions of A, we have Lpξ, rIq P
HomApIcqpHk,Hi bHkq. Similarly, we define Rpξ, rIq P HomApIcqpHk,Hk bHiq to be
Rpξ, rIq : Hk Zpξ,IqÝÝÝÑ HipIqbHk p%˚αrIq‚ÝÝÝÝÑ HipS1´qbHk “ Hk bHi. (3.12)
Then equation (3.7) (with ß “ B) follows directly from the fact that B “ %‚.
Theorem 3.4. With the above constructions, EC “ pA,ReppAq,b,Hq is a vector-labeled
categorical extension of A. We call it the Connes categorical extension of A.
Proof. We only prove locality here. All the other axioms are easy to verify using the
results obtained in the previous chapter.
Step 1. We show that for any Hi,Hj,Hk P ReppAq, disjoint I, J P J , and ξ P
HipIq, η P HjpJq, the following diagram commutes adjointly:
Hk Zpη,JqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk bHjpJq
Zpξ,Iq
§§đ Zpξ,Iq§§đ
HipIqbHk Zpη,JqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HipIqbHk bHjpJq
. (3.13)
It is easy to show that this diagram commutes. Indeed, if we choose an arbitrary
χ P Hk, then clearly Zpη, JqZpξ, Iqχ “ ξbχbη “ Zpξ, IqZpη, Jqχ. To prove the adjoint
commutativity, we choose any ξ1 P HipIq, χ1 P Hk. Then it is easy to show
Zpξ, Iq˚pξ1 b χ1q “ pikpZpξ, Iq˚Zpξ1, Iqqχ1 (3.14)
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by evaluating both sides with an arbitrary vector χ P Hk. Similarly, we have
Zpξ, Iq˚Zpη, Jqpξ1 b χ1q “ Zpξ, Iq˚pξ1 b χ1 b ηq “ pikbjpZpξ, Iq˚Zpξ1, Iqqpχ1 b ηq.
Since Zpξ, Iq˚Zpξ1, Iq|H0 P ApIq, the right hand side of the above expression equals
pikpZpξ, Iq˚Zpξ1, Iqqχ1 b η “ Zpη, JqpikpZpξ, Iq˚Zpξ1, Iqqχ1,
which, by (3.14), equals Zpη, JqZpξ, Iq˚pξ1 b χ1q. Thus we’ve proved Zpη, JqZpξ, Iq˚ “
Zpξ, Iq˚Zpη, Jq, and hence the adjoint commutativity of (3.13).
Step 2. We prove the adjoint commutativity of (3.6) for a “ ξ, b “ η. Choose a path
β rJ from J to z´ P S1´, such that the arg value argJpβ rJp0qq of β rJp0q changes continuously
along this path to the arg value ´pi
2
of z´. Then clearly Rpη, rJq “ β‚rJZpη, Jq. By replac-
ing αrI and β rJ with homotopic paths, we assume that pαrI , β rJq is a path in Conf2pS1q,
i.e., αrIptq ‰ β rJptq for any t P r0, 1s. (It is here that the anticlockwiseness of rI to rJ is
used.) Consider the following 2ˆ 2 matrix of diagrams:
Hk Zpη,JqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk bHjpJq
β‚rJÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk bHjpS1´q
Zpξ,Iq
§§đ Zpξ,Iq§§đ Zpξ,Iq§§đ
HipIqbHk Zpη,JqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HipIqbHk bHjpJq
idibβ‚rJÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HipIqb pHk bHjpS1´qq
α‚rI
§§đ α‚rIbidj§§đ α‚rI§§đ
HipS1`qbHk Zpη,JqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHipS1`qbHkqbHjpJq
β‚rJÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ HipS1`qbHk bHjpS1´q.
(3.15)
If we can prove the adjoint commutativity of all these four diagrams, then (3.6) com-
mutes adjointly. Now the p1, 1q-diagram commutes adjointly due to step 1. It is easy
to show that the p2, 1q-diagram commutes when α‚rI is more generally any morphism
in HomApHipIq bHk,HipS1`q bHkq. Therefore p2, 1q commutes. Since α‚rI and α‚rI b idj
are unitary, p2, 1q commutes adjointly. Similarly p1, 2q also commutes adjointly. The
(adjoint) commutativity of the p2, 2q-diagram follows from proposition 2.18.
The above argument and result clearly hold for any Mo¨bius covariant net. Now
that we assume A to be conformal covariant, we can also show that the Connes cate-
gorical extension is conformal covariant.
Theorem 3.5. EC is a conformal vector-labeled categorical extension.
Proof. Choose any Hi,Hk P ReppAq, rI P rJ , ξ P HipIq, g P GA. We show that
gLpξ, rIqg´1 “ Lpgξg´1, grIq. (3.16)
Recall our notation gξg´1 “ gZpξ, Iqg´1Ω. Choose z P I , and let αrI be a path in S1 from
z to z` “ i, along which argIpzq changes continuously to the argument pi2 of z`. Let
furthermore λ be a path in GA from 1 to g, and let λz : t P r0, 1s ÞÑ λptqz P S1. Therefore,
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if we write grI “ pgI, arggIq, then αrI ˚ pλzq´1 is a path in S1 from gz to z`, along which
the argument arggIpgzq of gz changes continuously to the argument pi2 of z`. It follows
that Lpξ, rIq “ α‚rIZpξ, Iq and Lpgξg´1, grIq “ α‚rIpλ‚zq´1Zpgξg´1, gIq. By relation (2.29), we
have
gZpξ, Iq “ pλ‚zq´1Zpgξg´1, gIqg.
Using the fact that path continuations intertwine the actions of GA (since they inter-
twine the actions of A. Note also corollary 2.3), we have
gLpξ, rIqg´1 “ gα‚rIZpξ, Iqg´1 “ α‚rI ¨ gZpξ, Iq ¨ g´1
“α‚rI ¨ pλ‚zq´1Zpgξg´1, gIqg ¨ g´1 “ Lpgξg´1, grIq.
3.3 Hexagon axioms
With the results obtained so far, we give an easy proof of the hexagon axioms for
the braid operators B defined in section 2.6. First we collect some useful formulas. For
any Hi,Hj P ReppAq, disjoint rI, rJ P rJ , and ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq, if rI is anticlockwise torJ , then
Lpξ, rIqη “ Bj,iLpη, rJqξ. (3.17)
Indeed, Lpξ, rIqη “ Lpξ, rIqRpη, rJqΩ “ Rpη, rJqLpξ, rIqΩ “ Rpη, rJqξ “ Bj,iLpη, rJqξ. There-
fore, if rI is clockwise to rJ then
Lpξ, rIqη “ B´1i,j Lpη, rJqξ. (3.18)
Next, if F P HomApHi,Hi1q, G P HomApHj,Hj1q, then it is easy to see that for anyrI P rJ , ξ P HipIq, η P Hj ,
pF bGqLpξ, rIqη “ LpFξ, rIqGη. (3.19)
The following properties are parallel to the fusion and braid relations for intertwining
operators of vertex operator algebras.
Proposition 3.6. Choose rI, rJ, rO P rJ such that rI, rJ Ă rO, and ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq. Then
Lpξ, rIqη P pHi bHjqpOq, and
Lpξ, rIqLpη, rJq “ LpLpξ, rIqη, rOq (3.20)
when acting on any Hk P ReppAq.
Proof. Since Lpξ, rIq “ Lpξ, rOq, Lpη, rJq “ Lpξ, rOq, we may assume that rI “ rJ “ rO.
Since both Lpξ, rOq and Lpη, rOq intertwines the actions ofApOcq, so does Lpξ, rOqLpη, rOq.
Hence Lpξ, rOqLpη, rOq P HomApOcqpH0,Hi bHjq. Since Lpξ, rOqLpη, rOqΩ “ Lpξ, rOqη, we
conclude Lpξ, rOqη P pHi bHjqpOq.
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Now we choose argOc such that rOc “ pOc, argOcq is clockwise to rO. Then for any
Hk P ReppAq and χ P HkpOcq,
Lpξ, rOqLpη, rOqχ “ Lpξ, rOqLpη, rOqRpχ, rOcqΩ “ Rpχ, rOcqLpξ, rOqLpη, rOqΩ
“Rpχ, rOcqLpξ, rOqη “ Rpχ, rOcqLpLpξ, rOqη, rOqΩ “ LpLpξ, rOqη, rOqRpχ, rOcqΩ
“LpLpξ, rOqη, rOqχ.
This proves (3.20).
Proposition 3.7. Suppose that rI is anticlockwise to rJ , and there exits rO P rJ such thatrI, rJ Ă rO. Then for any Hi,Hj,Hk P ReppAq, ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq, χ P Hk, we have
Lpξ, rIqLpη, rJqχ “ pBj,i b idkqLpη, rJqLpξ, rIqχ. (3.21)
Proof. We compute
pBj,i b idkqLpη, rJqLpξ, rIqη “ pBj,i b idkqLpLpη, rJqξ, rOqχ “ LpBj,iLpη, rJqξ, rOqχ
“LpLpξ, rIqη, rOqχ “ Lpξ, rIqLpη, rJqχ.
The above proposition is equivalent to the braiding condition (g) of definition 3.1.
Although 3.1-(g) looks simpler and is easier to verify than (3.21), the latter has clearer
physical meaning: it says that the left operators L satisfy braid statistics, which
generalize the usual boson and fermion statistics.
Now we prove the hexagon axioms for B. In this paper, we always let Hibj or its
subscript ib j denote Hi bHj .
Theorem 3.8 (Hexagon axioms for B). Choose any Hi,Hj,Hk P ReppAq. Then for the
braiding B defined by 1800 clockwise rotations (see the end of section 2.6), we have the following
relations for morphisms Hi bHj bHk Ñ Hk bHi bHj :
pBi,k b idjqpidi b Bj,kq “ Bibj,k, (3.22)
pB´1k,i b idjqpidi b B´1k,jq “ B´1k,ibj. (3.23)
Proof. Since the proof of the two relations are similar, we only prove the first one.
Choose disjoint rI, rJ, rK P rJ such that rI is clockwise to rJ , rJ is clockwise to rK, andrI, rJ, rK can be covered by an arg-valued open interval in S1. Choose rO P rJ containingrI, rJ and clockwise to rK. Then for any ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq, χ P HkpKq, the action of
the left hand side of equation (3.22) on Lpξ, rIqLpη, rJqχ is
Lpξ, rIqLpη, rJqχ pidibBj,kqÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Lpξ, rIqBj,kLpη, rJqχ “ Lpξ, rIqLpχ, rKqη Bi,kbidjÝÝÝÝÝÑ Lpχ, rKqLpξ, rIqη.
On the other hand, the action of the right hand side of (3.22) on Lpξ, rIqLpη, rJqχ is
Lpξ, rIqLpη, rJqχ “ LpLpξ, rIqη, rOqχ Bibj,kÝÝÝÑ Bibj,kLpLpξ, rIqη, rOqχ “ Lpχ, rKqLpξ, rIqη.
Hence (3.22) is proved.
Theorem 3.9. With the monoidal structure and the braid operators defined in section 2.6,
ReppAq is a braided C˚-tensor category.
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3.4 Uniqueness of tensor categorical structures
Let E “ pA,C ,,Hq be a categorical extension of A with braid operator ß. In
this section, we show that pC ,, ßq is a braided C˚-tensor category (i.e., the unitary
map ß is a functorial A-module isomorphism satisfying the Hexagon axioms), and
that there is a natural equivalent between pC ,, ßq and a braided tensor subcategory
of pReppAq,b,Bq.
To begin with, we let pC be the C˚-category of all A-modules Hi such that Hi is
unitarily equivalent to some object in C . We assume without loss of generality that E
is vector-labeled. So, in particular, for each rI P rJ ,Hi P C , HiprIq is a subset ofHipIq. We
thus write ξ, η, . . . instead of a, b, . . . for elements in HiprIq. But then there is a conflict
of notations, as Lpξ, rIq may denote a left action in either E or the Connes categorical
extension EC . We avoid this issue by letting Lpξ, rIq and Lbpξ, rIq denote left actions in
E “ pA,C ,,Hq and EC “ pA,ReppAq,b,Hq respectively. Similar notations apply to
right actions.
Theorem 3.10. Let E “ pA,C ,,Hq be a vector-labeled categorical extension of A. Then
pC ,, ßq is a braided C˚-tensor category, pC is closed under Connes fusion product b, and
there is a (unique) unitary functorial isomorphism
Φi,j : Hi bHj Ñ Hi Hj p@Hi,Hj P C q, (3.24)
such that for any rI P rJ ,Hi,Hj P C , ξ P HiprIq, η P Hj ,
Φi,jL
bpξ, rIqη “ Lpξ, rIqη, (3.25)
Φj,iR
bpξ, rIqη “ Rpξ, rIqη. (3.26)
Moreover, Φ induces an equivalence of braidedC˚-tensor categories p pC ,b,Bq » pC ,, ßq.
More precisely, “equivalence” means that for anyHi,Hj,Hk P C , the following conditions are
satisfied:
(a) The following diagram commutes.
Hi bHk bHj idibΦk,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi b pHk Hjq
Φi,kbidj
§§đ Φi,kj§§đ
pHi HkqbHj Φik,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi Hk Hj
. (3.27)
(b) The following two maps equal idi : Hi Ñ Hi.
Hi » H0 bHi Φ0,iÝÝÑ H0 Hi » Hi, (3.28)
Hi » Hi bH0 Φi,0ÝÝÑ Hi H0 » Hi. (3.29)
(c) The following diagram commutes.
Hi bHj Bi,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hj bHi
Φi,j
§§đ Φj,i§§đ
Hi Hj ßi,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hj Hi
. (3.30)
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Proof. Step 1. Let Hi,Hj P C . Choose any disjoint rI, rJ P rJ such that rI is anticlockwise
to rJ . Then for any ξ P HiprIq and x P ApIcq,
Lpξ, rIqxΩ “ xLpξ, rIqΩ “ xξ “ xLbpξ, rIqΩ “ Lbpξ, rIqxΩ, (3.31)
which shows that Lpξ, rIq “ Lbpξ, rIq when acting on H0. Similar result holds for the
right actions of modules on H0. Then using locality, we compute, for any x1, x2 P
ApIq, ξ1, ξ2 P HiprIq, η1, η2 P Hjp rJq, that
xx1Lpξ1, rIqη1|x2Lpξ2, rIqη2y “ xx1Lpξ1, rIqRpη1, rJqΩ|x2Lpξ2, rIqRpη2, rJqΩy
“xRpη2, rJq˚Lpξ2, rIq˚x˚2x1Lpξ1, rIqRpη1, rJqΩ|Ωy
“xRpη2, rJq˚Rpη1, rJqLpξ2, rIq˚x˚2x1Lpξ1, rIqΩ|Ωy. (3.32)
Note that on the right hand side of (3.32), Lpξ1, rIq, Lpξ2, rIq, Rpη1, rJq, Rpη2, rJq all
act on the vacuum module. Similarly,
xx1Lbpξ1, rIqη1|x2Lbpξ2, rIqη2y “ xRbpη2, rJq˚Rbpη1, rJqLbpξ2, rIq˚x˚2x1Lbpξ1, rIqΩ|Ωy,
(3.33)
and on the right hand side of this equations, all the operators Rb are acting on H0.
Therefore the left hand sides of (3.32) and (3.33) are equal. We thus conclude, by the
density of fusion products and the Reeh-Schlieder property (conditions (d) and (e) of
definition 3.1), that there is a unique unitary map Φ
rI, rJ
i,j : Hi bHj Ñ Hi Hj satisfying
Φ
rI, rJ
i,j xL
bpξ, rIqη “ xLpξ, rIqη p@x P ApIq, ξ P HiprIq, η P Hjp rJqq.
In particular, Φ
rI, rJ
i,j intertwines the actions of ApIq on HibHj and HiHj . It is obvious
that if rI0, rJ0 P rJ and rI0 Ă rI, rJ0 Ă rJ , then ΦrI0, rJ0i,j “ ΦrI, rJi,j . Therefore it is easy to see that
Φ
rI, rJ
i,j “ ΦrI 1, rJ 1i,j for any rI 1, rJ 1 P rJ such that rI 1 is anticlockwise to rJ 1, i.e., ΦrI, rJi,j is independent
of rI and rJ . This shows that ΦrI, rJi,j intertwines the actions of ApI 1q for any I 1 P J .
We thus write Φ
rI, rJ
i,j “ Φi,j . Then Φi,j : Hi b Hj Ñ Hi  Hj is a unitary A-module
isomorphism satisfying (3.25) for any ξ P HiprIq, η P Hjp rJq. In particular, Hi bHj P pC
as Hi  Hj P C . By Reeh-Schlieder property, (3.25) holds for any ξ P HiprIq, η P Hj .
By (3.25) and the functoriality of Lbpξ, rIq and Lpξ, rIq, it is clear that Φi,j1pidi b Gq “
pidi bGqΦi,j for any H1j P C and G P HomApHj,Hj1q. Now assume ξ P HiprIq, η P Hjp rJq.
Then
Φi,jR
bpη, rJqξ “ Φi,jLbpξ, rIqη “ Lpξ, rIqη “ Rpη, rJqξ.
Since HiprIq spans a dense subspace of Hi by Reeh-Schlieder property, the left and the
right hand sides of the above equation are equal for any ξ P Hi. Equivalently, we’ve
proved condition (3.26). A similar argument shows that Φi1,jpF b idjq “ pF b idjqΦi,j
for any Hi1 P C and F P HomApHi,Hi1q. Therefore Φ is functorial.
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Step 2. We now show that Φ induces an equivalence of C˚-tensor categories. We
first verify the commutativity of digram (3.27). Choose any Hi,Hj,Hk P C , disjointrI, rJ P rJ such that rI is anticlockwise to rJ , and ξ P HiprIq, η P Hjp rJq, χ P Hk. Then using
conditions (3.25), (3.26), and the functoriality and locality of categorical extensions
(conditions (b) and (f) of definition 3.1), we compute
Lbpξ, rIqRbpη, rJqχ idibΦk,jÝÝÝÝÝÑ Lbpξ, rIqΦk,jRbpη, rJqχ
“Lbpξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ Φi,kjÝÝÝÝÑ Lpξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ,
and also
Lbpξ, rIqRbpη, rJqχ “ Rbpη, rJqLbpξ, rIqχ Φi,kbidjÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rbpη, rJqΦi,kLbpξ, rIqχ
“Rbpη, rJqLpξ, rIqχ Φik,jÝÝÝÝÑ Rpη, rJqLpξ, rIqχ “ Lpξ, rIqRpη, rJqχ.
Therefore diagram (3.27) commutes.
For condition (b), we choose any rI P rJ , ξ P Hi. Then
ξ “ LbpΩ, rIqξ Φ0,iÝÝÑ LpΩ, rIqξ “ ξ.
Thus (3.28) equals identity. Similarly (3.29) also equals identity. Thus Φ is an equiva-
lence of C˚-tensor categories.
Finally, choose any ξ P HiprIq, η P Hj . Then
Lbpξ, rIqη Φi,jÝÝÑ Lpξ, rIqη ßi,jÝÝÑ Rpξ, rIqη,
and also
Lbpξ, rIqη Bi,jÝÝÑ Rbpξ, rIqη Φj,iÝÝÑ Rpξ, rIqη.
Hence diagram (3.30) commutes. This shows that Φ intertwines B and ß. Thus, due
to the functoriality of Φ, we conclude that ß is functorial and satisfies hexagon axioms
since these are true for B. Since Φ and B are isomorphisms of A-modules, so is ß.
Therefore pC ,, ßq is a braided C˚-tensor category equivalent to p pC ,b,Bq under the
functorial map Φ.
3.5 Uniqueness of maximal categorical extensions
Definition 3.11. Let E “ pA,C ,,Hq andF “ pA,C ,,Kq be vector-labeled categor-
ical extensions of A. We say that F is a small extension of E if HiprIq Ă KiprIq for any
Hi P C , rI P rJ , and for any ξ P HiprIq, the operator Lpξ, rIq (resp. Rpξ, rIq) of E equals the
one ofF . In this case we write E Ă F .
By density of fusion products, it is clear that E andF have the same braid operator
ß.
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Theorem 3.12. Let E “ pA,C ,,Hq be a vector-labeled categorical extension of A. Then E
has a unique maximal small extension E “ pA,C ,,Hq, called the closure of E . Moreover,
E satisfies that for any rI P rJ and Hi,Hj P C :
(a) HiprIq “ HipIq.
(b) If ξ P HipIq, η P HjpIq, then Lpξ, rIqη P pHi  HjqpIq, and LpLpξ, rIqη, rIq “
Lpξ, rIqLpη, rIq.
Proof. As in the last chapter, we let L, R denote actions in E , and let Lb, Rb denote
actions in the Connes categorical extension EC . Consider the functorial isomorphism
Φ in theorem 3.10. We now define E “ pA,C ,,Hq such that HiprIq “ HipIq for any
Hi P C , rI P rJ , and for any Hi,Hj P C , the bounded linear operators Lpξ, rIq and
Rpξ, rIqmapping Hj Ñ Hi Hj and Hj Ñ Hj Hi respectively are defined by
Lpξ, rIqη “ Φi,jLbpξ, rIqη, (3.34)
Rpξ, rIqη “ Φj,iRbpξ, rIqη. (3.35)
for any η P Hj . Condition (a) is clearly satisfied. Condition (b) follows from proposi-
tion 3.6. This construction is clearly compatible with E . So once we’ve proved that E
satisfies the axioms of a categorical extension, then E is a small extension of E .
We only check that E satisfies locality, as all the other axioms are easy to verify.
Choose any rI P rJ anticlockwise to rJ P rJ . Choose Hi,Hj P C , ξ P HipIq, η P HjpJq.
Consider the following 2ˆ 2 matrix of diagrams:
Hk R
bpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk bHj Φk,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk Hj
Lbpξ,rIq§§đ Lbpξ,rIq§§đ Lbpξ,rIq§§đ
Hi bHk R
bpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi bHk bHj idibΦk,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi b pHk Hjq
Φi,k
§§đ Φi,kbidj§§đ Φi,kj§§đ
Hi Hk Rbpη, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ pHi HkqbHj Φik,jÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi Hk Hj.
(3.36)
The p1, 1q-diagram commutes adjointly due to the locality of EC . The p2, 1q-diagram
and the p1, 2q-diagram both commute (and hence commute adjointly since the maps
involved are unitary) due to the functoriality axiom of EC . The p2, 2q-diagram is exactly
diagram (3.27). So it commutes (adjointly) by theorem 3.10. Therefore the largest
diagram commutes adjointly, which proves the locality of E .
Now suppose thatF is a small extension of E . If we constructF in a similar way,
then by the uniqueness of Φ (which follows from the density of fusion products and
the Reeh-Schlieder property of E ), we clearly have E “ F . Therefore F Ă E . Thus
we’ve proved that any small extension of E is included in E , which means that E is
the unique maximal small extension of E .
The proof of theorem 3.12 implies a very interesting consequence.
Theorem 3.13. Any categorical extension E “ pA,C ,,Hq of A is conformal.
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Proof. Assume that E is vector-labeled. We want to check that for any g P GA, rI PrJ ,Hi P C , ξ P HiprIq,
Lpgξg´1, grIq “ gLpξ, rIqg´1 (3.37)
when acting on any Hj P C . By theorem 3.5, we have
Lbpgξg´1, grIq “ gLbpξ, rIqg´1. (3.38)
Since A-module homomorphisms intertwine the actions of GA by proposition 2.2, g
commutes with Φ. Therefore relation (3.37) follows from (3.38) and (3.34).
We say that a vector-labeled categorical extension E is closed if E “ E .
3.6 Semisimple categorical extensions
In this section we assume that the full abelian C˚-subcategory C of ReppAq is
semisimple, i.e., any module Hi P C is unitarily equivalent to a finite direct sum of A-
modules in C . We equip C with a braidedC˚-tensor categorical structure pC ,, ßq.16 If
F is a set of A-modules in C , we say that F generates C , if for any irreducible Hi P C ,
there exist Hi1 , . . . ,Hin P F such that Hi is equivalent to an (irreducible) A-submodule
of Hi1 Hi2  ¨ ¨ ¨Hin .
Definition 3.14. Assume pC ,, ßq is semisimple and F is a generating set of A-
modules in C . Let H assign, to each rI P rJ ,Hi P F , a set HiprIq such that HiprI1q Ă HiprI2q
whenever rI1 Ă rI2. A categorical local extension E loc “ pA,F ,,Hq of A associates, to
any Hi P F ,Hk P C , rI P rJ , a P HiprIq, bounded linear operators
Lpa, rIq P HomApIcqpHk,Hi Hkq,
Rpa, rIq P HomApIcqpHk,Hk Hiq,
such that the axioms of definition 3.1 are satisfied only for Hi P F , and the locality
(axiom (f)) holds only for Hi,Hj P F .
Similar to categorical extensions, if E loc is a categorical local extension, then for any
Hi P F , a P HiprIq, the operator Lpa, rIq, acting on any A-module in C , is determined
by Lpa, rIqΩ. Indeed, for any irreducible Hj P C , we can find Hj1 , . . . ,Hjn P F and an
isometric G P HomApHj,Hj1  ¨ ¨ ¨ Hjnq. Choose rJ P rJ clockwise to rI . Then for any
b1 P Hj1p rJq, . . . bn P Hjnp rJq,
Lpa, rIqG˚ ¨Rpbn, rJq ¨ ¨ ¨Rpb1, rJqΩ “ pidi bG˚q ¨Rpbn, rJq ¨ ¨ ¨Rpb1, rJqLpa, rIqΩ. (3.39)
By Reeh-Schlieder property and density of fusion products, vectors of the form
G˚ ¨ Rpbn, rJq ¨ ¨ ¨Rpb1, rJqΩ span a dense subspace of Hj . Thus the action of Lpa, rIq
16As we have seen in theorem 3.10, Hexagon axioms and the functoriality of braidings are conse-
quences of the existence of a categorical existence. However, for the categorical local extensions, we
need to assume these two properties at the very beginning: see step 2 of the proof of theorem 3.15.
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on any irreducible Hj P C is determined by Lpa, rIqΩ. The general case follows from
the functoriality of E loc. Therefore E loc is equivalent to a vector-labeled categorical lo-
cal extension. (The meaning of “vector-labeled” is understood in a similar way as in
definition 3.3.)
Theorem 3.15. After relabeling, E loc “ pA,F ,,Hq can be extended to a unique closed
vector-labeled categorical extension E “ pA,C ,,Hq.
Proof. Step 1. Assume without loss of generality that E loc is vector-labeled. We first
prove the uniqueness. Let F‘ be the class of all Hi P C which is equivalent to a
finite direct sum of A-modules in F . Assume E “ pA,C ,,Hq is a closed categorical
extension containing E loc. Then for any Hi0 P F , rI P rJ , ξ P Hi0pIq, the operator Lpξ, rIq
is uniquely determined by E loc due to equation (3.39) (with a replaced by ξ) and the
fact that HiprIq spans a dense subspace of Hi.
Now if Hi P F‘, we can find Hi1 , . . . ,Him P F , and isometric U1 P
HomApHi1 ,Hiq, . . . , Um P HomApHim ,Hiq, such that U1U1˚ , . . . , UmUm˚ are orthogonal
projections, and U1U1˚ `¨ ¨ ¨`UmUm˚ “ idi. Then by (3.19), for anyHk P C , ξ P HipIq, χ P
Hk,
Lpξ, rIqχ “ pU1 b idkqLpU˚1 ξ, rIqχ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pUm b idkqLpU˚mξ, rIqχ. (3.40)
Therefore, Lpξ, rIq is uniquely determined by E loc.
Next, if Hi1 , . . . ,Him P F‘, then by theorem 3.12-(b), for any ξpi1q P
Hi1pIq, . . . , ξpimq P HimpIq,
LpLpξpimq, rIq ¨ ¨ ¨Lpξpi2q, rIqξpi1q, rIq “ Lpξpimq, rIq ¨ ¨ ¨Lpξpi2q, rIqLpξpi1q, rIq. (3.41)
Therefore, since vectors of the form Lpξpimq, rIq ¨ ¨ ¨Lpξpi2q, rIqξpi1q span a dense subspace
of Him  ¨ ¨ ¨Hi1 , the left actions of Him  ¨ ¨ ¨Hi1 on modules in C are determined
by E loc.
Finally, for any Hi P C , we can find Hi1 , . . . ,Him P F‘ and an isometric F P
HomApHi,Him  ¨ ¨ ¨  Hi1q. Since F ˚F “ idi, by (3.19), for any rI P rJ ,Hk P C , ξ P
HipIq, χ P Hk,
Lpξ, rIqχ “ pF ˚ b idkqLpFξ, rIqχ. (3.42)
Therefore Lpξ, rIq is determined by E loc. As Rpξ, rIq is related to Lpξ, rIq by ß, Rpξ, rIq is
also determined by E loc. Thus the uniqueness is proved.
Step 2. We prove the existence. Let us first extend E loc to a categorical local exten-
sion E loc1 “ pA,F‘,,Kq. For anyHi P F‘, we chooseHi1 , . . . ,Him P F and U1, . . . , Um
as in step 1. If it turns out that Hi P F , then we choose m “ 1,Hi1 “ Hi, U1 “ idi.
Now for any rI P rJ , we define KiprIq “ Hi1prIq \ ¨ ¨ ¨ \ HimprIq. If s “ 1, 2, . . . ,m and
k “ as P HisprIq Ă KiprIq, we set, for any Hk P C , χ P Hk,
Lpk, rIqχ “ pUs b idkqLpas, rIq, (3.43)
Rpk, rIqχ “ ßi,kLpk, rIq “ pidk b UsqRpas, rIq. (3.44)
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(Note that the functoriality of ß is used in the second equation of (3.44).) Then one
can easily check that E loc1 “ pA,F‘,,Kq satisfies all the axioms of a categorical local
extension.
Let P be the class of all Hi P C equaling Hi1  ¨ ¨ ¨  Him for some m “ 1, 2, . . .
and Hi1 , . . . ,Him P F‘. We now extend E loc1 to a categorical local extension E loc2 “
pA,P ,,Mq. For eachHi P P , we chooseHi1 , . . . ,Him P F‘ such thatHi “ Him ¨ ¨ ¨
Hi1 . For any rI P rJ , we define rJmprIq to be the set of all prI1, rI2, . . . , rImq P rJ ˆm satisfying
that rI1, . . . , rIm Ă rI , and that rIs is anticlockwise to rIs´1 for any s “ 2, . . . ,m. We now set
MiprIq “ ž
prI1,...,rImqP rJmprIq
Ki1prI1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ KimprImq,
and define, for any Hk P C and m “ pa1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , amq P Ki1prI1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ KimprImq Ă
MiprIq, bounded linear operators Lpm, rIq P HomApIcqpHk,Hi  Hkq, Rpm, rIq P
HomApT cqpHk,Hk Hiq, such that for any χ P Hk,
Lpm, rIqχ “ Lpam, rImq ¨ ¨ ¨Lpa1, rI1qχ, (3.45)
Rpm, rIqχ “ ßi,kLpm, rIqχ. (3.46)
Then all the axioms of a categorical local extension, except the locality, are easy to
verify for E loc2 . We now show that
Rpm, rIqχ “ Rpa1, rI1q ¨ ¨ ¨Rpam, rImqχ. (3.47)
Then the locality of E loc2 follows immediately from that of E loc1 .
Let us prove (3.47) when m “ 3. For general m the argument is similar. By the
coherence theorem for braided tensor categories, we have
ßi,k “ ßi3i2i1,k “ pßi3,k b idi2 b idi1qpidi3 b ßi2,k b idi1qpidi3 b idi2 b ßi1,kq.
Therefore the action of ßi,k on Lpm, rIqχ is
Lpm, rIqχ “ Lpa3, rI3qLpa2, rI2qLpa1, rI1qχ idi3bidi2bßi1,kÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Lpa3, rI3qLpa2, rI2qßi1,kLpa1, rI1qχ
“ Lpa3, rI3qLpa2, rI2qRpa1, rI1qχ “ Rpa1, rI1qLpa3, rI3qLpa2, rI2qχ
idi3bßi2,kbidi1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rpa1, rI1qpidi3 b ßi2,kqLpa3, rI3qLpa2, rI2qχ “ Rpa1, rI1qLpa3, rI3qßi2,kLpa2, rI2qχ
“ Rpa1, rI1qLpa3, rI3qRpa2, rI2qχ “ Rpa1, rI1qRpa2, rI2qLpa3, rI3qχ
ßi3,kbidi2bidi1ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Rpa1, rI1qRpa2, rI2qßi3,kLpa3, rI3qχ “ Rpa1, rI1qRpa2, rI2qRpa3, rI3qχ.
Hence (3.47) is proved.
Finally we extend E loc2 to a categorical extension E “ pA,C ,,Nq. This will finish
our proof. For any Hi P C , we can find Hi0 P P and an isometric F P HomApHi,Hi0q.
For any rI P rJ , we set NiprIq “ Mi0prIq. If n “ m P Mi0prIq “ NiprIq and Hk P C , we
define Lpm, rIq P HomApIcqpHk,HiHkq, Rpm, rIq P HomApIcqpHk,HkHiq satisfying that
for any χ P Hk,
Lpn, rIqχ “ pF ˚ b idkqLpm, rIqχ,
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Rpn, rIqχ “ ßi,kLpn, rIqχ “ pidk b F ˚qRpm, rIqχ.
This construction makes E a categorical extension of A. Its closure E “ pA,C ,,Hq is
the desired vector-labeled closed categorical extension containing E loc.
We now give an application of this theorem.
Definition 3.16. A left operator of E loc “ pA,F ,,Hq is a quadruple pA, a, rI,Hiq,
where a is an element, Hi P C , rI P rJ , and for any Hk P C , there is a bounded lin-
ear operator Apa, rIq P HomApIcqpHk,Hi  Hkq, such that the following conditions are
satisfied:
(a) If Hk,Hk1 P C , F P HomApHk,Hk1q, then the following diagram commutes.
Hk FÝÝÝÑ Hk1
Apa,rIq§§đ Apa,rIq§§đ
Hi Hk idibFÝÝÝÑ Hi Hk1
. (3.48)
(b) For any Hj P F ,Hk P C , rJ P rJ clockwise to rI , and any b0 P Hjp rJq, the following
diagram commutes (not necessarily adjointly).
Hk Rpb0,
rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk Hj
Apa,rIq§§đ Apa,rIq§§đ
Hi Hk Rpb0, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi Hk Hj
. (3.49)
Similarly, a right operator of E loc is a quadruple pB, b, rJ,Hjq, where b is an element,
Hj P C , rJ P rJ , and for any Hk P C , there is a bounded linear operator Bpb, rJq P
HomApJcqpHk,Hk Hjq, such that the following conditions are satisfied:
(a) If Hk,Hk1 P C , F P HomApHk,Hk1q, then the following diagram commutes.
Hk Bpb,
rJqÝÝÝÝÑ Hk Hj
F
§§đ Fbidj§§đ
Hk1 Bpb,
rJqÝÝÝÝÑ Hk1 Hj
. (3.50)
(b) For any Hi P F ,Hk P C , rI P rJ anticlockwise to rJ , and any a0 P HiprIq, the following
diagram commutes.
Hk Bpb,
rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk Hj
Lpa0,rIq§§đ Lpa0,rIq§§đ
Hi Hk Bpb, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi Hk Hj
. (3.51)
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Theorem 3.17. Let pA, a, rI,Hiq and pB, b, rJ,Hjq be a left operator and a right operator of
E loc “ pA,F ,,Hq, where rI is anticlockwise to rJ , and Hi,Hj P C . Then these two opera-
tors commutes adjointly, in the sense that for any Hk P C , the following diagram commutes
adjointly.
Hk Bpb,
rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk Hj
Apa,rIq§§đ Apa,rIq§§đ
Hi Hk Bpb, rJqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hi Hk Hj
. (3.52)
Proof. By step 2 of the proof of theorem 3.15, we can construct a categorical extension
E “ pA,C ,,Nq such that any left (resp. right) operator of E loc is also a left (resp.
right) operator of E . Let E be the closure of E . Set ξ “ Apa, rIqΩ P HipIq. Then for any
Hk P C , c P Nkp rJq,
Apa, rIqRpc, rJqΩ “ Rpc, rJqApa, rIqΩ “ Rpc, rJqξ “ Rpc, rJqLpξ, rIqΩ “ Lpξ, rIqRpc, rJqΩ.
Therefore Apa, rIq equals Lpξ, rIq when acting on any Hk P C . Similarly, if we let η “
Bpb, rJqΩ, thenBpb, rJq equalsRpη, rJq. ThereforeApa, rIq andBpb, rJq commute adjointly.
4 VOAs and categorical extensions
4.1 Tensor categories of VOAs
We review the construction of tensor categories for “rational” vertex operator alge-
bras (VOAs) by Huang-Lepowsky. See [Hua08b] for more details. The reader is also
referred to [Gui17a] section 2.4 for a sketch of this construction. The notations we will
use in this paper are close to those in [Gui17a].
Let V be a VOA of CFT type. This means that V has grading V “ ÀnPZě0 V pnq
with V p0q “ CΩ where Ω is the vacuum vector of V . We let RepsspV q be the category
of semisimple V -modules. So if Wi P RepsspV q, we assume that Wi is a finite direct
sum of irreducible V -modules. In this paper, unless otherwise stated, a V -module Wk
is always assumed to be semisimple. We also assume that the eigenvalues of L0 on
Wi are real. For any s P R, we let Ps be the projection of Wi onto the s-eigenspace
Wipsq of L0. If wpiq P Wi is homogeneous (i.e., an eigenvector of L0), we let ∆wpiq be the
conformal weight (the corresponding eigenvalue) of wpiq. A vector wpiq P Wi is called
quasi-primary if it is homogeneous and L1wpiq “ 0.
For any Wi,Wj,Wk P RepsspV q, we let V
`
k
i j
˘ “ V` Wk
WiWj
˘
be the vector space of inter-
twining operators of V . (See [FHL93] for the general theory of intertwining operators
of VOAs.) If Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, we call Wi,Wj,Wk the charge space, the source space, and the
target space of Yα respectively. We assume the following:
Condition A. For any Wi,Wj,Wk P RepsspV q, the vector space V
`
k
i j
˘
is finite dimensional.
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For each equivalence class of irreducible V -modules, we choose a representing
module, and E be the set of these V -modules. We let E contain the vacuum mod-
ule W0 “ V . We shall also write i P E if Wi P E . The second condition we require on V
is:
Condition B. For any Wi,Wj P RepsspV q, there are only finitely many Wk P E satisfying
dimV` k
i j
˘ ą 0.
Now we can define a tensor bifunctor b on RepsspV q. For any Wi,Wj P RepsspV q,
we define
Wij ” Wi bWj “
à
kPE
V
ˆ
k
i j
˙˚
bWk (4.1)
where V` k
i j
˘˚
is the dual vector space of V` k
i j
˘
. Note that here V` k
i j
˘
is finite dimen-
sional, and the sum of k is finite by condition B. The action of V on Wij is
Yijpv, xq “
à
idb Ykpv, xq p@v P V q (4.2)
where Yk is the vertex operator describing the action of V on Wk, and x is a formal
variable.
When k P E , any intertwining operator Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
is naturally a linear map
V` k
i j
˘˚ Ñ C, which can be extended naturally to a homomorphism of V -modules
Wi b Wj Ñ Wk. For general Wk P RepsspV q, V
`
k
i j
˘
can also be identified with
HomV pWi bWj,Wkq using the following identifications
V
ˆ
k
i j
˙
»à
tPE
V
ˆ
t
i j
˙
b HomV pWt,Wkq,
HomV pWi bWj,Wkq »
à
tPE
HomV pWi bWj,Wtq b HomV pWt,Wkq.
The tensor product of F P HomV pWi1 ,Wi2q, G P HomV pWj1 ,Wj2q is defined in the
following way. For each k P E we have a linear map pF bGqt : V` k
i2 j2
˘Ñ V` k
i1 j1
˘
, such
that if Y P V` k
i2 j2
˘
, then pF bGqtY P V` k
i1 j1
˘
, and for any wpi1q P Wi1 , wpj1q P Wj1 ,`pF bGqtY˘pwpi1q, xqwpj1q “ YpFwpi1q, xqGwpj1q. (4.3)
Then F b G : V` k
i1 j1
˘˚ Ñ V` k
i2 j2
˘˚
is defined to be the transpose of pF b Gqt, and can
be extended to a homomorphism
F bG “à
kPE
pF bGq b idk : Wi1 bWj1 Ñ Wi2 bWj2 .
To construct associativity and braid isomorphisms, we need to consider products
and iterations of intertwining operators. For any V -module Wi, we let Wi denote its
contragredient module. A sequence of intertwining operators Yα1 , . . . ,Yαn of V is
called a chain of intertwining operators, if the source space of Yαm equals the target
space of Yαm´1 for any m “ 2, 3, . . . , n. We will also take the complex-analytic point
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of view instead of the formal one for intertwining operators. For any Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, and
any wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj, wpkq P Wk, z P Cˆ “ Czt0u,
xYαpwpiq, zqwpjq, wpkqy “ xYαpwpiq, xqwpjq, wpkqy
ˇˇ
x“z (4.4)
depends not only on z but also on the arg-value arg z of z. We regard Yαpwpiq, zqwpjq as
a vector in the algebraic completion xWk of Wk, which is also the dual vector space of
Wk.
Condition C. Let Yα1 , . . . ,Yαn be an arbitrary chain of intertwining operators of V . For each
1 ď m ď n, we let Wim be the charge space of Yαm . Let Wi0 be the source space of Yα1 , and let
Wk be the target space of Yαn . Then for any wpi0q P Wi0 , wpi1q P Wi1 , . . . , wpinq P Win , wpkq P
Wk, and arg-valued z1, z2, . . . , zn P C such that 0 ă |z1| ă |z2| ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă |zn|, the expression
xYαnpwpinq, znqYαn´1pwpin´1q, zn´1q ¨ ¨ ¨Yα1pwpi1q, z1qwpi0q, wpkqy (4.5)
converges absolutely and locally uniformly, which means that there exists a neighborhood U of
pz1, . . . , znq in the n-th order configuration space ConfnpCˆq of Cˆ “ Czt0u, such that the
series ÿ
s1,s2,...,sn´1PR
ˇˇxYαnpwpinq, ζnqPsn´1Yαn´1pwpin´1q, ζn´1qPsn´2
¨ ¨ ¨Ps1Yα1pwpi1q, ζ1qwpi0q, wpkqy
ˇˇ
(4.6)
converges and is uniformly bounded for all pζ1, . . . , ζnq P U . Here each Psm (1 ď m ď n´1) is
the projection of the target space of Yαm onto its weight-sm component. Moreover, the function
locally defined by (4.5) for any pz1, . . . , znq P U can be analytically continued to a multi-valued
holomorphic function on ConfnpCˆq.
Thus one can construct all genus-0 conformal blocks using products of intertwining
operators. Using the braid operators B˘ : V
`
k
i j
˘Ñ V` k
j i
˘
defined by
YB˘αpwpjq, zqwpiq ” pB˘Yαqpwpjq, zqwpiq “ exL´1Yαpwpiq, e˘ipizqwpjq (4.7)
(where argpe˘ipizq “ ˘pi ` arg z) for any Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj , one can
show that for any Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
,Yβ P V
`
t
k s
˘
, wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj , the iteration of two
intertwining operators
YβpYαpwpiq, zi ´ zjqwpjq, zjq
converges absolutely and locally uniformly whenever 0 ă |zi ´ zj| ă |zj|, in the sense
that for any wpsq P Ws, wptq P Wt, there exits a neighborhood U Ă Conf2pCˆq of pzi, zjq,
such that the series ÿ
aPR
ˇˇxYβpPaYαpwpiq, zi ´ zjqwpjq, zjqwpsq|wptqyˇˇ
converges and is uniformly bounded for all pζi, ζjq P U . We assume that iterations and
products of intertwining operators can be related in the following way:
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Condition D. Let Yα P V
`
t
i r
˘
,Yβ P V
`
r
j k
˘
, zi, zj P Cˆ satisfying 0 ă |zi ´ zj| ă |zj| ă |zi|,
and choose arg zi, arg zj, argpzi ´ zjq. Then there exist Ws P RepsspV q,Yα1 P V
`
s
i j
˘
,Yβ1 P
V` t
s k
˘
, and a neighborhood U Ă Conf2pCˆq of pzi, zjq, such that for any wpiq P Wi, wpjq P
Wj , and any pζi, ζjq P U with arg ζi, arg ζj, argpζi ´ ζjq close to arg zi, arg zj, argpzi ´ zjq
respectively, the following equation holds when acting on Wk:
Yαpwpiq, ζiqYβpwpjq, ζjq “ Yβ1pYα1pwpiq, ζi ´ ζjqwpjq, ζjq (4.8)
Thus, products of intertwining operators can be written as iterations of inter-
twining operators. Using the braid operators B˘, one can easily prove the converse
statement, i.e., iterations can be expressed as products of intertwining operators.
We are now ready to define the associativity isomorphism. Given three V -modules
Wi,Wj,Wk, we have natural identifications
pWi bWjqbWk “
à
s,tPE
V
ˆ
t
s k
˙˚
b V
ˆ
s
i j
˙˚
bWt, (4.9)
Wi b pWj bWkq “
à
r,tPE
V
ˆ
t
i r
˙˚
b V
ˆ
r
j k
˙˚
bWt. (4.10)
Choose basis Θtsk,Θ
s
ij,Θ
t
ir,Θ
r
jk of these vector spaces of intertwining operators. Choose
arg-valued zi, zj P Cˆ satisfying 0 ă |zi ´ zj| ă |zj| ă |zi| and arg zi “ arg zj “
argpzi ´ zjq. For any r, t P E , α P Θtir, β P Θrjk, there exist unique complex numbers
F β
1α1
αβ (@s P E , α1 P Θsij, β1 P Θtsk) independent of the choice of zi, zj , such that for any
wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj , we have the fusion relation
Yαpwpiq, ziqYβpwpjq, zjq “
ÿ
sPE
ÿ
α1PΘsij ,β1PΘtsk
F β
1α1
αβ Yβ1pYα1pwpiq, zi ´ zjqwpjq, zjq. (4.11)
Thus tF β1α1αβ u can be regarded as a matrix, called fusion matrix. This matrix is invert-
ible, as one can write iterations as products of intertwining operators, which gives the
inverse matrix of tF β1α1αβ u. For each t P E , define an isomorphism
At :
à
rPE
V
ˆ
t
i r
˙
b V
ˆ
r
j k
˙
Ñà
sPE
V
ˆ
t
s k
˙
b V
ˆ
s
i j
˙
,
Yα b Yβ ÞÑ
ÿ
sPE
ÿ
α1PΘsij ,β1PΘtsk
F β
1α1
αβ Yβ1 b Yα1 . (4.12)
Then At is independent of the basis chosen. Define
A :
à
sPE
V
ˆ
t
s k
˙˚
b V
ˆ
s
i j
˙˚
Ñà
rPE
V
ˆ
t
i r
˙˚
b V
ˆ
r
j k
˙˚
(4.13)
to be the transpose of At, and extend it to
A “
ÿ
tPE
Ab idt : pWi bWjqbWk Ñ Wi b pWj bWkq. (4.14)
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Then A is our associativity map. One can easily verify that A is functorial. Moreover,
A satisfies the pentagon axiom.
Let W0 “ V be the identity object of RepsspV q. Then the isomorphism W0 bWi “
V b Wi Ñ Wi is defined using the intertwining operator Yi P V
`
i
0 i
˘
. Similarly, the
isomorphismWibV Ñ Wi is defined using the creation operator Yκpiq ofWi, which is a
type
`
i
i 0
˘
intertwining operator defined by Yκpiq “ B`Yi “ B´Yi. These isomorphisms
satisfy the triangle axioms. Therefore RepsspV q is a monoidal category.
Condition E. The monoidal category RepsspV q is rigid, i.e., every object has left and right
duals.
Finally we define the braiding. Let ßi,j : V
`
k
i j
˘˚ Ñ V` k
j i
˘˚
be the transpose of
B` : V
ˆ
k
j i
˙
Ñ V
ˆ
k
i j
˙
, Y ÞÑ B`Y ,
and extend it to a morphism
ßi,j “
ÿ
tPE
ßi,j b idt : Wi bWj Ñ Wj bWi. (4.15)
This gives the braid operator. These braid operators satisfy the hexagon axioms.
Therefore RepsspV q becomes a rigid braided tensor category. We also define, for any
Wi P RepsspV q, the twist ϑi P EndV pWiq to be the action of e2ipiL0 on Wi. Then RepsspV q
becomes a rigid ribbon category (cf. [Hua08b] theorem 4.1). In the case that there are
only finitely many equivalence classes of irreducible V -modules (i.e., E is a finite set),
RepsspV q is a ribbon fusion category.
We now relate ß with the braid relations of intertwining operators. Let Yα P
V` t
i r
˘
,Yβ P V
`
r
j k
˘
, zi, zj P Cˆ with |zi| “ |zj|. Choose arg zi, arg zj . Then for any
wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj , the expression Yαpwpiq, ziqYβpwpjq, zjq is understood as a linear
functional on Wk bWt defined in the following way. If wpkq P Wk, wptq P Wt, then
xYαpwpiq, ziqYβpwpjq, zjqwpkq, wptqy “ lim
λŒ1xYαpw
piq, λziqYβpwpjq, zjqwpkq, wptqy,
(We set argpλziq “ arg zi when λ ą 0.) the right hand side of which is definable due to
condition C.
For each r, s, t P E , choose basis Θtir,Θrjk,Θsik,Θtjs of V
`
t
i r
˘
,V` r
j k
˘
,V` s
i k
˘
,V` t
j s
˘
re-
spectively. Using condition D and the braid operators B˘, one can show that for any
r, t P E , α P Θtir, β P Θrjk, there exist unique complex numbers pB˘qβ
1α1
αβ (@s P E , α1 P
Θsik, β
1 P Θtjs), such that for any wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj , the following braid relation holds
for any wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj
Yαpwpiq, ziqYβpwpjq, zjq “
ÿ
sPE
ÿ
α1PΘsik,β1PΘtjs
pB˘qβ1α1αβ Yβ1pwpjq, zjqYα1pwpiq, ziq, (4.16)
where the sign ˘ is ` if zi is anticlockwise to zj (i.e., arg zj ă arg zi ă arg zj ` 2pi), and
´ if zi is clockwise to zj . We can regard tpB˘qβ1α1αβ u as matrices, called braid matrices,
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which again are invertible. tpB˘qβ1α1αβ u depend only on the clockwise or anticlockwise
order of zi and zj , but not on the specific choice of zi, zj . Since we have
Wi b pWj bWkq “
à
r,tPE
V
ˆ
t
i r
˙˚
b V
ˆ
r
j k
˙˚
bWt, (4.17)
Wj b pWi bWkq “
à
s,tPE
V
ˆ
t
j s
˙˚
b V
ˆ
s
i k
˙˚
bWt, (4.18)
the isomorphism ßj,ib idk : Wj b pWibWkq Ñ Wib pWj bWkq restricts, for each t P E ,
to an isomorphism
à
sPE
V
ˆ
t
j s
˙˚
b V
ˆ
s
i k
˙˚
Ñà
rPE
V
ˆ
t
i r
˙˚
b V
ˆ
r
j k
˙˚
.
By (for instance) [Gui17a] proposition 2.12, the transpose of this map is given by
à
rPE
V
ˆ
t
i r
˙
b V
ˆ
r
j k
˙
Ñà
sPE
V
ˆ
t
j s
˙
b V
ˆ
s
i k
˙
,
Yα b Yβ ÞÑ
ÿ
sPE
ÿ
α1PΘsik,β1PΘtjs
pB`qβ1α1αβ Yβ1 b Yα1 . (4.19)
4.2 The intertwining operators Li and Ri
In this section, we define, for any Wi P RepsspV q, a pair of intertwining operators
Li and Ri that are closely related to the operators L and R in categorical extensions.
Recall the definition of tensor product Wi bWk “ÀtPE V` ti k˘˚ bWt. If Wi P RepsspV q,
we let Li act on any Wk P RepsspV q as an intertwining operator of type
`
ik
i k
˘ “ `WibWk
Wi Wk
˘
,
such that for any wpiq P Wi, wpkq P Wk and any t P E , wptq P Wt,Yα P V
`
t
i k
˘
,
xLipwpiq, xqwpkq,Yα b wptqy “ xYαpwpiq, xqwpkq, wptqy. (4.20)
This relation is simply written as
xLipwpiq, xqwpkq,Yαy “ Yαpwpiq, xqwpkq. (4.21)
Let Θtik be a basis of V
`
t
i k
˘
, and let t qYα : α P Θtiku be the dual basis, where each qYα is the
dual element of Yα. Then we have another description of Li: for any wpiq P Wi, wpkq P
Wk,
Lipwpiq, xqwpkq “
ÿ
tPE
ÿ
αPΘtik
qYα b Yαpwpiq, xqwpkq. (4.22)
We also define, for any Wk P RepsspV q, a type
`
ki
i k
˘ “ `WkbWi
Wi Wk
˘
intertwining operator
Ri, such that for any wpiq P Wi, wpkq P Wk,
Ripwpiq, xqwpkq “ ßi,kLipwpiq, xqwpkq. (4.23)
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We write Li (resp. Ri) as Li|k (resp. Ri|k) if we want to emphasize that the source
space of Li (resp. Ri) is Wk.
It is easy to check that L and R are functorial, in the sense that for any F P
HomV pWi,Wi1q, G P HomV pWk,Wk1q, wpiq P Wi, wpkq P Wk,
pF bGqLipwpiq, xqwpkq “ Li1pFwpiq, xqGwpkq, (4.24)
pGb F qRipwpiq, xqwpkq “ Ri1pFwpiq, xqGwpkq. (4.25)
Our next goal is to prove the commutativity of L and R. First we need a prepara-
tory result.
Proposition 4.1. Choose Wi,Wj,Wk P RepsspV q, and arg-valued distinct zi, zj P S1 such
that zi is anti-clockwise to zj . Then for any wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj, wpkq P Wk, the following
braid relation holds.
Lipwpiq, ziqLjpwpjq, zjqwpkq “ pßj,i b idkqLjpwpjq, zjqLipwpiq, ziqwpkq (4.26)
It will be interesting to compare the above formula with proposition 3.7.
Proof. Recall (4.17) and (4.18). For any r, s, t P E , we choose basis Θtir,Θrjk,Θtjs,Θsik of
V` t
i r
˘
,V` r
j k
˘
,V` t
j s
˘
,V` s
i k
˘
respectively. Then for any α P Θtir, β P Θrjk,
xLipwpiq, ziqLjpwpjq, zjqwpkq,Yα b Yβy “ Yαpwpiq, ziqYβpwpjq, zjqwpkq.
Now for these basis intertwining operators we have the braid relation (4.16), where
the sign of ˘ is taken to be `. Therefore, by the discussion at the end of section 4.1,
the transpose of ß b id on the vector spaces of intertwining operators is described by
(4.19). Thus we can compute that
xpßj,i b idkqLjpwpjq, zjqLipwpiq, ziqwpkq,Yα b Yβy
“
ÿ
sPE
ÿ
α1PΘsik,β1PΘtjs
pB`qβ1α1αβ xLjpwpjq, zjqLipwpiq, ziqwpkq,Yβ1 b Yα1y
“
ÿ
sPE
ÿ
α1PΘsik,β1PΘtjs
pB`qβ1α1αβ Yβ1pwpjq, zjqYα1pwpiq, ziqwpkq
“Yαpwpiq, ziqYβpwpjq, zjqwpkq.
Hence the proposition is proved.
Theorem 4.2. Choose Wi,Wj,Wk P RepsspV q, wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj , and arg-valued distinct
zi, zj P S1 such that zi is anti-clockwise to zj . Then the diagram
Wk
Rjpwpjq,zjqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Wk bWj
Lipwpiq,ziq
§§đ Lipwpiq,ziq§§đ
Wi bWk
Rjpwpjq,zjqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Wi bWk bWj
(4.27)
commutes, in the sense that the following braid relation holds for any wpkq P Wk:
Lipwpiq, ziqRjpwpjq, zjqwpkq “ Rjpwpjq, zjqLipwpiq, ziqwpkq.
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Proof. By hexagon axioms, ßj,ik “ pidibßj,kqpßj,ib idkq. We thus compute, using propo-
sition 4.1 and the functoriality of Li, that
Rjpwpjq, zjqLipwpiq, ziqwpkq “ ßj,ikLjpwpjq, zjqLipwpiq, ziqwpkq
“pidi b ßj,kqpßj,i b idkqLjpwpjq, zjqLipwpiq, ziqwpkq
“pidi b ßj,kqLipwpiq, ziqLjpwpjq, zjqwpkq “ Lipwpiq, ziqßj,kLjpwpjq, zjqwpkq
“Lipwpiq, ziqRjpwpjq, zjqwpkq.
We close this section with the fusion relation of L.
Proposition 4.3. Choose Wi,Wj,Wk P RepsspV q, and arg-valued distinct zi, zj P S1 such
that 0 ă |zi ´ zj| ă |zj| ă |zi| and arg zi “ arg zj “ argpzi ´ zjq. Then for any wpiq P
Wi, w
pjq P Wj, wpkq P Wk, the following fusion relation holds.
Lipwpiq, ziqLjpwpjq, zjqwpkq “ LijpLipwpiq, zi ´ zjqwpjq, zjqwpkq. (4.28)
Proof. For each r, s, t P E we choose basis Θtsk,Θsij,Θtir,Θrjk of V
`
t
s k
˘
,V` s
i j
˘
,V` t
i r
˘
,V` r
j k
˘
respectively, and assume that the fusion relation (4.11) holds. Choose any r, t P E , α P
Θtir, β P Θrjk, then
xLipwpiq, ziqLjpwpjq, zjqwpkq,Yα b Yβy “ Yαpwpiq, ziqYβpwpjq, zjqwpkq.
On the other hand, the expression xLijpLipwpiq, zi ´ zjqwpjq, zjqwpkq,Yα b Yβy, when
written more precisely, should be xLijpLipwpiq, zi ´ zjqwpjq, zjqwpkq, AtpYα b Yβqy, where
A is the associativity isomorphism. By (4.12), we have
xLijpLipwpiq, zi ´ zjqwpjq, zjqwpkq, AtpYα b Yβqy
“
ÿ
sPE
ÿ
α1PΘsij ,β1PΘtsk
F β
1α1
αβ xLijpLipwpiq, zi ´ zjqwpjq, zjqwpkq,Yβ1 b Yα1y
“
ÿ
sPE
ÿ
α1PΘsij ,β1PΘtsk
F β
1α1
αβ Yβ1pYα1pwpiq, zi ´ zjqwpjq, zjqwpkq
“Yαpwpiq, ziqYβpwpjq, zjqwpkq.
Thus our proof is complete.
4.3 Unitarity
Beginning with this section, we assume the following unitary condition (see [DL14,
CKLW18] for the definition of unitary VOAs):
Condition F. V is a unitary VOA with inner product x¨|¨y and PCT operator Θ.
Recall that a V -moduleWi is called unitary, ifWi is equipped with an inner product
x¨|¨y, such that for any v P V , the vertex operator Yipv, xq (where x is a formal variable)
on Wi satisfies
Yipv, xq: “ YipexL1p´x´2qL0Θv, x´1q. (4.29)
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Here : means the formal adjoint operation. So the above relation is equivalent to say-
ing that
xYipv, xqwpiq1 |wpiq2 y “ xwpiq1 |YipexL1p´x´2qL0Θv, x´1qwpiq2 y
for any wpiq1 , w
piq
2 P Wi.
Condition G. If Wi,Wj P RepsspV q are unitarizable, then Wi bWj is also unitarizable.
By this condition, if Wi,Wj are unitarizable, then for any t P E , V
`
t
i j
˘
is trivial
unless Wt is also unitary.
We let RepupV q be the category of unitary semisimple V -modules. Whenever Wt P
E is unitarizable, we fix a unitary structure on Wt. If t “ 0, then the unitary structure
on W0 is chosen to be the one on V . Then one can define a ribbon categorical structure
on RepupV q in a similar way as for RepsspV q. RepupV q is clearly equivalent to a ribbon
tensor subcategory of RepsspV q. In the rest of this paper, we will always focus on
modules in RepupV q instead of in RepsspV q.
Note that for any Wi P RepupV q, the inner product x¨|¨y induces a natural anti-
unitary map Ci : Wi Ñ Wi, such that for any v P V ,
Yipv, xq “ CiYipΘv, xqC´1i . (4.30)
(Cf. [Gui17a] equation (1.19).) We write wpiq “ Ciwpiq for any wpiq P Wi. One can also
show that C0Θ : V “ W0 Ñ W0 is a unitary V -module isomorphism. Therefore V is
self-dual. We identify V with W0 using C0Θ. Under this identification, C0 is the same
as Θ´1 “ Θ. So by our notation, v “ Θv for any v P V .
Let us now equip the ribbon category RepupV q with a unitary structure. In the
following, we assume that all modules are unitary. If Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, we define the adjoint
intertwining operator Y:α ” Yα˚ to be a type
`
j
i k
˘
intertwining operator satisfying that
for any wpiq P Wi,
Y:αpwpiq, xq ” Yα˚pwpiq, xq “ YαpexL1pe´ipix´2qL0wpiq, x´1q:. (4.31)
Recall the creation operator Yκpiq defined in section 4.1. It is clear that Yκpiq “ Li|0 “
Ri|0. The adjoint intertwining operator Yκpiq˚ of Yκpiq is called the annihilation operator
of Wi. Now for any Wi,Wj P RepupV q, t P E , we choose a basis Θtij of V
`
t
i j
˘
. Choose
any arg-valued z1, z2 P Cˆ satisfying 0 ă |z2 ´ z1| ă |z1| ă |z2| and arg z1 “ arg z2 “
argpz2´z1q. Then there exists a unique complex matrix tΛαβu independent of the choice
of zi, z2, such that for any w
piq
1 , w
piq
2 P Wi, the following fusion relation holds.
YjpYκpiq˚pwpiq2 , z2 ´ z1qwpiq1 , z1q “
ÿ
tPE
ÿ
α,βPΘtij
ΛαβYβ˚pwpiq2 , z2qYαpwpiq1 , z1q (4.32)
Recall that by our notation in the last section, qYα P V` t
i j
˘˚ is the dual element of Yα.
For each t P E , we define a sesquilinear form Λ on V` t
i j
˘˚, antilinear on the second
variable, such that for any α, β P Θtij ,
Λp qYα| qYβq “ Λαβ. (4.33)
It is easy to check that this definition of Λ is independent of the choice of basis.
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Condition H. For each Wi,Wj P RepupV q,Wt P E , the sesquilinear form Λ on V
`
t
i j
˘˚ is
positive.
By the rigidity of RepupV q (condition E), Λ is also non-degenerate (cf. [Gui17b]
theorem 6.7 step 3). Therefore, Λ is a (non-degenerate) inner product on each V` t
i j
˘˚,
which can be extended naturally to an inner product on Wi bWj “ÀtPE V` ti j˘˚ bWt,
under which Wi b Wj becomes a unitary V -module. One can show (cf. [Gui17b]
chapter 7) that under these inner products, all the structural maps (associativity iso-
morphisms, braid operators, etc.) are unitary. We thus identify the unitary V -modules
Wi b pWj bWkq and pWi bWjq bWk as Wi bWj bWk, and identify V bWi,Wi b V
as Wi. Hence RepupV q is a braided C˚-tensor category. Moreover, if E is finite, then
RepupV q is a unitary ribbon fusion category.
Recall that for each Wi P RepupV q, Li acts on each Wj P RepupV q as a type
`
ij
i j
˘
in-
tertwining operator. We let L:i act on eachWibWj as the adjoint intertwining operator
of Li|j , which is of type
`
j
i ij
˘
. In other words, we let L:i |ij “ pLi|jq:. In the remaining
part of this section, we shall show that L: and R commute.
For any Wi P RepupV q, we let evi,i P HomV pWi bWi, V q be the morphism defined
by the intertwining operator Yκpiq˚ . Then for any wpiq1 , wpiq2 P Wi,
evi,iLipwpiq1 , xqwpiq2 “ Yκpiq˚pwpiq1 , xqwpiq2 “ L:i pwpiq1 , xqwpiq2 . (4.34)
More generally, we have:
Proposition 4.4. For any Wi,Wj P RepupV q, wpiq P Wi, wpijq P Wij “ Wi bWj ,
L:i pwpiq, zqwpijq “ pevi,i b idjqLipwpiq, zqwpijq. (4.35)
Proof. Choose any wpiq1 , w
piq
2 P Wi, wpjq P Wj , and choose arg-valued z1, z2 such that
0 ă |z2´ z1| ă |z1| ă |z2| and arg z1 “ arg z2 “ argpz2´ z1q. We first rewrite (4.32) using
L. Note that L0|j is just Yj , and Yκpiq˚ “ L:i |i. Therefore the left hand side of (4.32) is
L0pL:i pwpiq2 , z2 ´ z1qwpiq1 , z1qwpjq
when acting on wpjq P Wj . On the other hand, if we let Θtij be an orthonormal basis
of V` t
i j
˘
, and write Li as (4.22), then it is easy to see that the right hand side of (4.32)
equals
L:i pwpiq2 , z2qLipwpiq1 , z1qwpjq
when acting on wpjq. Therefore (4.32) is equivalent to
L0pL:i pwpiq2 , z2 ´ z1qwpiq1 , z1qwpjq “ L:i pwpiq2 , z2qLipwpiq1 , z1qwpjq. (4.36)
Using proposition 4.3, the functoriality of L (equation (4.24)), and equations (4.34)
and (4.36), we compute
pevi,i b idjqLipwpiq2 , z2qLipwpiq1 , z1qwpjq “ pevi,i b idjqLiipLipwpiq2 , z2 ´ z1qwpiq1 , z1qwpjq
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“L0pevi,iLipwpiq2 , z2 ´ z1qwpiq1 , z1qwpjq “ L0pL:i pwpiq2 , z2 ´ z1qwpiq1 , z1qwpjq
“L:i pwpiq2 , z2qLipwpiq1 , z1qwpjq.
Thus we’ve proved (4.35) when both sides “act on” Lipwpiq1 , z1qwpjq. Write Lipwpiq1 , z1q “ř
nPR Lipwpiq1 qnz´n´1. Then by [Hua95] lemma 14.5 (see also [Gui17a] proposition A.1),
(4.35) holds when acting on Lipwpiq1 qnwpjq for any wpiq1 , P Wi, wpjq P Wj, n P R. By
[Hua95] lemma 14.9 (see also [Gui17a] corollary A.4), vectors of the form Lipwpiq1 qnwpjq
span the vector space Wij . Therefore (4.35) is proved.
We are now ready to prove the adjoint version of theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.5. Choose Wi,Wj,Wk P RepsspV q, wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj , and arg-valued distinct
zi, zj P S1 such that zi is anti-clockwise to zj . Then the following diagram commutes in the
sense of braiding of intertwining operators.
Wk
Rjpwpjq,zjqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Wk bWj
L:i pwpiq,ziq
İ§§ L:i pwpiq,ziqİ§§
Wi bWk
Rjpwpjq,zjqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Wi bWk bWj
. (4.37)
Proof. Consider the diagrams
Wi bWk
Rjpwpjq,zjqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Wi bWk bWj
Lipwpiq,ziq
§§đ Lipwpiq,ziq§§đ
Wi bWi bWk
Rjpwpjq,zjqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Wi bWi bWk bWj
evi,ibidk
§§đ evi,ibidkbidj§§đ
Wk
Rjpwpjq,zjqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Wk bWj.
(4.38)
The first small diagram commutes due to theorem 4.2, the second one commutes due
to the functoriality of R (equation (4.25)). Therefore the large diagram commutes,
which is equivalent to the commutativity of diagram (4.37) by proposition 4.4.
4.4 Smeared intertwining operators
We recall the definition and some of the basic properties of energy bounded inter-
twining operators. See [Gui17a] chapter 3 for more details. We first fix some notations.
If A is an unbounded operator on a Hilbert space H, we let DpAq be the domain of A.
If A is densely-defined and preclosed, we let A denote its closure, and A˚ “ A˚ its
adjoint. If A and B are densely-defined with common domain D “ DpAq “ DpBq,
we say that B is the (clearly unique) formal adjoint of A, and write B “ A:, if for any
ξ, η P D ,
xAξ|ηy “ xξ|Bηy. (4.39)
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If A,B are preclosed operators on H, we say that A commutes strongly with B, if
the von Neumann algebra generated by A,A
˚
commutes with the one generated by
B,B
˚
. (See [Gui17a] section B.1 for more details.) Therefore, by our definition, two
bounded operators commute strongly if and only if they commute adjointly.
Definition 4.6. Let P ,Q,R,S be Hilbert spaces, and A : P Ñ R, B : Q Ñ S, C :
P Ñ Q, D : RÑ S be unbounded preclosed operators. By saying that the diagram of
preclosed operators
P CÝÝÝÑ Q
A
§§đ B§§đ
R DÝÝÝÑ S
(4.40)
commutes strongly, we mean the following: LetH “ P‘Q‘R‘S . Define unbounded
preclosed operators R, S on H with domains DpRq “ DpAq ‘ DpBq ‘R ‘ S, DpSq “
DpCq ‘Q‘DpDq ‘ S, such that
Rpξ ‘ η ‘ χ‘ ςq “ 0‘ 0‘ Aξ ‘Bη p@ξ P DpAq, η P DpBq, χ P R, ς P Sq,
Spξ ‘ η ‘ χ‘ ςq “ 0‘ Cξ ‘ 0‘Dχ p@ξ P DpCq, η P Q, χ P DpDq, ς P Sq.
(Such construction is called the extension from A,B to R, and from C,D to S.) Then
R and S commute strongly.
Now we return to the unitary VOA V and its unitary modules. For any Wi P
RepupV q, we let Hi be the Hilbert space completion of Wi. Then L0 is a preclosed
operator on Hi with dense domain Wi. Its closure L0 is clearly self-adjoint. We set
H8i “
Ş
nPZě0 Dpp1 ` L0qnq. Then as Wi Ă H8i , H8i is a dense subspace of Hi. Vectors
in H8i are called smooth.
Let Wi,Wj,Wk P RepupV q. For any Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
and any homogeneous vector wpiq P
Wi, we write Yαpwpiq, xq “ řnPR Yαpwpiqqnx´n´1, where each Yαpwpiqqn is a linear map
from Wj to Wk. For any a ě 0, we say that Yαpwpiq, xq satisfies a-th order energy
bounds, if there exist M, b ě 0, such that for any n P R, wpjq P Wj ,
‖Yαpwpiqqnwpjq‖ďMp1` |n|qb‖p1` L0qawpjq‖. (4.41)
By [Gui17a] proposition 3.4, if wpiq is quasi-primary and Yαpwpiq, xq satisfies a-th order
energy bounds, then so does Yα˚pwpiq, xq.
We say that Yαpwpiq, xq is energy-bounded if it satisfies a-th order energy bounds
for some a ě 0. N We say that V is energy-bounded if Y pv, xq is energy-bounded for
any homogeneous v P V . We say that a unitary V -module Wi is energy-bounded if
Yipv, xq is energy-bounded for any homogeneous v P V .
We now define smeared intertwining operators for energy bounded intertwining
operators (cf. [Gui17a] section 3.2). Recall the discussion of arg-valued intervals in
section 3.1. For any rI “ pI, argIq P rJ and f P C8c pIq , we call rf “ pf, argIq a (smooth)
arg-valued function on S1 with support inside rI , and let C8c prIq be the set of all suchrf . We set the complex conjugate of rf to be rf “ pf, arg Iq. If rI Ă rJ P rJ , then C8c prIq is
naturally a subspace of C8c p rJq by identifying each pf, arg Iq P C8c prIqwith pf, arg Jq.
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Now if Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, wpiq P Wi is homogeneous, Yαpwpiq, xq is energy-bounded, rI “
pI, argIq P rJ , and rf “ pf, argIq P C8c prIq , we define the smeared intertwining operator
Yαpwpiq, rfq to be a bilinear form on Wj bWk satisfying
Yαpwpiq, rfq “ ż
argIpIq
Yαpwpiq, eiθqfpeiθq ¨ e
iθ
2pi
dθ. (4.42)
Then Yαpwpiq, rfq maps Wj into H8k . Regarding Yαpwpiq, rfq as an unbounded operator
from Hj to Hk with domain Wj , Yαpwpiq, rfq is preclosed, the closure of which contains
H8j . Moreover, we have
Yαpwpiq, rfqH8j Ă H8k , Yαpwpiq, rfq˚H8k Ă H8j .
In the following, we will always denote by Yαpwpiq, rfq the restriction of the closed opera-
tor Yαpwpiq, rfq to the core H8j . Then the formal adjoint Yαpwpiq, rfq: exists, which is the
restriction of Yαpwpiq, rfq˚ to H8k .
We now give formulae for the rotation covariance of smeared intertwining opera-
tors. Recall that we have an action of G on rJ defined in section 3.1. For any t P R andrI P rJ , write ĄexppitL0qrI “ rJ “ pJ, argJq. We define a linear map rptq : C8c prIq Ñ C8c p rJq,
such that for any rf “ pf, arg Iq, rptq rf “ prptqf, argJq satisfies rptqfpeiθq “ fpeipθ´tqq
(@θ P R). Then using the proof of [Gui17a] proposition 3.15, one can easily show that
eitL0Yαpwpiq, rfqe´itL0 “ Yαpwpiq, eip∆wpiq´1qtrptq rfq (4.43)
for any homogeneous wpiq P Wi with conformal weight ∆wpiq . Set f 1peiθq “ ddθfpeiθq andrf 1 “ pf 1, arg Iq. Then we have another version of rotation covariance
rL0,Yαpwpiq, rfqs “ Yαpwpiq, p∆wpiq ´ 1q rf ` i rf 1q, (4.44)
where both sides of the equation act on H8j . (See also [Gui17a] proposition 3.15.)
Next we relate Yαpwpiq, rfq: with the smeared intertwining operator of Yα˚ ” Y:α. It
was proved in [Gui17a] proposition 3.4 that if Yα satisfies a-th order energy bounds,
then so does Yα˚ . Now, for any a P R, rf P C8c prIq, we set ea rf “ peaf, arg Iq P C8c prIq,
where eaf is the smooth function on S1 defined by
eafpeiθq “
"
eiaθfpeiθq if θ P argIpIq
0 if eiθ R I .
Then for any homogeneous wpiq P Wi,
Yαpwpiq, rfq: “ ÿ
mPZě0
e´ipi∆wpiq
m!
Yα˚pLm1 wpiq, em`2´2∆wpiq rfq (4.45)
(cf. [Gui17a] proposition 3.9), recalling that ∆wpiq is the conformal weight of wpiq.
We also have braiding of smeared intertwining operators (cf. [Gui17a] corollary
3.13):
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Proposition 4.7. Choose disjoint rI, rJ P rJ , and zi P I, zj P J with arguments
argIpziq, argJpzjq respectively. Suppose Wi,Wj,Wk,Wr,Ws,Wt are unitary V -modules,
Yα P V
`
t
i s
˘
,Yβ P V
`
s
j k
˘
,Yα1 P V
`
r
i k
˘
,Yβ1 P V
`
t
j r
˘
, and for any wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj ,
the following braid relation holds:
Yαpwpiq, ziqYβpwpjq, zjq “ Yβ1pwpjq, zjqYα1pwpiq, ziq.
Then if wpiq, wpjq are homogeneous, Yαpwpiq, xq,Yβpwpjq, xq,Yα1pwpiq, xq,Yβ1pwpjq, xq are
energy-bounded, and rf P C8c prIq, rg P C8c p rJq, the following equation holds when acting on
H8k :
Yαpwpiq, rfqYβpwpjq, rgq “ Yβ1pwpjq, rgqYα1pwpiq, rfq.
This proposition, together with relation (4.45), implies immediately the following
main result of this section. Note that by our notation, if Wi,Wj P RepupV q, then Hij is
the Hilbert space completion of Wij “ WibWj , andH8ij is the subspace of smooth vec-
tors. Similarly, if we also haveWk P RepupV q, thenHikj is the Hilbert space completion
of Wikj “ Wi bWk bWj , and H8ikj is its smooth subspace.
Theorem 4.8. Choose Wi,Wj,Wk P RepupV q, wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj , and disjointrI, rJ P rJ such that rI is anticlockwise to rJ . Assume that wpiq, wpjq are homogeneous, and
Li|kpwpiq, xq,Li|kjpwpiq, xq,Rj|kpwpjq, xq,Rj|ikpwpjq, xq are energy-bounded. Then the dia-
gram
H8k
Rjpwpjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8kj
Lipwpiq, rfq§§đ Lipwpiq, rfq§§đ
H8ik
Rjpwpjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8ikj
(4.46)
commutes adjointly, in the sense that both this diagram and the following diagram commute:
H8k
Rjpwpjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8kj
Lipwpiq, rfq:İ§§ Lipwpiq, rfq:İ§§
H8ik
Rjpwpjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ H8ikj
. (4.47)
Proof. The first diagram commutes due to theorem 4.2 and proposition 4.7. The second
one commutes due to theorem 4.5, proposition 4.7, and relation (4.45).
4.5 Conformal nets associated to VOAs
In this section, we discuss some relations between unitary VOAs and confor-
mal nets as well as their modules. Let Wi be a unitary V -module. Then for anyrf “ pf, arg Iq, the smeared vertex operator Yipv, rfq is independent of the choice of
arguments as Yipv, zq is a meromorphic field. We thus write Yipv, rfq as Yipv, fq. In
particular, Y0 “ Y , and Y pv, rfq is written as Y pv, fq.
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Condition I. The unitary VOA V is energy-bounded. Moreover, V is strongly local, which
means that for any disjoint I, J P J , homogeneous u, v P V , and f P C8c pIq, g P C8c pJq, the
closed operators Y pu, fq and Y pv, gq commute strongly.
Then by [CKLW18], there exists a (unique) conformal net AV acting on H0 (the
Hilbert space completion of V “ W0), such that for any I P J , AV pIq is the von
Neumann algebra generated by all Y pv, fq and Y pv, fq˚ (where v P V is homogeneous,
and f P C8c pIq). Moreover, the projective representation of Diff`pS1q (and hence of G )
is integrated from the positive energy representation of the Virasoro algebra on V . We
call AV the conformal net associated to V .
A unitary V -module Wi is called strongly-integrable (cf. [CWX]), if Wi is energy-
bounded, and there is a (unique) AV -module pHi, piiq P ReppAV q, such that for any
I P J , f P C8c pIq, and any homogeneous v P V , we have piipY pv, fqq “ Yipv, fq.
Proposition 4.9. Let Wi P RepupV q be strongly-integrable, and let Hi be the corresponding
AV -module. Then the action of GAV on Hi, which descends to a projective representation of G
on Hi, is integrated from the action of the Virasoro algebras on Wi.
Proof. For any n P Z we set en P C8c pS1q to be enpeiθq “ einθ. For each I P J and f P
C8c pIq such that e´1f is real, we write fpeiθq “
ř
nPZ ane
inθ, where tanu are the Fourier
series of f . Then T pfq “ řn anLn´1 P VecCI pS1q is self-adjoint. Let ν be the conformal
vector of V . Then for any energy-bounded Wk P RepupV q, Ykpν, fq “ řnPZ anLn´1,
where each Ln acts on H8k .
Let Wj “ W0 ‘ Wi “ V ‘ Wi. Then Wj is also strongly-integrable. By [TL99]
theorem 5.2.1 (see also [CKLW18] theorem 3.4), there exists a projective representation
Uj of G on Hj , such that for any I P J and f P e1 ¨ C8c pI,Rq, the unitary operator
eiYjpν,fq belongs to the equivalence class UjpĄexppiT pfqqq P PUpHjq. Since Hj “ H0 ‘Hi
and eiYjpν,fq “ diagpeiY pν,fq, eiYipν,fqq, there is a unitary representation of GAV on Hi,
denoted by Ui, such that for any g “ pĄexppiT pfqq, eiY pν,fqq P GAV Ă G ˆ UpH0q, we
have Upgq “ eiY pν,fq (where U is the representation GAV ñ H0 in the definition of
the conformal net AV ) and Uipgq “ eiYipν,fq. Therefore Uipgq “ piipUpgqq by strong
integrability. Since GAV pIq is generated by all such g, we have actually verified (2.1).
This shows that Ui is the unique representation of GAV associated to the A-module
Hi
A more detailed study of the strong locality of VOA modules can be found in
[CWX]. (See also [Ten18] for related topics.) Here we give a criterion for strong in-
tegrability which will be enough for applications to various examples. To begin with,
we let C be a full rigid monoidal subcategory of RepupV q. In other words, C is a class
of objects of RepupV q satisfying the following conditions:
(a) C contains the identity object V .
(b) If Wi P C, then any subobject of Wi is equivalent to an object of C.
(c) If Wi P C, then its dual Wi is equivalent to an object of C.
(d) If Wi,Wj P C then Wi bWj P C.
Definition 4.10. Assume that any unitary V -module in C is energy-bounded. If Wi P C
and wpiq P Wi is homogeneous, we say that the action wpiq ñ C satisfies the strong
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intertwining property, if for any Wj,Wk P C, and Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, the following conditions
are satisfied:
(a) Yαpwpiq, xq is energy-bounded.
(b) For any homogeneous v P V , rI P rJ , J P J which is disjoint from I , and rf P
C8c prIq, g P C8c pJq, the following diagram of preclosed operators commutes strongly:
Hj Yjpv,gqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hj
Yαpwpiq, rfq§§đ Yαpwpiq, rfq§§đ
Hk Ykpv,gqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk
. (4.48)
Let F be a set of objects of C. We say that F generates C, if any irreducible object
of C is equivalent to a subobject of a tensor product of elements in F . The following
theorem can be proved in a very similar way as [Gui17b] theorem 4.8.
Theorem 4.11. Let V be unitary and strongly local, C a full rigid monoidal subcategory of
RepupV q, and F a set of irreducible objects in C. Assume that F generates C, and for any
Wi P F , there exists a non-zero homogeneous wpiq P Wi such that wpiq ñ C satisfies the
strong intertwining property. Then any Wk P C is strongly integrable. Moreover, for any
Wi P F ,Wj,Wk P C,Yα P V
`
k
i j
˘
, rI P rJ , J P J disjoint from I , and rf P C8c prIq, y P AV pJq,
the following diagram of preclosed operators commutes strongly.
Hj pijpyqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hj
Yαpwpiq, rfq§§đ Yαpwpiq, rfq§§đ
Hk pikpyqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk
. (4.49)
Note that definition 4.10 does not rely on conditions F and H. Indeed, if C0 is a full
rigid monoidal subcategory of ReppV q whose objects are unitarizable, and if C is the
class of all unitary V -modules equivalent to some objects of C0, then we can still apply
definition 4.10 to C. Moreover, condition H (restricted to C) will be a consequence of
strong intertwining property; see remark 4.20 and theorem 4.21. On the other hand,
under the assumption of condition H, the strong intertwining property for wpiq ñ C
can be equivalently stated as follows: For any homogeneous v P V , and any Wj P
C, rI P rJ which is disjoint from I , and rf P C8c prIq, g P C8c pJq, the following diagram of
preclosed operators commutes strongly:
Hj Yjpv,gqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hj
Lipwpiq, rfq§§đ Lipwpiq, rfq§§đ
Hij Yijpv,gqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hij
. (4.50)
To see the equivalence of the two statements, note that condition (4.50) is clearly a
special case of the statement in definition 4.10. Now assume condition (4.50). To prove
(4.48), we recall that Yα can be identified with a morphism Tα P HomV pWi bWj,Wkq
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in a natural way. Then Yα “ TαLi|j by equation (4.21). Since the two small diagrams
of preclosed operators in
Hj Yjpv,gqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hj
Lipwpiq, rfq§§đ §§đLipwpiq, rfq
Hij Yijpv,gqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hij
Tα
§§đ §§đTα
Hk Ykpv,gqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hk
(4.51)
commute strongly, we have the strong commutativity of the large diagram by lemma
4.16, which is equivalent to the strong commutativity of (4.48).
4.6 Vertex categorical extensions
Let V be unitary and strongly local. Let C be a full rigid monoidal subcategory
of RepupV q as in the last section. We assume that F is a generating set of irreducible
objects in C satisfying the conditions described in theorem 4.11. Then by that theorem,
any unitary V -module Wk in C can be integrated to an AV -module Hk. We define a
˚-functor F : C Ñ ReppAV q mapping each Wk P C to FpWkq “ Hk. If Wk,Wk1 P C, and
G P HomV pWk,Wk1q, then FpGq P HomAV pHk,Hk1q is the closure of G if we regard G as
a densely-defined linear operator from Hk to Hk1 with domain Wk. Then by [CWX] or
by [Gui17b] theorem 4.3, F : C Ñ ReppAV q is a fully-faithful ˚-functor. We now equip
FpCq with the braided C˚-tensor categorical structure pFpCq,, ßq naturally equivalent
to pC,b, ßq under the ˚-functor F. So, for instance, if Wi,Wj P C, we set Hi Hj “ Hij
(not to be confused with Hi b Hj defined by Connes fusion) to be the AV -module
integrated from Wij “ WibWj . The braid operator ßi,j : Hij Ñ Hji is defined to be the
closure of ßi,j : Wij Ñ Wji
Definition 4.12. Let C be a full rigid monoidal subcategory of RepupV q, Wi,Wj P C.
Choose homogeneous vectors wpiq P Wi, wpjq P Wj . We say that the actions wpiq, wpjq ñ
C satisfy the strong braiding property, if for any Wk P C, rI, rJ P rJ such that rI is
anticlockwise to rJ , rf P C8c prIq, rg P C8c p rJq, the following diagram of preclosed operators
commutes strongly:
Hk Rjpw
pjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hkj
Lipwpiq, rfq§§đ Lipwpiq, rfq§§đ
Hik Rjpw
pjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hikj
. (4.52)
Theorem 4.13 (Construction of vertex categorical extensions). Assume that V satisfies
conditions A - I. Let C be a full rigid monoidal subcategory of RepupV q whose objects are
energy-bounded, and let F be a set of irreducible V -modules in C, such that F generates C.
Suppose that for each Wi P F we can find a non-zero homogeneous vector wpiq P Wi, such that
the following conditions hold:
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(a) For any Wi P F , the action wpiq ñ C satisfies the strong intertwining property.
(b) For any Wi,Wj P F , the actions wpiq, wpjq ñ C satisfy the strong braiding property.
Then objects in C are strongly integrable, and there exists a categorical local extension E loc “
pAV ,FpFq,,Hq of AV , which can be extended to a unique vector-labeled closed categorical
extension E “ pAV ,FpCq,,Hq. Moreover, E is conformal.
Proof. For each rI P rJ ,Wi P F , we let HiprIq “ C8c prIq ˆ AV pIq. Choose a “ p rf, xq P
C8c prIq ˆ AV pIq “ HipIq. For each Wk P C, consider the left polar decomposition
Li|kpwpiq, rfq “ UH of the closed operator Li|kpwpiq, rfq from Hk to Hik, where U is the
partial isometry (the phase) from Hk to Hik, and H is the self-adjoint operator on Hk.
We write the phase U as Ui|kpwpiq, rfq. Similarly, we let Vi|kpwpiq, rfq be the phase of
Ri|kpwpiq, rfq.
Now for any ξpkq P Hk, we define
Lpa, rIqξpkq “ Ui|kpwpiq, rfqpikpxqξpkq, Rpa, rIqξpkq “ Vi|kpwpiq, rfqpikpxqξpkq. (4.53)
We now verify that such construction makes E loc “ pAV ,FpFq,,Hq a categorical
local extension of AV . By the strong intertwining property and theorem 4.11, the
actions of Lpa, rIq and Rpa, rIq on Hk satisfy Lpa, rIq P HomApIcqpHk,Hikq, Rpa, rIq P
HomApIcqpHk,Hkiq. Isotony is easy to check. Since Li and Ri are related by the braid
operator ß, so do their phases. So braiding is checked. Neutrality follows immedi-
ately from the braiding and the coherence theorem of ß. Functoriality follows from
(4.24), (4.25). The Reeh-Schlieder property and the density of fusion products can be
proved using step 1 of the proof of [Gui17b] theorem 4.8.17 Finally, locality follows
immediately from the strong braiding property.
Thus we’ve proved that E loc “ pAV ,FpFq,,Hq is a categorical local extension. By
theorem 3.15, there exists a unique vector-labeled closed categorical extension E “
pAV ,FpCq,,Hq containing E loc. By theorem 3.13, E is conformal.
Corollary 4.14. Assume that V and C satisfy the conditions in theorem 4.13. Then pC,b, ßq
is equivalent to a braided C˚-tensor subcategory of pReppAV q,b,Bq under the ˚-functor F.
Proof. This follows immediately from theorems 4.13 and 3.10.
The construction (but not just the existence) of the conformal categorical extensions
in theorem 4.13 is very important to us. We call them vertex categorical extensions. In
the following we give some criteria for the strong intertwining and braiding proper-
ties, which are the crucial conditions required in theorem 4.13. The following lemma
can be proved using results in [TL99] (see [Gui17a] theorem B.9)
Lemma 4.15. Let D be a self-adjoint positive operator on a Hilbert space H, and let H8 “Ş
nPZě0 Dpp1 ` Dqnq be the dense subspace of smooth vectors in H. Suppose that K,T are
preclosed operators on H satisfying the following conditions:
(a) DpKq “ DpT q “ H8, KH8 Ă H8, TH8 Ă H8.
17If we modify our constructions a little bit to included x1Ui|kp¨ ¨ ¨ qx2 and x1Vi|kp¨ ¨ ¨ qx2 (where
x1, x2 P AV pIq) in our left and right actions, we can also use (a simplified version of) [Gui17b] proposi-
tion 6.2 to prove these two properties.
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(b) K is symmetric, which is equivalent to saying that K “ K: or K Ă K˚.
(c) KTξ “ TKξ for any ξ P H8.
(d) There exists m P Zě0, such that for any n P Zě0, we can find positive numbers
|K|n`1, |K|D,n`1, |T |n`m, such that for all ξ P H8,
‖p1`DqnKξ‖ď |K|n`1‖p1`Dqn`1ξ‖, (4.54)
‖p1`DqnpDK ´KDqξ‖ď |K|D,n`1‖p1`Dqn`1ξ‖, (4.55)
‖p1`DqnTξ‖ď |T |n`m‖p1`Dqn`mξ‖. (4.56)
Then K is self-adjoint, and T and K commute strongly.
The above lemma can be applied to the situations where one of the two preclosed
operators A and B is symmetric. In the case that neither of them is symmetric, we
need to decompose A into its real and imaginary parts A “ H ` iK (where H and K
are symmetric), prove the strong commutativity of H,K with B, and finally show the
strong commutativity ofA andB by linearity. However, to be rigorous, we have to first
verify (at least in our situations) that linear sums preserve the strong commutativity
of preclosed operators. This is achieved by the following very useful lemma.
Lemma 4.16. Let P pz1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , zmq and Qpζ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ζnq be polynomials of z1, . . . , zm and
ζ1, . . . , ζn respectively. Let D be a self-adjoint positive operator on H, and set H8 “Ş
nPZě0 Dpp1`Dqnq. Choose preclosed operators A1, . . . , Am and B1, . . . , Bn on H with com-
mon invariant (dense) domain H8. Assume that there exists ε ą 0 such that eitDAre´itD
commutes strongly with Bs for any r “ 1, . . . ,m, s “ 1, . . . , n, and t P p´ε, εq. Assume
also that the unbounded operators A “ P pA1, ¨ ¨ ¨ .Amq, B “ QpB1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bnq (with common
domain H8) are preclosed. Then A commutes strongly with B.
Note that here P pA1, ¨ ¨ ¨ .Amq and QpB1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Bnq are understood in the obvious
way, i.e., by substituting the operators into the polynomials. So, for instance, if
P pz1, z2, z3q “ 2z1z3 ` z22 then A “ 2A1A3 ` A22. Note also that an invariant domain
of an unbounded operator means that this domain is invariant under the action of this
operator.
Proof. We first prove the special case when m “ 1 and P pz1q “ z1. Then A “ A1. Let
M be the von Neumann algebra generated by A,A˚, and choose an arbitrary x PM.
Then it is not hard to show that for any h P C8c p´ε, εq satisfying
şε
´ε hptqdt “ 1, the
operator xh “
şε
´ε e
itDxe´itDhptqdt satisfies xhH8 Ă H8, xh˚H8 Ă H8 (see, for example,
the proof of [Gui17b] theorem 4.2), and that as h converges to the delta-function at 0,
xh converges strongly to x. Now, by assumption, each xh commutes strongly with any
Bs. Therefore, xhBsξ “ Bsxhξ, xh˚Bs “ Bsxh˚ξ for any ξ P H8 and any s “ 1, . . . , n.
By the invariance of H8 under B1, . . . , Bn, we have xhBξ “ Bxhξ, xh˚Bξ “ Bxh˚ξ for
any ξ P H8, which implies the strong commutativity of xh and B (see [Gui17a] section
B.1). Since xh converges strongly to x, x and B also commute strongly. Thus A and
B commute strongly. Note that for any t P p´ε, εq, eitDAe´itD and B1, . . . , Bn satisfy a
similar condition. Therefore eitDAe´itD also commutes strongly with B.
Now for general m and P , we know from the last paragraph that Ar commutes
strongly with e´itDBeitD for any r “ 1, . . . ,m and t P p´ε, εq. Therefore, by the last
paragraph again, B commutes strongly with A.
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Using the above two lemmas and the rotation covariance of smeared intertwining
operators (4.43), one can prove the following theorems.
Theorem 4.17. Let V be unitary and strongly local, C a full rigid monoidal subcategory of
RepupV q whose objects are energy-bounded. Choose Wi P C, and a quasi-primary vector
wpiq P Wi. If Li|kpwpiq, xq satisfies 1-st order energy bounds for any Wk P C, then the action
wpiq ñ C satisfies the strong intertwining property.
Proof. See either step 2 of the proof of [Gui17b] theorem 4.8, or the proof of the next
theorem.
Theorem 4.18. Let V be unitary and strongly local, C a full rigid monoidal subcategory of
RepupV q. Choose Wi,Wj P C, quasi-primary wpiq P Wi, and homogeneous wpjq P Wj . If
for any Wk P C, Li|kpwpiq, xq satisfies 1-st order energy bounds, and Lj|kpwpjq, xq is energy
bounded, then the actions wpiq, wpjq ñ C satisfy the strong braiding property.
Proof. For each rI, rJ P rJ with rI anticlockwise to rJ , and any rf P C8c prIq, rg P C8c p rJq,
consider the diagram
Hk Rj |kpw
pjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hkj
Li|kpwpiq, rfq
§§đ Li|kjpwpiq, rfq§§đ
Hik Rj |ikpw
pjq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hikj
. (4.57)
Set H “ Hk ‘ Hkj ‘ Hik ‘ Hikj and H8 “ H8k ‘ H8kj ‘ H8ik ‘ H8ikj , and extend
Li|kpwpiq, rfq,Li|kjpwpiq, rfq (resp. Rj|kpwpjq, rgq,Rj|ikpwpjq, rgq) to a preclosed operator A
(resp. B) on H (see definition 4.6). Let H “ pA ` A:q{2 and K “ pA ´ A:q{p2iq be
symmetric operators on H with domains H8. By lemma 4.15, theorem 4.8, the energy
bounds conditions of intertwining operators, the adjoint formula (4.45), and equation
(4.44) which shows the energy bounds of rL0, Hs and rL0, Ks, the preclosed operators
H and K commute strongly with B. Therefore, by (4.43) and lemma 4.16, A “ H ` iK
commutes strongly with B.
We summarize the results of this section in the following theorem which will be
convenient for applications.
Theorem 4.19. Assume that V satisfies conditions A - I. Let C be a full rigid monoidal subcate-
gory of RepupV q whose objects are energy-bounded, and let F be a set of irreducible V -modules
in C, such that F generates C. Suppose that for each Wi P F we can find a non-zero quasi-
primary vector wpiq, such that whenever Wi,Wj P F ,Wk P C, the intertwining operators
Li|kpwpiq, xq and Lj|kpwpjq, xq satisfy 1-st order energy bounds. Then objects in C are strongly
integrable, and there exists a vertex categorical extension E “ pAV ,FpCq,, ßq of AV . Conse-
quently, pC,b, ßq is equivalent to a braided C˚-tensor subcategory of pReppAV q,b,Bq under
the ˚-functor F.
Moreover, ifWh,Wl P C, wphq P Wh andwplq P Wl are homogeneous, andwphq ñ C, wplq ñ
C satisfy the strong intertwining property, then the actions wphq, wplq ñ C satisfy the strong
braiding property.
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Proof. The claim of the first paragraph follows directly from what we’ve proved in this
section. We now prove the second half. For each rI P rJ , rf P C8c prIq, we consider, for any
Wk P C, the preclosed operator Lh|kpwphq, rfq from Hk to Hhk. Let Lh|kpwphq, rfq “ HU be
the right polar decomposition, and let H “ ş`8
0
λdEkpλq be the spectral decomposition
of the positive operator H . Now choose an arbitrary λ ě 0, and let a “ pλ, rfq. We
define a bounded linear operator Apa, rIq acting on any Hk (where Wk P C), such that
for any ξpkq P Hk,
Apa, rIqξpkq “ EkpλqLh|kpwphq, rfqξpkq.
Then by the strong intertwining property of wphq ñ C, Apa, rIq P HomAV pIcqpHk,Hhkq.
By the functoriality ofLh and theorem 4.18, pA, a, rI,Hhq is a left operator (see definition
3.16) of the categorical local extension E loc “ pAV ,FpFq,,Hq constructed in theorem
4.13.
Similarly, for any rJ P rJ clockwise to rI , any rg P C8c p rJq, and any Wk P C, we take
the right polar decomposition Rl|kpwplq, rgq “ H 1U 1, take the spectral decomposition
H 1 “ ş`8
0
µdE 1kpµq, choose an arbitrary µ ě 0, and let b “ pµ, rgq. Then there is a right
operator pB, b, rJ,Hlq of E loc, such that for any ξpkq P Hk,
Bpb, rJqξpkq “ E 1kpµqRl|kpwplq, rgqξpkq.
Therefore, by theorem 3.17, the diagram
Hk E
1
kpµqRl|kpwplq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hkl
EkpλqLh|kpwphq, rfq
§§đ §§đEklpλqLh|klpwphq, rfq
Hhk E
1
hkpµqRl|hkpwplq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hhkl
commutes adjointly for any λ, µ ě 0. This proves the strong commutativity of the
diagram
Hk Rl|kpw
plq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hkl
Lh|kpwphq, rfq
§§đ §§đLh|klpwphq, rfq
Hhk Rl|hkpw
plq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hhkl
for any Wk P C. Therefore wphq, wplq ñ C satisfy the strong braiding property.
Remark 4.20. We remark that in theorems 4.13 and 4.19, condition H is not necessarily
needed. By all the other conditions and the strong intertwining property, we can prove
the positivity of the sesquilinear form Λ on V` t
i j
˘
for any Wi,Wj P C,Wt P E using
the arguments in [Gui17a, Gui17b]. Thus C is a braided C˚-tensor category, which is
enough to prove these theorems. Indeed, in [Gui17b] we gave two criteria (conditions
A and B in section 5.3) for the positivity of Λ, both concerning the (1-st order) energy
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bounds conditions for intertwining operators. The reason these energy bounds condi-
tions are required is to guarantee the strong intertwining property, which is the essen-
tial property for proving the main results of that paper. Those results clearly hold if
we replace the 1-st order energy bounds condition with the more general strong inter-
twining properties.18 Thus, let us summarize the positivity result in [Gui17a, Gui17b]
in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.21. Assume that V satisfies conditions A-F and I. Let C0 be a full rigid monoidal
subcategory of ReppV q whose objects are unitarizable and energy-bounded. Let F be a set of
irreducible V -modules generating C0, and fix for each Wi P F a unitary structure. Let C be
the C˚-category of all unitary V -modules equivalent to some objects of C0. Suppose for each
Wi P F we can find a non-zero homogeneous vector wpiq P Wi such that wpiq ñ C satisfies the
strong intertwining property. Then for any Wj,Wk P C,Wt P E , the sesquilinear form Λ on
V` t
j k
˘˚ is positive. As a consequence, C becomes a unitary ribbon fusion category.
Here the notions of full rigid monoidal subcategories and generating sets of objects
are understood in the same way as in section 4.5.
5 Examples and applications
In this chapter, we apply the main results in the previous chapter (mainly theorems
4.13 and 4.19) to various examples. Let us assume that V is a unitary regular VOA of
CFT type. Here “regular” means that any weak V -module is completely reducible
[DLM95]. Then V satisfies conditions A - F by a series works of Huang and Lepowsky
[HL95a, HL95b, HL95c, Hua95, Hua05a, Hua05b, Hua08a, Hua08b]. Examples of such
V include unitary Virasoro VOAs (minimal models), unitary affine VOAs (WZW mod-
els), and lattice VOAs (cf.[DLM95]). For these examples, all semisimple representa-
tions are unitarizable. (See [FQS84, Wang93] for unitary Virasoro VOAs, [Kac94, FZ92]
for unitary affine VOAs, and [FLM89] or [LL12] for lattice VOAs.) Therefore condition
G holds for these examples. Unitary Heisenberg VOAs also satisfy conditions A -
G. Indeed, the convergence of products of intertwining operators (condition C) can
be checked directly using the explicit construction of intertwining operators (the well
known “vertex operator” construction). One can also compute by hand the tensor
categorical structures of their representation categories using the braid and fusion re-
lations obtained in [DL93]. A detailed discussion will be given later in this chapter.
Condition I also holds for all these examples: see [BS90] section 2 for Virasoro, affine,
and Heisenberg VOAs; see [TL04] chapter VI for lattice VOAs (see also [Gui18] theo-
rem A.6).
18[Gui17b] conditions A and B require that the homogeneous vectors are quasi-primary. This is not
necessary once we know the strong intertwining property. Indeed, the quasi-primary condition is used
only in the following two places: (1) If wpiq is quasi-primary and Yαpwpiq, xq satisfies 1-st order en-
ergy bounds, then the adjoint intertwining operator Yα˚pwpiq, xq also satisfies 1-st order energy bounds,
cf. [Gui17a] proposition 3.4. (2) The formula for the adjoint of generalized intertwining operators, cf.
[Gui17b] corollary 5.7. Now (1) is used only to prove the strong intertwining property. As for (2), it is
not hard to write down the adjoint formula for general homogeneous vectors using the non-smeared
version of [Gui17a] equation (3.25) and [Gui17b] remark 5.6. Therefore one can safely drop the quasi-
primary condition once the strong intertwining property is known.
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In the following, we will verify the strong intertwining property and the strong
braiding property for many of these examples. As discussed in remark 4.20, the posi-
tivity of the sesquilinear form Λ, and hence the unitarity of the relevant braided ribbon
fusion categories are consequences but not assumptions of these analytic properties.
5.1 Unitary Virasoro and affine VOAs
Suppose that V is a unitary Virasoro VOA Lpc, 0q (c ă 1), or a unitary affine
VOA Lgpl, 0q at level l P Zě0, where g is a complex simple Lie algebra of type A,
C, or G2. Then by the works of [Loke94] (for Virasoro VOAs), [Was98] (for type A
affine VOAs), [Gui18] (for type C and G2 affine VOAs), there exists a set F of irre-
ducible unitary V -modules, such that for any Wi P F ,Wk P RepupV q, and any low-
est weight vector wpiq P Wi (which is automatically quasi-primary), the intertwining
operator Li|kpwpiq, xq satisfies 1-st order energy bounds. (Indeed, except for type G2
affine VOAs, the 0-th order energy bounds hold.) In the case V “ Lpc, 0q where
c “ 1 ´ 6
mpm`1q (m “ 2, 3, 4, . . . ), we can choose F “ tLpc, h1,2q, Lpc, h2,2qu, where
for each r “ 1, 2, . . . ,m ´ 1, s “ 1, 2, . . . ,m, hr,s “ ppm`1qr´msq2´14mpm`1q is the highest weight
of Lpc, hr,sq. If V “ Lgpl, 0q and g is of type A,C,G2, one can choose Lpl,2q to be the
smallest (in the sense of the dimension of the lowest weight subspace) non-vacuum
irreducible V -module, and let F “ tLpl,2qu. Thus, by remark 4.20 or by [Gui17b]
theorems 6.7 and 7.8, the sesquilinear form Λ is always positive, and RepupV q is a uni-
tary fusion category. By [Gal12] theorem 3.5, RepupV q admits a unique unitary ribbon
structure (which, by [Gui17b] section 7.3, is defined by the twist e2ipiL0). By [Hua08b],
the S-matrix is non-degenerate. Therefore RepupV q is a unitary modular tensor cate-
gory.
Now apply theorem 4.19, we see that FpRepupV qq is closed under Connes fusion b,
and the braidedC˚-tensor category pFpRepupV qq,b,Bq is equivalent to pRepupV q,b, ßq.
Therefore pFpRepupV qq,b,Bq is a unitary braided fusion category, which admits a
unique unitary ribbon structure. We thus conclude that FpRepupV qq is equivalent to
RepupV q as a unitary modular tensor category.
Finally we determine the category FpRepupV qq. For a general unitary regular V of
CFT type, it is widely believed that FpRepupV qq is the category RepsspAV q of semisim-
ple AV -modules. In the case that V is one of the examples mentioned above, this
conjecture can actually be proved. Indeed, if V is a unitary minimal model, then by
[Wang93], one has a complete classification of irreducible V -modules. By [Xu00a] the-
orem 4.6 and [KL04] corollary 3.3, irreducible AV -modules were also classified, and
one easily sees that V and AV have the same number of equivalence classes of irre-
ducible representations. (See also [KL04] the discussions before corollary 3.6.) One
thus concludes that FpRepupV qq “ RepsspAV q.
Now assume that V is a unitary affine VOA Lgpl, 0q, the strong integrability of
all representations of which has already been shown. Then by [Hen19] theorems 26
and 27 (with g “ sl2 excluded), or the first theorem any [Zel15] theorem 2.16, any
semisimple AV -module Hi can be integrated from an irreducible positive energy rep-
resentation of pg. Such pg-module can be extended uniquely to a unitary V -module Wi
such that YipXp´1qΩqn “ Xpnq (@n P Z, X P g). By [CKLW18] theorem 8.1, AV is gen-
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erated by operators of the form Y pXp´1qΩ, fq. Therefore, by strong integrability, the
V -module Wi integrates to Hi. Thus the conjecture is proved in this case. We conclude
the following:
Theorem 5.1. Let V be a unitary Virasoro VOA Lpc, 0q (c ă 1), or a unitary affine
VOA Lgpl, 0q where g is a complex simple Lie algebra of type A, C, or G2. Then any
unitary V -module is strongly integrable, RepsspAV q is closed under Connes fusions, and
pRepsspAV q,b,Bq and pRepupV q,b, ßq are equivalent as unitary modular tensor categories
under the ˚-functor F.
An important question in algebraic quantum field theory is to prove the complete
rationality [KLM01] of conformal nets corresponding to rational chiral conformal field
theories. The first non-trivial examples of completely rational conformal nets are those
associated to unitary affine VOAs (WZW-models) of type A by [Xu00b]. The complete
rationality of c ă 1 Virasoro nets was proved in [KL04]. Now, with the help of the
above theorem, we have the following expanded list of completely rational WZW-
nets.
Corollary 5.2. If V is a unitary affine VOA of type A, C, or G2, then the conformal net AV
is completely rational.
Proof. By the previous theorem, RepsspAV q is a fusion category since this is true for
RepupV q. Thus the strong rationality of AV follows from [LX04] theorem 4.9.
If V “ Lgpl, 0q is a unitary affine VOA of type B or D, a partial result can be ob-
tained. Write g “ son where n ě 5. The smallest non-vacuum irreducible V -module
Lgpl,2q (the one corresponding to the vector representation of g) unfortunately does
not generate the whole tensor category RepupV q. One also needs to include the spin
representations, in which case the linear energy bounds conditions of intertwining op-
erators are not guaranteed. Set F “ tLgpl,2qu. Then the tensor category C generated
by F is the tensor subcategory of single-valued V -modules. Here an Lgpl, 0q-module
Wi is called single-valued if the action of g on the lowest weight subspace of any irre-
ducible component of Wi can be integrated to a representation of SOpnq (but not just
its covering space Spinpnq). By [TL04] theorem VI.3.1 and [Gui18] theorem 3.3, for any
lowest weight vector wp2q P Lgpl,2q “ W2 and any Wk P RepupV q, the intertwining
operator L2|kpwp2q, xq satisfies 0-th order energy bounds. Therefore, by theorem 4.19,
we have the following equivalence theorem.
Theorem 5.3. Let V be a unitary affine VOA of type B or D, and let C be the tensor category
of unitary single-valued V -modules. Then any object in C is strongly integrable, the category
FpCq of all AV -modules which can be integrated from objects in C is closed under Connes
fusions, and pFpCq,b,Bq and pC,b, ßq are equivalent as unitary ribbon fusion categories under
the ˚-functor F.
We remark that we can prove the strong integrability of any (not necessarily single-
valued) representation Wi of V in a slightly weaker sense: there exists an AV -module
pHi, piiq such that piipY pXp´1qΩ, fqq “ YipXp´1qΩq, fq whenever X P g, I P J , f P
C8c pIq, and Y pXp´1qΩ, fq is symmetric (see [Gui17b] remark 5.8). This is due to the
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fact that any YipXp´1q, xq satisfies 1-st order energy bounds, so that the smeared ver-
tex operators of which are intertwined strongly by any energy bounded intertwining
operators (see [Gui17a] proposition 3.16). Since, by [CKLW18] theorem 8.1, operators
of the form Y pXp´1qΩ, fq (where f P C8c pIq) generate AV pIq for each I , pii is uniquely
determined by Yi. So we can define a fully faithful ˚-functor F : RepupV q Ñ ReppAV q.
However, it will be much harder to show that the whole modular tensor category
RepupV q is equivalent to its image in ReppAV q (i.e., RepsspAV q) under the ˚-functor F.
The difficulty lies in that, due to lack of 1-st order energy bounds, we don’t know how
to prove the strong braiding property for the intertwining operators whose charge
spaces are double-valued representations (say, the spin representations). A possible
way to tackle this problem is through conformal inclusions: one tries to realize V as
a unitary VOA extension of another unitary rational VOA U , such that there exists
a generating set of irreducible U -modules whose intertwining operators satisfy 1-st
order energy-bounds. Then one can construct the vertex category extension of AU ,
which can be shown to be restricted to the one of AV (notice that the tensor category
of V is smaller than that of U ). The equivalence of RepupV q and RepsspAV q as ribbon
categories can therefore be proved. (Indeed, we will use this method to treat lattice
VOAs in subsequent sections.) A general theory of categorical extensions for VOA
extensions will be developed in future works.
5.2 Unitary Heisenberg VOAs
Heiserberg VOAs are not rational as they have infinitely many equivalence classes
of irreducible representations. But it is still interesting to study their tensor categories
and categorical extensions, mainly because of their relations to Lattice VOAs (which
are rational). The main purpose of this section is to prove that all intertwining opera-
tors of a unitary Heisenberg VOA satisfy the strong intertwining and braiding prop-
erties. This result will be used in the next section to construct vertex categorical exten-
sions for even lattice VOAs.
Heisenberg VOAs share many similarities with affine VOAs, as the former are
affinizations of (obviously non-semisimple) abelian Lie algebras. The main differences
are that the levels add no constraints on Heisenberg VOAs, and that all (positive)
levels are equivalent. So we may well assume that the level l “ 1. In the following
we summarize some key features of the tensor categories of Heisenberg VOAs. A
detailed account of the representation theory of Heisenberg VOAs (as well as Lattice
VOAs) can be found in [LL12] chapter 6. [DL93] lays down the foundation of the
tensor product theory for representations of Heisenberg VOAs. A brief exposition
of this theory can be found in [TZ11]. These works were written in the language of
formal variables. In particular, the braid and fusion relations of intertwining operators
were written in the form of the Jacobi identity for “generalized vertex algebras”. A
translation of these results in the language of complex variables was provided in
[Gui18] chapter A, where a discussion of the energy-bounds condition is also included.
Let V “ Lhp1, 0q be the unitary Heisenberg VOA for a unitary finite-dimensional
complex abelian Lie algebra h. Here “unitary” means that h is equipped with an inner
product p¨|¨q and an anti-unitary involution ˚. Let hR “ tX P h : X˚ “ ´Xu be the real
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Lie algebra for h. The real inner product p¨|¨q on ihR induces a natural isomorphism
between ihR and its dual vector space pihRq˚. The equivalence classes of irreducible
unitary V -modules can then be identified with pihRq˚ » ihR in the following way: For
any λ P ihR, we have an irreducible positive energy representation Wλ “ Lhp1, λq of
the affinization ph of h, such that αp0qwλ “ pα|λqwλ for any lowest conformal-weight
vector wλ and any α P h.19 Lhp1, λq can be extended uniquely to a unitary V -module.
For any λ, µ, ν P ihR, The fusion rule Nνλµ “ dimV
`
ν
λ µ
˘ “ dimV` Wν
WλWµ
˘
equals 1
when ν “ λ ` µ, and 0 otherwise. We therefore have Wλ bWµ » Wλ`µ. If ν “ λ ` µ,
there is a distinguished non-zero type
`
ν
λ µ
˘
intertwining operator Yνλ,µ defined us-
ing the well-known “vertex operator” construction exp
`ř
ną0
λp´nq
n
xn
˘
Y pv, xq exp ` ´ř
ną0
λpnq
n
x´n
˘
, with which the braid and fusion relations are easy to express. To sim-
plify our notations, we let Yλ act on any possible Wµ as the intertwining operator Yνλ,µ.
By [DL93] theorem 5.1, for any λ, µ, ν P ihR, wpλq P Wλ, wpµq P Wµ, wpνq P Wν , we have
the fusion relation
Yλpwpλq, z1qYµpwpµq, z2qwpνq “ Yλ`µpYλpwpλq, z1 ´ z2qwpµq, z2qwpνq (5.1)
for any z1, z2 P Cˆ satisfying 0 ă |z1´z2| ă |z2| ă |z1| and arg z1 “ arg z2 “ argpz1´z2q,
and the braid relation
Yλpwpλq, z1qYµpwpµq, z2qwpνq “ eipipλ|µqYµpwpµq, z2qYλpwpλq, z1qwpνq (5.2)
whenever z1, z2 P S1 and z1 is anticlockwise to z2.
The energy bounds condition for the intertwining operators of V was essentially
proved in [TL04] chapter VI. A brief explanation of the proof can be found in [Gui18]
chapter A. Here we only summarize the results that will be used later: For any λ, µ P
ihR and homogeneous wpλq P Wλ, Yλ`µλ,µ pwpλq, xq is energy bounded. If, moreover, wpλq
has lowest conformal dimension, and pλ|λq ď 1, then Yλ`µλ,µ pwpλq, xq satisfies 0-th order
energy bounds.
Now we can easily construct the vertex categorical extension for V . Set F “ tWλ “
Lhp1, λq : pλ|λq ď 1u, which clearly generates RepupV q. For each Wλ P F , we choose
a non-zero lowest weight vector wpλq P Wλ. Then Yλpwpλq, xq satisfies 0-th order (and
hence 1-st order) energy bounds. Now theorem 4.19 implies the following theorem.
Theorem 5.4. Let V “ Lhp1, 0q be a unitary Heisenberg VOA. Then any irreducible uni-
tary V -module is strongly integrable, the category FpRepupV qq of all AV -modules which can
be integrated from semisimple unitary V -modules is closed under Connes fusions, and the
braided C˚-tensor categories pFpRepupV qq,b,Bq and pRepupV q,b, ßq are equivalent under
the ˚-functor F.
We now prove the strong braiding property for intertwining operators of V . By
the second half of theorem 4.19, it suffices to check the strong intertwining prop-
erty. Choose λ, µ P ihR and disjoint rI, rJ P rJ . Then for any homogeneous
wpλq P Wλ, rf P C8c prIq, and g P C8c pJq, α P h satisfying that Y pαp´1qΩ, gq is
symmetric, lemma 4.15 tells us that Y pαp´1qΩ, gq is self-adjoint, and the smeared
19From the perspective of infinite dimensional Lie algebras, wλ is called a highest weight vector.
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intertwining operator Yλ`µλ,µ pwpλq, rfq, when regarded as an unbounded operator on
Hλ ‘ Hµ with domain H8λ ‘ H8µ , commutes strongly with the preclosed operator
diagpYλpαp´1qΩ, gq, Yµpαp´1qΩ, gqq “ Yλ‘µpαp´1qΩ, gq (see also [Gui17a] proposition
3.16). By strong integrability, Yλ‘µpαp´1qΩ, gq “ piλ‘µpY pαp´1qΩ, gqq. By [CKLW18]
theorem 8.1, AV pJq is generated by all such Y pαp´1qΩ, gq. Therefore Yλ`µλ,µ pwpλq, rfq
commutes strongly with piλ‘µpyq for any y P AV pJq. The strong intertwining property
for wpλq ñ RepupV q hence follows. By theorem 4.19, we have the strong braiding prop-
erty for any wpλq, wpµq P RepupV q. Note that we can identify Lλpwpλq, xqwith Yλpwpλq, xq,
and identify Rλpwpµq, xq with eipipµ|νqYµpwpµq, xq when acting on any Wν . The strong
braiding property can therefore be written in the following equivalent form:
Theorem 5.5. Let V “ Lhp1, 0q be a unitary Heisenberg VOA. Then for any λ, µ, ν P ihR,
any homogeneous vectors wpλq P Wλ, wpµq P Wµ, any intervals rI, rJ P rJ with rI anticlockwise
to rJ , and any rf P C8c prIq, rg P C8c p rJq, the following diagram of preclosed operators commutes
strongly.
Hν Yµpw
pµq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hν`µ
Yλpwpλq, rfq
§§đ §§đYλpwpλq, rfq
Hλ`ν e
ipipλ|µqYµpwpµq,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hλ`ν`µ
(5.3)
5.3 Lattice VOAs
In this section, a unitary Heisenberg VOA Lhp1, 0q is denoted by U , and the sym-
bol V will be reserved for a lattice VOA. Let Υ be an even lattice in ihR satisfying
rankpΥq “ dimpihRq, and let Υ˝ be the dual lattice of Υ. Then the unitary U -module
V “ ÀαPΥ Lhp1, αq can be extended to a unitary VOA structure by choosing a map
 : Υ˝ ˆΥ˝ Ñ S1 satisfying
pα, 0q “ 1, pα, β ` γqpβ, γq “ pα, βqpα ` β, γq p@α, β, γ P Υ˝q,
pα, βq “ p´1qpα|βqpβ, αq p@α, β P Υq
(see [LL12] remark 6.4.12 for the existence of such ), and setting, for each α, µ P
Υ, wpαq P Lhp1, αq, wpµq P Lhp1, µq,
Y pwpαq, xqwpµq “ pα, µqYαpwpαq, xqwpµq. (5.4)
where Yα is as in the last section. Then pV, Y q becomes a VOA, called the lattice VOA
for Υ. By [Miy04] proposition 2.7 or [DL14] theorem 4.12, V is unitary. As Υ Ă Υ˝, we
have a quotient map r¨s : Υ˝ Ñ Υ˝{Υ, λ ÞÑ rλs. Then for each λ P Υ˝, the unitary U -
module Wrλs “ ÀµPλ`Υ Lhp1, µq can be extended to an irreducible unitary V -module
pWrλs, Yrλsq by letting Yrλspwpαq, xqwpµq equal the right hand side of (5.4) for any α P
Υ, µ P λ ` Υ, wpαq P Lhp1, αq, wpµq P Lhp1, µq. Moreover, any irreducible V -module
arises in this way ([LL12] theorem 6.5.24). We thus have a bijection between Υ˝{Υ and
the equivalence classes of irreducible (unitary) V -modules.
Intertwining operators of V can be described as follows (cf. [DL93] proposi-
tion 12.2). For any λ0, µ0, ν0 P Υ˝, we let V
` rν0s
rλ0s rµ0s
˘
be the vector space of type
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` rν0s
rλ0s rµ0s
˘ “ ` Wrν0s
Wrλ0sWrµ0s
˘
intertwining operators of V , and let N rν0srλ0srµ0s be the fusion rule
dimV` rν0srλ0s rµ0s˘. Then N rν0srλ0srµ0s equals 1 when ν0 ´ λ0 ´ µ0 P Υ, and equals 0 other-
wise. Therefore Wrλ0s b Wrµ0s » Wrλ0`µ0s. A distinguished type
` rλ0`µ0s
rλ0s rµ0s
˘
intertwin-
ing operator Y rλ0`µ0srλ0srµ0s , written simply as Yrλ0s, can be chosen to satisfy that for any
λ P λ0 `Υ, µ P µ0 `Υ, wpλq P Lhp1, λq, wpµq P Lhp1, µq,
Yrλ0spwpλq, xqwpµq “ pλ, µqpµ´ µ0, λqe
ipipµ´µ0|λq
pλ, µ´ µ0q ¨ Yλpw
pλq, xqwpµq (5.5)
Thus the energy-boundedness of V -intertwining operators follows from that of U -
intertwining operators.
We now prove the strong braiding property of intertwining operators of V . First
we need a lemma.
Lemma 5.6. Let A,B be preclosed operators on a Hilbert space H with common invariant
domain D . Let tpαu be a collection of projections on H satisfying Žα pα “ idH. Assume that
for any α, pαD Ă D , pα commutes strongly with A,B, and the restrictions of A,B to pαH
(with common domain pαD) commute strongly. Then A and B commutes strongly.
Note that since pα commutes strongly with A and AD , pαD Ă D , we have ApαD “
pαAD Ă pαD , and similarly BpαD Ă pαD . Therefore the restrictions in this lemma
make sense.
Proof. For each n we set Hα “ pαH,Dα “ pαD , and let A|Hα be the preclosed operator
on Hα with dense domain Dα satisfying A|Hαξ “ Aξ for any ξ P Dα. Then, using the
strong commutativity of pα and A, one easily checks that A|Hα is the restriction of Apα
to Hα. To put it simply, we have A|Hα “ Apα. Let A “ UH be the left polar decompo-
sition of A with U the phase of A. Then by the uniqueness of polar decompositions,
A|Hα also has polar decomposition A|Hα “ Upα ¨ Hpα. Define B|Hα in a similar way,
and let B “ U 1H 1 be the left polar decomposition of B. Then we also have the polar
decomposition B|Hα “ U 1pα ¨ H 1pα of B|Hα . Now we choose x (resp. y) to be an ar-
bitrary element in the von Neumann algebra generated by A,A
˚
(resp. B,B
˚
). Then,
since A|Hα commutes strongly with B|Hα by assumption, we see that xpα commutes
with ypα. As rx, pαs “ ry, pαs “ 0, we have xyξ “ yxξ for any ξ P Hα. Since α is
arbitrary, we actually have the commutativity of x and y, which therefore proves the
strong commutativity of A and B.
Theorem 5.7. Let V be the VOA for a non-degenerate even lattice Υ Ă ihR. Then for any
λ0, µ0, ν0 P Υ˝, any homogeneous vectors wrλ0s P Wrλ0s, wrµ0s P Wrµ0s, any intervals rI, rJ P rJ
with rI anticlockwise to rJ , and any rf P C8c prIq, rg P C8c p rJq, the following diagram of preclosed
operators commutes strongly.
Hrν0s
Rrµ0spwrµ0s,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hrν0srµ0s
Lrλ0spwrλ0s, rfq
§§đ §§đLrλ0spwrλ0s, rfq
Hrλ0srν0s
Rrµ0spwrµ0s,rgqÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Hrλ0srν0srµ0s
(5.6)
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Proof. We first prove the special case where there exist λ P λ0 `Υ and µ P µ0 `Υ such
that wrλ0s P Wλ “ Lhp1, λq, wrµ0s P Wµ “ Lhp1, µq. Write wpλq “ wrλ0s, wpµq “ wrµ0s. Iden-
tify Hrλ0srν0s,Hrν0srµ0s,Hrλ0srν0srµ0s with Hrλ0`ν0s,Hrν0`µ0s,Hrλ0`ν0`µ0s respectively. (There
is no need to choose canonical identifications.) Set H “ Hrν0s ‘ Hrλ0`ν0s ‘ Hrν0`µ0s ‘
Hrλ0`ν0`µ0s and extend Lrλ0spwrλ0s, rfq (resp. Rrµ0spwrµ0s, rgq) to a preclosed operator A
(resp. B) on H with domain H8 “ H8rν0s ‘H8rλ0`ν0s ‘H8rν0`µ0s ‘H8rλ0`ν0`µ0s as in defini-
tion 4.6.
Notice that, for example, Hrλ0`ν0s “
À
νPν0`ΥHλ`ν , where we recall that Hλ`ν is theAU -module integrated from the U -module Wλ`ν “ Lhp1, λ ` νq. Therefore, for each
ν P ν0 `Υ, we have a projection pν of H onto the subspace Kν “ Hν ‘Hλ`ν ‘Hν`µ ‘
Hλ`ν`µ of H. Then its smooth subspace K8ν satisfies K8ν “ pνH8. Moreover, it is easy
to see that pν commutes strongly with A and B. Thus, by lemma 5.6, it suffices to
verify the strong commutativity of A and B when restricted to each Kν . But by our
knowledge of the fusion rules of U , it is clear that the strong commutativity of the
preclosed operators A|Kν and B|Kν (with common invariant domain K8ν ) is equivalent
to that of diagram (5.3), which is already proved by theorem 5.5. Thus this special case
is proved.
Now, in the general case, a homogeneous vector wrλ0s P Wrλ0s (resp. wrµ0s P Wrµ0s)
can be written as a finite sum of homogeneous vectors of the form wpλq P Wλ (where
λ P λ0 ` Υ) (resp. wpµq P Wµ (where µ P µ0 ` Υ) ). Thus the strong braiding property
follows from rotation covariance (4.43) and lemma 4.16.
We note that when one of λ0, µ0 is 0, the above theorem says nothing but the strong
intertwining property for the intertwining operators of V . When both λ0, µ0 are 0, this
theorem says that V is strongly local. If we combine this theorem with the results in
section 4.6, we immediately have the following theorem:
Theorem 5.8. Let V be a (unitary) even lattice VOA. Then V is strongly local, and any
unitary V -module is strongly integrable. The sesquilinear form Λ defined on each vector space
of intertwining operators of V is positive(-definite). Hence RepupV q is a unitary modular
tensor category. Let FpRepupV qq be the category of all AV -modules integrated from objects
in RepupV q. Then FpRepupV qq is closed under Connes fusions, and pFpRepupV qq,b,Bq and
pRepupV q,b, ßq are equivalent as unitary modular tensor categories under the ˚-functor F.
Hence, once we know that all semisimple AV -modules arise from integrating
unitary V -modules, we have the equivalence of unitary modular tensor categories
pRepsspAV q,b,Bq » pRepupV q,b, ßq.
6 Relation to DHR superselection theory
In this chapter, we show that the representation category ReppAq of a conformal
net A is equivalent to the braided C˚-tensor category DHRI0pAq of DHR (Doplicher-
Haag-Roberts) endomorphisms ofA localized in an arbitrary open interval I0 P J . We
first review the DHR theory for conformal nets developed in [DHR71, DHR74, FRS89,
FRS92].
First, we define a universal C˚-algebra C˚pAq following [Fre90]. Let C0pAq be the
free ˚-algebra generated by all ApIq (I P J ). Then any A-module pHi, piiq P ReppAq can
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be naturally extended to a C0pAq-module, also denoted by pii. Define a C˚-seminorm
‖¨‖ on C0pAq satisfying ‖A‖“ supHiPReppAq‖piipAq‖ for any A P C0pAq, and let C˚pAq
be the completion of C0pAq under this norm. Then any representation Hi of A can be
extended uniquely to a representation of C˚pAq on Hi.
DHR endomorphisms
By an endomorphism ρ of C˚pAq, we always mean that ρ is a continuous unital
˚-endomorphism. In the following, we fix an open interval I0 P J . We say that an
endomorphism ρ is localized in I0, if the restriction of ρ to ApIc0q is the identity em-
bedding id : ApIc0q ãÑ C˚pAq. If, moreover, for any I1, I P J satisfying I0 Y I1 Ă I ,
there exists a unitary U P ApIq such that AdpUq ˝ ρ is localized in I1, we say that
ρ is transportable. The category of transportable endomorphisms localized in I0 is
denoted by DHRI0pAq. Each ρ P DHRI0pAq is associated with a canonical (locally nor-
mal) representation pHρ, piρq of A, which satisfies Hρ “ H0 (as Hilbert spaces) and
piρpxq “ pi0pρpxqq for any I P J , x P ApIq.
For any ρ1, ρ2 P DHRI0pAq, we define the Hom space
Hompρ1, ρ2q “ tT P ApI0q : Tρ1pAq “ ρ2pAqT p@A P C˚pAqqu.
Then pi0pT q P HomApHρ1 ,Hρ2q. Conversely, by Haag duality and the fact that ρ1, ρ2 are
localized in I0, any element in HomApHρ1 ,Hρ2q arises in this way. We therefore have a
natural identification Hompρ1, ρ2q » HomApHρ1 ,Hρ2q.
The tensor (fusion) product b of any ρ1, ρ2 P DHRI0pAq is defined to be the com-
position of the two endomorphisms ρ1 b ρ2 “ ρ2 ˝ ρ1 “ ρ2ρ1. If R P Hompρ1, ρ3q, S P
Hompρ2, ρ4q, then one can easily verify that Sρ2pRq P Hompρ2ρ1, ρ4ρ3q. We therefore set
the tensor product of R and S to be R b S “ Sρ2pRq. We set the identity object of
EndpC˚pAqq to be the identity endomorphism of C˚pAq. Associativity isomorphisms
are defined in the natural way. Then DHRI0pAq becomes a C˚-tensor category. The
braid operator εpρ1, ρ2q P Hompρ2ρ1, ρ1ρ2q is defined by choosing disjoint open inter-
vals I1, I2 Ă I0 such that I2 is anticlockwise to I1 in I0, choosing U1, U2 P ApI0q such
that AdpU1q ˝ρ1 and AdpU2q ˝ρ2 are localized in I2 and I1 respectively, and defining the
statistic operator
εpρ1, ρ2q “ ρ1pU˚2 qU˚1U2ρ2pU1q. (6.1)
This operator is independent of the particular choice of U1, U2, I1, I2. Using ε to define
braiding, one has a C˚-braided tensor category pDHRI0pAq,b, εq.
The ˚-functor G : ReprI0pAq Ñ DHRI0pAq
To show the equivalence of ReppAq and DHRI0pAq, it will be more convenient to
consider a slightly different tensor category ReprI0pAq equivalent to ReppAq. Let L and
R denote the left and the actions in the Connes categorical extension of A. For anyrI P rJ , we say that a vector ξ P HipIq is unitary, if the map Lpξ, rIq “ Zpξ, Iq : H0 Ñ Hi
is unitary. Existence of a unitary vector in HipIq follows from the fact that ApIcq is a
type III factor. We let UipIq denote the set of all unitary vectors in HipIq.
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Lemma 6.1. For any ξ P UipIq,Hj P ReppAq, the map Lpξ, rIq : Hj Ñ Hi bHj is unitary.
Proof. It is easy to see that the action of Lpξ, rIq˚Lpξ, rIq on Hj equals
pijpLpξ, rIq˚Lpξ, rIq|H0q “ idj . Therefore Lpξ, rIq˚Lpξ, rIq|Hj is a partial isom-
etry. Now choose any rJ P rJ clockwise to rI . Then vectors of the form
Lpξ, rIqRpη, rJqχp0q “ Rpη, rJqLpξ, rJqχp0q (where η P HjpJq, χp0q P H0) span a dense
subspace of Hi bHj . Thus Lpξ, rIq is unitary when acting on Hj .
Now we fix an arg function argI0 of I0, and let rI0 “ pI0, argI0q. Define a new category
ReprI0pAq whose objects are pHi, ξq where Hi P ReppAq, ξ P UipI0q. If pHi, ξq, pHj, ηq P
ReprI0pAq, we let the Hom space be HomppHi, ξq, pHj, ηqq “ HomApHi,Hjq. We define a
tensor (fusion) bifunctor b, such that
pHi, ξqb pHj, ηq “ pHi bHj, Lpξ, rI0qηq,
where we notice that Lpξ, rI0qη P UibjpI0q by lemma 6.1. Tensor products of morphisms,
and all the structural isomorphisms (associativity, braiding, etc.) are defined using
those of ReppAq, disregarding all the unitary vectors. The identity object is chosen
to be pH0,Ωq. Then ReprI0pAq is clearly a braided C˚-tensor category equivalent to
ReppAq.
We now define a ˚-functor G : ReprI0pAq Ñ DHRI0pAq. Choose any pHi, ξq P
ReprI0pAq. An endomorphism ρi “ GpHi, ξq can be defined as follows (cf.[Fre90]).
Choose any I P J , and choose I1 Ă Ic such that I1 Y I0 can be covered by an open
interval J . We choose arg functions of I1 and J such that rI1, rI0 Ă rJ . (In fact the arg
functions are irrelavent here since we will only deal with left actions on the vacuum
module.) Choose an arbitrary ξ1 P UipI0q. Then the action of Lpξ1, rI1q˚Lpξ, rI0q on H0
lies inside EndApJcqpH0q “ ApJ cq1 “ ApJq. Regard Lpξ1, rI1q˚Lpξ, rI0q as an element in
ApJq and write it as Upξ1, ξq, we thus define
ρi : ApIq Ñ C˚pAq,
x ÞÑ Upξ1, ξq˚ ¨ x ¨ Upξ1, ξq.
Such ρi is independent of the particular choice of I1 and ξ1, and can be extended to a
transportable endomorphism of C˚pAq localized in I0.
In the case that I Y I0 is not dense in S1, we can choose an open interval K P J
covering I Y I0, and it is not hard to show that for any x P ApIq,
ρipxq “ Lpξ, rI0q˚piipxqLpξ, rI0q, (6.2)
where Lpξ, rI0q is acting on H0. This formula and the Haag duality EndApKcqpH0q “
ApKcq1 “ ApKq implies ρipApIqq Ă ApKq. In particular, ρipApI0qq Ă ApI0q. We also
notice that ρi is determined by its values on ApIq for all small I , since this is true for
pHρi , piρiq. Thus we can always use relation (6.2) to characterize ρi.
Now if pHi, ξq, pHi1 , ξ1q P ReprI0pAq and F P HomApHi,Hi1q “ HomppHi, ξq, pHi1 , ξ1qq,
we define
GpF q “ Lpξ1, rI0q˚ ¨ F ¨ Lpξ, rI0q
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with Lpξ1, rI0q and Lpξ, rI0q acting on H0. That GpF q P ApI0q follows from Haag duality.
Write ρi “ GpHi, ξq, ρi1 “ GpHi1 , ξ1q. Then using (6.2), one can easily verifyGpF qρipxq “
ρi1pxqGpF q for any x P ApIq where I P J is small enough such that I Y I0 is not dense.
Therefore GpF q P Hompρi, ρi1q. Thus we’ve defined the functor G. It is obvious that G
is fully faithful and ˚-preserving.
Equivalence of the braided C˚-tensor categories
We now show that G : ReprI0pAq Ñ DHRI0pAq is an equivalence of braided C˚-
tensor categories. That G preserves the monoidal structures is verified by the follow-
ing propositions.
Proposition 6.2. Choose any pHi, ξq, pHj, ηq P ReprI0pAq. Then GppHi, ξq b pHj, ηqq “
GpHi, ξqbGpHj, ηq.
Proof. Choose any I P J such that IYI0 is non-dense. Then we choose rJ P rJ clockwise
to rI0 and disjoint from I . Write ρi “ GpHi, ξq, ρj “ GpHj, ηq. Then ρi b ρj “ ρjρi. On
the other hand, pHi, ξqbpHj, ηq “ pHibHj, Lpξ, rI0qηq. We let ρ “ GpHibHj, Lpξ, rI0qηq.
We want to show ρ “ ρjρi.
Choose any x P ApIq. Then by proposition 3.6,
ρpxq “ LpLpξ, rI0qη, rI0q˚piibjpxqLpLpξ, rI0qη, rI0q
“Lpη, rI0q˚Lpξ, rI0q˚piibjpxqLpξ, rI0qLpη, rI0q. (6.3)
Now choose ξ1 P UipJq, η1 P UjpJq. Then we have
piipxq “ Rpξ1, rJqxRpξ1, rJq˚,
pijpxq “ Rpη1, rJqxRpη1, rJq˚,
piibjpxq “ Rpη1, rJqRpξ1, rJqxRpξ1, rJq˚Rpη1, rJq˚.
Using these relations and (6.3), and apply locality (condition (f) of definition 3.1), we
have
ρpxq “ Lpη, rI0q˚Lpξ, rI0q˚Rpη1, rJqRpξ1, rJq ¨ x ¨Rpξ1, rJq˚Rpη1, rJq˚Lpξ, rI0qLpη, rI0q
“Lpη, rI0q˚Rpη1, rJqLpξ, rI0q˚Rpξ1, rJq ¨ x ¨Rpξ1, rJq˚Lpξ, rI0qRpη1, rJq˚Lpη, rI0q
“Lpη, rI0q˚Rpη1, rJqLpξ, rI0q˚piipxqLpξ, rI0qRpη1, rJq˚Lpη, rI0q
“Lpη, rI0q˚Rpη1, rJqρipxqRpη1, rJq˚Lpη, rI0q “ Lpη, rI0q˚pijpρipxqqLpη, rI0q “ ρjpρipxqq.
Proposition 6.3. If F P HomppHi, ξq, pHi1 , ξ1qq, G P HomppHj, ηq, pHj1 , η1qq, then GpF b
Gq “ GpF q bGpGq.
Proof. Write
R “ GpF q “ Lpξ1, rI0q˚ ¨ F ¨ Lpξ, rI0q,
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S “ GpGq “ Lpη1, rI0q˚ ¨G ¨ Lpη, rI0q.
Then
R b S “ SρjpRq “ Lpη1, rI0q˚ ¨G ¨ Lpη, rI0q ¨ ρjpLpξ1, rI0q˚ ¨ F ¨ Lpξ, rI0qq
“Lpη1, rI0q˚ ¨G ¨ Lpη, rI0q ¨ Lpη, rI0q˚pijpLpξ1, rI0q˚ ¨ F ¨ Lpξ, rI0qqLpη, rI0q
“Lpη1, rI0q˚ ¨G ¨ pijpLpξ1, rI0q˚ ¨ F ¨ Lpξ, rI0qqLpη, rI0q (6.4)
Now choose any rJ P rJ clockwise to rI0, and any η1 P UjpJq. Then using locality and
the functoriality of the right actions (condition (b) of definition 3.1),
pijpLpξ1, rI0q˚ ¨ F ¨ Lpξ, rI0qq “ Rpη1, rJqLpξ1, rI0q˚ ¨ F ¨ Lpξ, rI0qRpη1, rJq˚
“Lpξ1, rI0q˚Rpη1, rJq ¨ F ¨Rpη1, rJq˚Lpξ, rI0q
“Lpξ1, rI0q˚pF b idjqRpη1, rJqRpη1, rJq˚Lpξ, rI0q
“Lpξ1, rI0q˚pF b idjqLpξ, rI0q (6.5)
when acting on Hj . Substitute this result into the right hand side of (6.4), and apply
proposition 3.6 and the functoriality of the left actions, we get
R b S “ Lpη1, rI0q˚ ¨G ¨ Lpξ1, rI0q˚pF b idjqLpξ, rI0qLpη, rI0q
“Lpη1, rI0q˚Lpξ1, rI0q˚pidi bGqpF b idjqLpξ, rI0qLpη, rI0q
“LpLpξ1, rI0qη1, rI0q˚pF bGqLpLpξ, rI0qη, rI0q,
which clearly equals GpF bGq.
Proposition 6.4. For any pHi, ξq P ReprI0pAq, the isomorphisms 7i : pHi, ξq b pH0,Ωq ÑpHi, ξq and 5i : pH0,Ωqb pHi, ξq Ñ pHi, ξq satisfy Gp7iq “ 1 “ Gp5iq.
Proof. Under the identifications pHi, ξq b pH0,Ωq “ pHi bH0, Lpξ, rI0qΩq “ pHi, ξq and
pH0,Ωq b pHi, ξq “ pH0 b Hi, LpΩ, rI0qξq “ pHi, ξq, both 7i and 5i are idi. Thus their
images under G are 1.
Finally, we check that G preserves the braid structures.
Proposition 6.5. We have GpBq “ ε. More precisely, for any pHi, ξq, pHj, ηq P ReprI0pAq, if
we let ρi “ GpHi, ξq, ρj “ GpHj, ηq, then GpBi,jq “ εpρi, ρjq.
Proof. Choose rI1, rI2 Ă rI0 with rI2 anticlockwise to rI1. Choose ξ1 P UipI1q, η1 P UjpI2q, and
write
Ui “ Lpξ1, rI1q˚Lpξ, rI0q, Uj “ Lpη1, rI2q˚Lpη, rI0q
acting on H0. Then Ui, Uj P EndApIc0qpH0q “ ApI0q. The images of pHi, ξ1q and pHj, η1q
under G are AdpUiq ˝ ρi and AdpUjq ˝ ρj respectively. Thus AdpUiq ˝ ρi and AdpUjq ˝ ρj
are localized in I1 and I2 respectively. Therefore εpρi, ρjq “ ρipUj˚ qUi˚ UjρjpUiq. By (6.2)
and (6.5) (with F “ 1),
ρipU˚j q “ Lpξ, rI0q˚piipU˚j qLpξ, rI0q “ Lpξ, rI0q˚piipLpη, rI0q˚Lpη1, rI2qqLpξ, rI0q
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“Lpξ, rI0q˚Lpη, rI0q˚Lpη1, rI2qLpξ, rI0q,
and similarly,
ρjpUiq “ Lpη, rI0q˚Lpξ1, rI1q˚Lpξ, rI0qLpη, rI0q
when acting on H0. Combine all these together, we compute
εpρi, ρjq “ ρipU˚j qU˚i UjρjpUiq
“Lpξ, rI0q˚Lpη, rI0q˚Lpη1, rI2qLpξ, rI0q ¨ Lpξ, rI0q˚Lpξ1, rI1q ¨ Lpη1, rI2q˚Lpη, rI0q
¨ Lpη, rI0q˚Lpξ1, rI1q˚Lpξ, rI0qLpη, rI0q
“Lpξ, rI0q˚Lpη, rI0q˚ ¨ Lpη1, rI2qLpξ1, rI1qLpη1, rI2q˚Lpξ1, rI1q˚ ¨ Lpξ, rI0qLpη, rI0q
when acting on H0. By proposition 3.7, Lpη1, rI2qLpξ1, rI1q “ Bi,jLpξ1, rI1qLpη1, rI2q when
acting on H0. Thus
εpρi, ρjq “ Lpξ, rI0q˚Lpη, rI0q˚ ¨ Bi,jLpξ1, rI1qLpη1, rI2qLpη1, rI2q˚Lpξ1, rI1q˚ ¨ Lpξ, rI0qLpη, rI0q
“Lpξ, rI0q˚Lpη, rI0q˚ ¨ Bi,j ¨ Lpξ, rI0qLpη, rI0q “ LpLpη, rI0qξ, rI0q˚Bi,jLpLpξ, rI0qη, rI0q “ GpBi,jq.
Combine all these propositions together, we arrive at the following conclusion.
Theorem 6.6. The braided C˚-tensor categories pReprI0pAq,b,Bq and pDHRI0pAq,b, εq are
equivalent under the ˚-functor G.
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